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MANAGEMENT SUMMARY
This study examines three cemeteries in
the City of Suwanee, Georgia, including what is
known as the Shadowbrook or City Cemetery,
the Jackson Street or African American
Cemetery, and a small family cemetery in the
new Sims Lake Park.
The history of the three cemeteries is
poorly documented – and additional historical
research was not included in this preservation
assessment. They City, through various and
diverse means has, however, assumed care for
these three cemeteries and sought assistance
from Chicora Foundation.
Our first recommendation is that the
City obtain fee simple ownership in all three
cemeteries, using quit claims or whatever legal
means are appropriate. It will be very difficult
(perhaps impossible) for the city to assume
appropriate control and care for the cemeteries
without having ownership authority.
Our second critical recommendation is
that no additional burials be allowed in any of
the cemeteries without a deed to prove plot
ownership and the family assuming all
responsibility for any damages incurred during
the grave opening and closing.
It is also important for all stewards of
historic cemeteries to realize that these
properties are social, historic, architectural, and
archaeological artifacts. When there is little else
physically remaining of a community’s earliest
history, the local cemetery provides a unique tie
to the past that would otherwise be lost.
Therefore, historic cemeteries require
very specific consideration and different care

from the other types of open sites found in most
communities. They also require care different
from that typically given to modern city parks
and other recreation facilities.
Most notably, historic cemeteries
require caregivers to give careful attention to the
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for
Preservation. These guidelines should be
adopted by the City of Suwanee and should
guide all future actions.
Over the years the cemeteries have
received uneven care. The landscape has been
inexplicably altered. Markers have been
damaged through inappropriate care and
management. Many graves are no longer
marked (or may never have been marked). As a
result of deferred or inappropriate maintenance,
a number of issues – many of them critical and
costly – require the City’s immediate attention.
This report evaluates these needs,
classifying them into three broad categories:
•

Those issues that are so critical –
typically reflecting broad administrative
issues, health and safety issues, and
issues that if delayed will result in
significantly greater costs – that require
immediate
attention
during
the
immediate fiscal or calendar year.

•

Those issues that, while significant and
reflecting on-going deterioration and
concerns, can be spread over the next 2
to 3 years. This allows some budgeting
flexibility, but this flexibility should not
be misconstrued as a reason to ignore
the seriousness of the issues.
i
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•

Finally, those issues that represent ongoing maintenance and preservation
issues. These costs can be spread over
the following three to five years. Like
the Second Priority issues, this
budgetary flexibility should not be
interpreted as allowing these issues to
slide since further delay will only
increase the cost of necessary actions.

At
Shadowbrook
Cemetery
we
recommend work totaling $84,150 spread over
five years. The first phase, costing $27,500,
includes critical conservation work, making
repairs to monuments that are unstable and
therefore hazardous to the public. Second phase
work, with a cost of about $46,500, includes
additional conservation costs, as well as
renovation of lawn areas, and care for the
historic oak on the property. We also
recommend historical research. The third phase
costs are limited, about $10,150, and involve
primarily continued tree care and the
development of a promotional brochure.
At the Jackson Street Cemetery the
preservation needs are more complex, with costs
of about $127,750 over five years. The first
priority costs of about $26,750 are focused on
changes at the entrance to the cemetery, infilling
graves and resetting stones, and removal of the
pine tree in the cemetery. A modest sum of
$2,800 is recommended for stone conservation at
this cemetery. Second priority costs of $96,000
include primarily resodding, weed eradication,
and vegetation removal to form a buffer along
the cemetery edges. Also included is $8,000 for
historical research. The final phase of work
includes only $5,000 to produce a brochure for
the cemetery.
At Sims Lake Cemetery we recommend
$62,000 in preservation funds over five years.
The first phase, with costs of $20,500, includes
assessment and pruning of trees, and removal
and replacement of dead cedars. The second
priority actions include additional tree care,
creation of a pathway to the cemetery for staff
ii

use, and $12,500 in conservation treatments to
ensure the stabilization and long-term
preservation of the stones left in the cemetery.
The final phase includes only brochure
production.
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INTRODUCTION
The Project
In late July 2008 the City of Suwanee, in
the process of revamping its Cemetery
Preservation Committee, requested a proposal
for the assessment, ground penetrating radar
(GPR) survey, and mapping of three cemeteries
currently being cared for by the City. These
three cemeteries included the Jackson Street
Cemetery, an African American cemetery just
over an acre in extent; the Shadowbrook
Cemetery, the white community’s cemetery
measuring about 0.7 acre; and a small family
cemetery located on the newly opened Sims
Lake Park, measuring perhaps 0.2 acres.
Suwanee is situated in northwestern
Gwinnett County, just west of I-85 and northeast
of Atlanta (Figure 1).

information to a better understanding of
the cemeteries’ use over time.
3.

Coupled with the GPR survey, each
cemetery was to be mapped, providing
a graphic of the boundaries and features
suitable for integration into a GIS
database.

4.

Stone-by-stone recordation to include
minimally the marker inscription (i.e., a
complete transcription) and a physical
description of the memorial (i.e., type of
marker, such as die on base, tab in
socket, ledger; the inscription technique,
for example, carving, bas relief, painted;
the
material,
including
marble,
limestone, concrete; and the presence of
a stonecarver’s name if visible). Chicora

A proposal addressing these
concerns was submitted by Chicora in
partnership with GEL Geophysics on
August 4 and our proposal was accepted
by the City in early October.
Our proposal involved essentially
six discrete, but overlapping tasks:
1.

A kick-off meeting with the City to
outline
the
work,
explain
procedures, and ensure that all
work would be accomplished in a
timely and cost-effective measure.

2.

A ground penetrating radar (GPR)
survey of the three cemeteries,
with the goal of identifying
unmarked burials. This would
assist the City in protecting the
properties by ensuring that the
boundaries
were
accurately
identified. It might also contribute

Figure 1. Gwinnett County, Georgia, showing the
location of Suwanee and other communities.
1
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also included a photograph of every
stone in each of the three cemeteries.
5.

6.

A conservation assessment of those
stones indicating some need for repair
or treatment. The assessment form
includes a cost estimate for treatment, as
well as a priority for treatment.
A cemetery assessment of the three
properties. Simply put, an assessment
provides information on the long-range
preservation needs of the cemetery.
Topics specifically requested by the City
include
recommended
security
measures,
recommended
on-going
maintenance, a review of policies
dealing with future burials at the three
sites, an overview of needed historical
documentation; recommendations for
public
participation;
and
recommendations for funding sources.

Not included in the tasks was additional
historical research, any repair of damaged
features, or any formal stake-holder meetings.
Chicora Foundation partnered with GEL
Geophysics – a firm specializing in GPR work.
In addition, the firm has extensive experience
working with historic cemeteries and therefore
is especially knowledgeable in distinguishing
graves from other subsurface anomalies. GEL
was responsible not only for the GPR survey,
but also the total station mapping of the three
cemeteries.
The work in the cemetery was
conducted on Tuesday through Thursday,
October 21 through 23, 2008. The investigations
were conducted by Michael Trinkley and Debi
Hacker with Chicora Foundation. The GEL
Geophysics work was coordinated by Mr.
Jorgen Bergstrom, Director of Operations in that
firm’s Marietta, Georgia office.
During this on-site study we met with
Mr. James Miller, P.E., the director of Public
2

Works and Inspections; Ms. Elvira Rogers,
Administrative Services Director; and Mr. Bill
Barnes, also with Public Works.
Of the three cemeteries involved in this
study (out of eight known to exist in the city
limits), the city owns in fee-simple only one of
the three – Sims Lake. Ownership of the
remaining two is not entirely clear. If the city
has made the decision to care for these
cemeteries, a critical first step is to acquire fee
simple ownership in the properties. It will be
very difficult – perhaps impossible – to
implement the preservation efforts necessary to
secure and protect these sites without
ownership rights.
Preservation Fundamentals
Preservation is not an especially difficult
concept to grasp, although the key principles are
not always clearly articulated. The fundamental
concepts are well presented in the Secretary of
the Interior’s Standards for Preservation (see
Table 1).
This document reminds us – at least at a
general level – of what caregivers need to be
thinking about as they begin a cemetery
preservation plan. Those responsible for the care
of Suwanee’s cemeteries should be intimately
familiar with the eight critical issues it outlines.
For example, all other factors being
equal, a cemetery should be used as a cemetery
– not to walk dogs, not as a playground, and not
as a park. And until the caregivers are able to do
what needs to be done, it is their responsibility
to make certain that the site is preserved – it
must not be allowed to suffer damage under
their watch.
Caregivers must work diligently to
understand – and retain – the historic character
of the cemetery. In other words, they must look
at the cemetery with a new vision and ask
themselves, “what gives this cemetery its
unique, historical character?” Perhaps it is the
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Table 1.
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Preservation
1. A property will be used as it was historically, or be given a new use that
maximizes the retention of distinctive materials, features, spaces, and spatial
relationships. Where a treatment and use have not been identified, a property
will be protected and, if necessary, stabilized until additional work may be
undertaken.
2. The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved. The
replacement of intact or repairable historic materials or alteration of features,
spaces, and spatial relationships that characterize a property will be avoided.
3. Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and
use. Work needed to stabilize, consolidate, and conserve existing historic
materials and features will be physically and visually compatible, identifiable
upon close inspection, and properly documented for future research.
4. Changes to a property that have acquired historic significance in their own
right will be retained and preserved.
5. Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction techniques or
examples of craftsmanship that characterize a property will be preserved.

compatible with the
original materials; these
conservation
efforts
must not seek to mislead
the public into thinking
that repairs are original
work;
and
the
conservation
efforts
must be documented for
future generations. If the
caregivers
aren’t
conservators, it is their
responsibility as the
stewards of the property
to retain a conservator
appropriately
trained
and subscribing to the
Code of Ethics and
Standards of Practice of
the American Institute
for Conservation (AIC).

6. The existing condition of historic features will be evaluated to determine the
appropriate level of intervention needed. Where the severity of deterioration
requires repair or limited replacement of a distinctive feature, the new
material will match the old in composition, design, color, and texture.

The Secretary of
the Interior reminds
those responsible for the
resources that each and
7. Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be undertaken using the
every
cemetery
has
gentlest means possible. Treatments that cause damage to historic materials
evolved and represents
will not be used.
different
styles
and
forms.
It
is
the
8. Archeological resources will be protected and preserved in place. If such
responsibility
of
careresources must be disturbed, mitigation measures will be undertaken.
givers to care for all of
landscape, the old and stately trees, the large
these modifications and not seek to create a
boxwoods, or the magnificent arborvitae.
“Disney-land” version of the cemetery, tearing
Perhaps it is the very large proportion of
out features that don’t fit into their concept of
complex monuments, or the exceptional slate
what the cemetery “ought” to look like.
markers. It may simply be that it is a unique
representation of a cemetery type rarely seen in
Likewise, caregivers are reminded that
a rapidly developing urban setting. Whatever it
there will be designs, monuments, and other
is, those undertaking its care and preservation
features that characterize the cemetery – and the
become the guardians responsible for making
caregivers are responsible for identifying these
certain those elements are protected and
items and ensuring their preservation.
enhanced (whether they are particularly
Caregivers must be circumspect in any
appealing to the caregivers or not).
modifications, ensuring that they are not
Whatever conservation efforts are
necessary must be done to the highest
professional standards; these conservation
efforts must be physically and visually

destroying what they seek to protect.
Before acting, those responsible for
preservation are required as good and careful
3
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stewards to explore and evaluate the property,
determining exactly what level of intervention –
what level of conservation – what level of tree

Where conservation treatments are
necessary, the Secretary of the Interior tells
stewards that they must be the gentlest possible.
However phrased – less is more – think smart,
not strong – caregivers have an obligation to
make certain that no harm comes to the resource
while under their care. And again, one of the
easiest ways to comply is to make certain that
caregivers retain a conservator subscribing to
the ethics and standards of the American
Institute for Conservation.
Finally, the caregivers must also
recognize that the cemetery is not just a
collection of monuments and the associated
landscape – the cemetery is also an
archaeological resource. They must be
constantly thinking about how their efforts –
whether to repair a monument, put in a parking
lot, or resurface a path – will affect the
archaeological resources – archaeological
resources that just happen to be the remains of
people buried at the cemetery by their loved
ones.

Figure 2. Portion of the 1992 Suwanee,
Georgia USGS topographic map
showing the location of the three
cemeteries.
pruning – is actually necessary. And where it is
necessary to introduce new materials – perhaps
a pathway – into the cemetery, they must do
their best to make certain these new elements
are not only absolutely necessary, but also
match the old elements in composition, design,
color, and texture. In other words, if the
cemetery has brick pathways, they would be
failing as good stewards if they allowed concrete
pathways – especially if the only justification
was because concrete was less expensive.

4

These are especially critical issues for
each of the three cemeteries included in this
assessment. Modifications at the cemeteries have
taken place with no documentation, leaving
caregivers guessing as to the nature of the work,
the reason it was done, how it was conducted,
and even who did the work. Original fabric has
deteriorated from lack of care. Even the
landscape
has
been
compromised
by
development activities on surrounding parcels
and a lack of careful attention to critical
management issues.
Our first recommendation, therefore, is that
the Cemetery Preservation Committee, as well as the
Suwanee City Council, become thoroughly familiar
with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for
Preservation and reaffirm their responsibility as
stewards of this historical resource to ensure that
future preservation efforts are consistent with sound
preservation principals and practices. These
standards must become “talking-points” for all
future discussions and decisions made
concerning the graveyards.

INTRODUCTION

population, 25 years or older,
has graduated from high
school and nearly 46% have
graduated from college.
Jackson Street Cemetery
The Jackson Street
Cemetery is situated at the
southwestern edge of the city,
bordered to the southeast by
the Southern Railroad tracks
and to the northwest by
Cemetery Street – also known
as Jackson Street. To the east is
a fiberglass manufacturing
facility
(Suwanee-Southern
Corp.), while a new housing
development, Old Suwanee, is
Figure 3. Topographic map of the Jackson Street Cemetery and
situated to the north and west.
surrounding parcels.
The 2030 plan shows the area
The Cemeteries, Their Setting, and Context
as “institutional.” This cemetery is set only
slightly back from Jackson Street, separated
All three cemeteries (in fact, the
from the street by a narrow zone of landscaping.
northern half of Suwanee) are situated in census
The cemetery slopes steeply to the rear
tract 502.02.
(southeast) of the tract.
The 2000 census identified 8,725 people
or 2,947 households in the city. Suwanee is a
predominately white community (84.5%) and
the African American population accounts for
only 6.4% of the total. The median
household income in Suwanee is
$84,038, and the median income for a
family is $91,519. About 1.5% of
families and 2.2% of the population
were below the poverty level.
Historically, Suwanee was a
traditional,
rural
agricultural
community dominated by single
family homes on large lots; there has
never been a significant demand for
rental housing. In 2000, the census
found 2,279 owner-occupied units
(77.3%), with an additional 668 (22.7)
rental units.
Nearly

93%

of

Suwanee’s

The cemetery includes two parcels. The
main tract, PIN 7237-040, is identified as the 0.8
acre “Colored Peoples Cemetery” according to

Figure 4. A portion of the Jackson Street Cemetery, looking
east.
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the Gwinnett County GIS. To the north and west
is an additional strip of 0.27 acre, PIN 7237-394,
that was acquired by the City in 2003 through a
quit claim deed. It presumably is not part of the
cemetery, although the cemetery boundaries are
poorly defined.
The cemetery is situated on the south
face of a ridge. To the northeast is a small creek
that flows southerly, then follows the Southern
Railroad easement before being channelized
southward. It is difficult to assess the original
southern edge of the cemetery since much of
this topography appears to have been cut for the
railway corridor. Elevations in the cemetery
drop from about 1030 feet above mean sea level
(AMSL) to at least 1010 feet AMSL. Soils are
Madison sandy clay loams characterized by a
clay subsoil. Side slopes, with up to 30% slopes
are eroded.
The cemetery is loosely organized, with
rows generally aligned north-south and graves
oriented east-west. There are several clearly
defined family plots with coping,
although most of the cemetery
consists of individual graves, some
in obvious kin groupings. The
topography has an undulating
character, typical of unmarked
graves. African American features,
such as exposed vault tops and
hand-made concrete markers, are
present. It is not, however,
uncommon for African American
cemeteries to imitate nearby EuroAmerican cemetery design – a
situation seen clearly in such cities
as Columbia, South Carolina,
Petersburg, Virginia, and Atlanta,
Georgia. It is not unexpected to see
a similar situation in Suwanee.

intersection of Lawrenceville Suwanee-Suwanee
Dam Road (GA 317) and Buford Highway (US
23 and GA 13). Both roads are very busy traffic
corridors. To the south is the recently renovated
Suwanee Municipal Court Building, while to the
north and west is an access road for the city’s
public works department. The Southern
Railroad and Main Street are situated further to
the north. The 2030 plan shows the area as
“institutional/public.”
The cemetery is a triangular plot, PIN
7236-018, encompassing 0.67 acres. The
cemetery is on a west facing ridge nose with
elevations ranging from about 1050 feet AMSL
along Suwanee Dam Road to 1044 feet at its
southwestern corner. Visual inspection of the
cemetery shows denser burials on the higher
ground, with fewer obvious graves to the north
and west. Soils in the cemetery area are Cecil
sandy loams – well drained soils with a distinct
clay layer a foot or more below grade.
There is no distinct entrance to the

Shadowbrook Cemetery
This cemetery, also known
simply as City Cemetery, is situated
on the northwestern corner of the
6

Figure 5. Topographic map of the Shadowbrook Cemetery and
surrounding parcels.
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on the ground and the graves are
oriented
roughly
east-west.
Although the parcel is triangular,
mapping of graves shows the
boundaries
to
be
roughly
rectangular,
with
the
long
dimensions oriented east-west.
Developed in the late 1880s,
Shadowbrook Cemetery originated
at a time when the Rural Cemetery
movement with its picturesque,
natural garden-like grounds with
numerous monuments and fences
had given way to the pastoral
Lawn-Park movement of Adolph
Figure 6. View of Shadowbrook Cemetery, looking northeast.
Strauch (known as the “Father of
the Lawn Park Cemetery”). The
cemetery and it is difficult to envision the
designs
of
the
lawn-park superintendents were
cemetery historically. There are a number of
simpler,
more
spacious, and more pastoral.
family plots, well defined with coping or
Shadowbrook
has
relatively few large, threefencing. Relatively well defined rows are visible
dimensional markers. Coping and
fences, while present, are muted and
there is a mix of die on base stones
and lawn markers. The cemetery
appears to represent the period when
tastes in mortuary customs were in
transition.
Sims Lake Park Cemetery
This cemetery is shown on
the USGS topographic map as
Douglass Cemetery and is situated on
a newly opened city park at 4600
Suwanee Dam Road. The park
encompasses 62 acres, although the
cemetery is, at most, 0.2 acres.
Situated at the southern edge of the
park, there is no path or road that
runs directly to the cemetery. Access,
however, is not difficult if one is
familiar with its location.

Figure 7. Topographic map of the Sims Lake Park Cemetery
and vicinity.

The cemetery is bounded to
the south and west by single family
homes, although the park is set aside
as recreation space in the 2020 plan.
7
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represent recent second growth
pine and hardwoods. A few,
probably historic, cedars have
declined and are today dead. The
dense overstory has prevented
herbaceous vegetation and the
cemetery is generally open.
Factors Affecting the Landscape
Character

Figure 8. View of the Sims Lake Cemetery.
The PIN for the park is 7276-008 and the
cemetery is found in a densely wooded area at
an elevation of about 1057 feet AMSL. Soils in
the cemetery area are Madison sandy clay loams
– well drained soils that are formed from
weathered mica schist or gneiss. Residential lots
are found to the southeast and southwest of the
cemetery and a man-made pond is found to the
northeast.

Suwanee is situated in the
Georgia Piedmont, an area more
rolling and hilly than the Blue
Ridge in the furthest northern and
northwestern reaches of the state.
Most of the rocks of the Piedmont
are gneiss and schist, with some
marble and quartzite. Rivers and
creeks form a well-defined drainage pattern
flowing primarily southeastward. Gwinnett
County is split between the two physiographic
provinces. The southern, and larger, is known as
the Winder Slope – a gently rolling area that is
dissected by the headwaters of numerous
streams with fairly deep and narrow stream
valleys. The northern edge of the county is in the
Gainesville Ridges District, which consists of a

The cemetery is a typical
family burial ground. Rows are
suggested, but not always clear. There
are a mix of grave forms and the
cemetery exhibits several graves that
are clearly outliers – being situated in
areas somewhat removed from other
burials in the cemetery. Most, but not
all, graves are marked. Orientations are
roughly east-west, although there is
considerable
variability,
probably
representing the different times,
conditions, and situations under which
the graves were dug. There is no fence
or other clearly defining boundary at
this graveyard (a fence was added after
the completion of this study).
Although heavily wooded,
most of the trees in the cemetery
8

Figure 9. Statewide drought index.
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series of northeast-trending, low, linear, parallel
ridges separated by narrow valleys.
Gwinnett is characterized by a
temperate climate with cold winters and hot,
humid summers, at least by modern standards.
Average winter temperatures range from the
low to the mid-50s, while the summer
temperatures are in the high 80s. During the fall,
winter, and spring the weather is controlled
largely by the west to east motion of fronts and
air masses. Air exchanges
are less frequent in the
summer and maritime
tropical air can persist in
the region for relatively
long periods – giving rise
to very warm, humid days.

evidencing late frosts. Figure 10 shows that most
of Gwinnett County, including Suwanee, is
situated in Plant Hardiness Zone 7b, where the
minimum temperatures are expected to be
between 5 and 10°F. This is also an area where
hot climate grasses, such as centipede, bermuda,
and zoysia are typically successful.
Administrative and Legal Issues
This section is not intended to offer legal
advice – only to provide
recommendations
from
the
perspective
of
proactive
cemetery preservation.
We are concerned that of
the three cemeteries, it appears
that the town owns only the
Douglass or Sims Lake Park
Cemetery. While it is providing
care for the other two cemeteries,
it does not appear that the city
has any rights (or obligations) of
ownership.

Typically
abundant
precipitation
is
distributed fairly evenly
throughout the year, with
an
average
annual
precipitation of about 50
Figure 10. Plant Hardiness Map for
inches. Figure 9, however,
Gwinnett
County
and
This will make it difficult
reveals
considerable
surrounding areas.
– perhaps impossible – for the
potential for drought. In
city to adequately and appropriately care for the
fact a generally wet 2005 has been followed by a
properties. It cannot establish rules of conduct,
dry 2006 lasting through 2007.
define or prosecute illegal or inappropriate
activities, or – most significantly – regulate
Although the drought has abated,
burial in these properties.
especially along the coast, the Atlanta area is
still (June 2008) listed as being in a severe
Moreover, there is the philosophical
drought, with abnormally dry to moderate
issue of whether the city ought to be spending
drought conditions continuing for central
public resources on caring for what are private
Georgia. A Level Four Drought Response
resources.
remains in effect for Gwinnett County. This
limits residential watering of landscapes, but
We do not question that it is in the
provides an exemption for new landscaping.
public’s interest that the city assume control of
Landscaping companies seeking to apply for
these cemeteries – but we very strongly
this exemption, however, must successfully
recommend that the city quit claim or take other
complete the Urban Agriculture Council’s
action to acquire fee simple ownership of these
Registration Program.
properties.
All
of
our
following
recommendations are predicated on the city
The area has an average growing season
having full and legal authority over the
of about 234 days, although this will vary by
cemeteries.
specific location, with low areas often
9
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We also very strongly recommend that
the City close all three cemeteries to any future
burial, absent an individual providing a legal
instrument certifying that they possess preexisting burial rights. The primary reason for
this is that the city exposes itself to considerable
liability by operating a cemetery and – as will be
mentioned below – the operation of a cemetery
requires a substantial series of regulations and a
staff familiar with mortuary practices.
In addition, the Jackson Street
Cemetery, as will be discussed in a following
section, is clearly filled and there does not exist
adequate room for additional burials without
risking the disturbance of existing graves.
The Suwanee Code of Ordinances
includes only one mention of “cemetery.”
Section 1-2 includes a cemetery in the city’s
definition of a public place (“whether privately
or publically owned”). Thus, a number of the
city’s ordinances concerning consumption of
alcoholic beverages, vulgar behavior, and so
forth may reasonably be assumed to apply to the
three cemeteries. Nevertheless, there are no
specific provisions concerning issues of trespass,
damage to the monuments, or theft of cemetery
items.
In addition, the city’s ordinance
covering parks cannot be applied in a
meaningful way to the cemeteries. In fact, many
provisions of Chapter 42, Article II are clearly
inappropriate for cemeteries. For example, the
ordinance specifies that the city’s parks are open
from “sunrise to 11p.m.” Cemeteries are
traditionally closed at sundown; it has never
been appropriate to visit cemeteries at night. On
the other hand, Section 42-40 does make it illegal
to “dig up, cut, damage or remove” historical
artifacts – which may provide some protection
to cemeteries in so far as they are legitimately
considered historical artifacts.
Nevertheless, the city is poorly situated
to provide appropriate protection to the three
10

cemeteries. For a comprehensive cemetery
ordinance enacted by a city of almost identical
size, the city should examine the Code of
Ordinances for the City of Fitzgerald, Georgia.
Fitzgerald operates Evergreen – a city cemetery
– and Article III specifically defines burial
operations.
If the cemeteries are closed to future
burials as we recommend, much of the City of
Fitzgerald’s provisions will be unnecessary in so
far as they relate to burial practices. However,
we do recommend that Suwanee adopt
provisions similar to Article III, Section 7-60,
desecration of burial sites and Article III, Section
7-61, hours open (as well as an appropriate
violation section establishing punishment).
Other provisions of the Fitzgerald Code
that Suwanee may wish to consult includes
Article I, Section 7-1, which establishes an
individual to “exercise a special care over the
cemetery and to procure the services of such
persons as are necessary to improve, maintain
and protect the premises.” The remainder of this
article deals with the operation of the cemetery –
again unnecessary if Suwanee closes the
cemeteries to future burials as recommended.
However, the city should consider also adopting
a provision similar to Section 7-16, Damaging
cemetery property, “No person shall by driving
upon, treading upon or otherwise mar the
beauty of the ground, graves, growths or other
property of the cemetery, nor in any way
damage or destroy anything of ornament or of
value to the cemetery grounds.”
We also recommend that, in order to
preserve the historic integrity of the properties,
Suwanee adopt a provision similar to Section 717 that would limit the installation of any future
markers in the cemetery without prior approval.
The issue is that without such a provision, any
individual or group could go into the cemetery
and erect markers without the approval and
consent of the city. Such actions might not only
be objectionable, but they could dilute or
damage the historic integrity and beauty of the

INTRODUCTION

cemetery. An example would be erecting new
markers to replace historic markers. Another
example, seen at the Sims Lake Park Cemetery is
the erection of a brass marker on the original,
historic fabric, damaging the original artifact.
There are other cities with meaningful
ordinances, including Cedartown (see especially
provisions regarding curfew, penalties for
violation, loitering, damage to property, and
removal of property) and Perry (see especially
Article 5. Offenses Involving City Cemeteries).
Finally, we recommend that the city
adopt a flower policy that will minimize
maintenance problems.

cemetery
(distinct
from
desecration),
establishing hours of operation, and requiring
any modifications to be approved.
The city should close all three cemeteries to
future burials, absent an individual producing
a title to a specific, and open, plot.
All
decisions
regarding
modifications,
alterations, additions, or other actions affecting
minimally the historic section of the city’s
cemeteries should be carefully evaluated
against the Secretary of the Interior’s
Standards for Preservation.
The remaining historic fabric and context of
the cemetery should be protected.

First, we believe that all flowers or
arrangements should be removed by the city 10
days after holidays or when the arrangements
become unsightly. This will allow staff to
remove faded flowers, such as Christmas
decorations after the holidays. Floral policies are
common at cemeteries and what we propose is
actually relatively simple and liberal.
Second, we recommend that only cut or
live flowers be allowed. The most significant
benefit of this approach is that such flowers can
be readily mulched into the landscape, thereby
significantly reducing the level of maintenance
effort. Natural flowers are also far more
appropriate and in-keeping with the historic
nature of the cemeteries. In contrast, plastic
flowers, if accidentally mowed, create significant
debris that will not decompose.
Recommendations
The city should take the steps necessary to
acquire fee-simple title to all of the cemeteries.
This step is necessary to allow the preservation
of the properties.
The city should modify its existing code to
include specific provisions protecting the
cemetery and making desecration a crime,
prohibiting alcoholic beverages or firearms in
the cemetery, prohibiting damage to the
11
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HISTORIC SYNOPSIS
This assessment was not tasked with
conducting additional research, so this account
relies on a variety of primarily secondary
sources supplemented by a few primary
sources. While these discussions will assist the
reader in placing the cemetery in a more secure
historic and aerial context, its primary goal is to
suggest areas that can be profitably researched
in the future. Although the history of the tracts
is certainly affected by the September 26, 1871
fire at the Gwinnett County Courthouse and loss
of earlier records, there remains much that can
be researched.
The County and City
Suwanee, Georgia began about three
miles southwest of the current downtown area
of Suwanee, where the Suwanee Creek flows
into the Chattahoochee River. It was in this

location that Suwanee Old Town – a historic
Indian village – thrived into the first decades of
the nineteenth century.
Gwinnett was one of three counties
created by the Georgia General Assembly in
December 1818 (the other two were Hall to the
northeast and Walton to the southeast). In 1820 a
land lottery was held in Gwinnett, with four lots
awarded that would eventually be within the
town of Suwanee. In 1838 the Suwanee Post
Office was created. It wasn’t, however, until the
arrival of the Southern Railroad and its depot in
1871 that the village began to flourish. A second
small station called Shadow Brook was added
on the south side of the tracts at the
Lawrenceville-Suwanee Road.
While the railroad created the
community, its economic base was cotton. In
1850 Gwinnett produced 2,531
bales of cotton, 436,227 bushels
of corn, 102,056 bushels of oats,
and 78,307 bushels of sweet
potatoes. The county boasted
two woolen factories, three flour
mills, eight saw mills, and three
tanneries. It wasn’t, however,
until 1875 that the first cotton gin
was built in Suwanee. Located on
the corner of Jackson and Scales,
it would have been less than a
half mile east of the Jackson
Street Cemetery.

Figure 11. Portion of the 1839 Burr map of Georgia, showing
Gwinnett County. The community of Warsaw grew into
Suwanee.

In 1860, only 363 of the
1,647 households (about 22%)
owned slaves and 52% of the
slave owners held five or fewer
African American slaves. Only
three held 50 or more enslaved
Africans. Farms were generally
13
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blacksmiths), a coffin factory, a gristmill, a
planing mill, and a livery stable. It wasn’t until
the depression’s New Deal projects paved the
Buford highway that the community had easy
highway access to Atlanta.
The town wasn’t incorporated until
1949, when it was about 3.1 square miles. Since
then its size has grown to over 10 square miles.
Jackson Street Cemetery

Figure 12. 1865 US Coastal Survey map of Georgia,
showing Suwanee prior to the railroads.
small – over nearly four-fifths (78%) of the farms
were 100 acres or less.
It shouldn’t be surprising, then, that the
African American population in Gwinnett has
historically been low (see Figure 13).
Whites

The first legal record of this cemetery
appears to be the December 18, 1919 deed from
J. H. Scales of Taylor, Florida to “The Colored
People of Suwanee, Georgia & Community”
when 0.86 acre was deeded for $90. The meets
and bounds ran from “the Southern Railroad
right of way corner of Moses Freeman lot . . .
northerly 150 feet, thence westerly to rock corner
250 feet to Wiley Shanley lot, then southerly 150
feet to Southern Railroad right of way. Thence
easterly 233 feet along So. R.R. right of way to
beginning point.” The deed specifies that this
was part of “land lot no. 237.”

African Americans

35000
30000
25000
20000
15000
10000
5000
0
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Figure 13. Growth of the white and black population of
Gwinnett County from 1850 through 1950.
By 1880 there were 39 homes and 216
people in the village. In 1881, however, a major
fire destroyed all of the town’s commercial
establishments. By 1923 12 new stores had been
built; also present was a cotton gin, a feed mill,
two auto repair garages (as well as two
14

Although the cemetery
dedication did not take place until
1919, this does not preclude the
property from being used for
burials prior to that date. It is not
unheard of for graveyards to begin
on farm property and for the
property to later be deeded by the
owner to some group – disposing
of property that, because of its
existing use, could not otherwise
be used or sold.

Nevertheless, there is no
indication who the “Colored
People of Suwanee” might be, although the
original deed was apparently held by Juanita
Meriday. Although we have found no Meriday
in the federal census through 1930, similar
names Merida and Merriday are present. A Jack
Merida is found in all three census as a small
farmer in the Suwanee area.

HISTORIC SYNOPSIS

Figure 14. Copy of the original deed for the Jackson Street Cemetery. The recorded copy is found at
Gwinnett County Register of Deeds, DB 32, pg. 549.
15
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Figure 15. Jackson Street Cemetery in 1938 (left) and 1960 (right).
The only African Americans in the 1920
census (Goodwin, District 66, Suwanee) who
owned their own land were Moses Freeman,
Leon Keith, Henry Orr, Margrette Harvey, and
Hariett Brandon. With the exception of Freeman,
all were elderly at the time of the census.
Scales, on the other hand, is far better
known, being a very large farmer in the
Suwanee area before retiring to Florida and
placing his farm up for sale. A plat of this farm
shows a large tract running from just north of
Suwanee westward on the north side of the
Southern Railroad (Gwinnett County Register of
Deeds, PB A, pg. 302-303). The Scales’ land at
one time appears to have extended to the
Chattahoochee River. Scales’ father, Dr. S.A.
Scales, also held a large tract that his son sold in
1883 (Gwinnett County Register of Deeds, DB S,
pg. 179).
Although we have been unable to find
Wiley Shanley in the land records, the Moses
Freeman lot was sold by “Elizabeth Freeman,
Col.” In February 1909 to “Moses Freeman, Jr.,
Col.” for “one dollar and the natural love and
affection,” suggesting that she was likely his
mother (Gwinnett County Register of Deeds, DB
20, pg. 181). Since there is no record of Elizabeth
16

acquiring the land, it is likely that it was passed
to her by her husband, Moses Foreman, Sr.
Moses Freeman shows up in the 1870 census as a
50 year old African American blacksmith with a
$140 in real estate. Besides his wife Elizabeth,
there were five children – Moses, Jr. had not yet
been born.
We know that the property passed from
Moses Freeman, Jr. (who died in 1946) to his
wife, Viola Smith Freeman (who died in 1964) to
their four children, Moses B., Lucille, Ophelia,
and Aurelia (Gwinnett County Register of
Deeds, DB 1487, pg.105).
The only other mention of the cemetery
in the land records is the 2005 Notice of Order
and Judgment that involved the adjacent
railroad right of way (Gwinnett County Register
of Deeds, DB 42675, pg. 210). It seems unlikely
that deeds were ever prepared for any of the
plots in the cemetery and there is no indication
of a cemetery map.
Figure 15 compares the cemetery area as
shown in a 1938 and 1960 aerial images. The
earlier photograph shows the cemetery entirely
open – almost clear cut, while the surrounding
property, such as that of Moses Freeman to the
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Figure 16. Shadowbrook Cemetery in 1938 (left) and 1966 (right).
east, were in cultivation. By 1960 cultivation had
been abandoned and the cemetery, while still
open, shows evidence of beginning to grow up.
A 1977 plat of the Freeman property (Gwinnett
County Register of Deeds, PB 8, pg. 83) shows
the cemetery boundary, including the gully
leading into the Southern Railroad right of way.
An Eagle Scout project was conducted
in the cemetery in 2006. The records generated,
while incomplete, provide an excellent basis for
comparison of change only two years later.
Additional research could focus on
those buried in the cemetery. It should be
possible to develop a better understanding of
the African American community that was
using the cemetery during the early twentieth
century. It would be of special interest to
identify who in the community arranged for the
purchase of the property and who maintained
the deed prior to Juanita Meriday.
Shadowbrook Cemetery
An undated and unsourced document
entitled, “Shadow-Brook Cemetery,” asserts that
the property for this cemetery was “donated by

the Born family.” Presumably this was Daniel
M. Born, who was buried in the cemetery in
1891; however, we have been unable to find any
Born who donated property to the community
or town or property that was dedicated to
cemetery purposes. There are two graves dating
from 1877 – Ella V. Harris (daughter of A.G.
Harris) and James Brown. A search for both
found them holding property in Suwanee, but
there is no indication that they granted any land
for a cemetery.
This research did, however, discover a
January 6, 1922 deed in which the Town of
Suwanee sold Mrs. S.J. Brown “that tract or
parcel of land lying and being in Cemetery
belonging to Town of Suwanee, lots numbered 1
and 2, 15 and 16 of said Cemetery, bounded as
follows: On the West side by M.E. Church lot,
On the South side by land of John B. Brogdon,
on East side by lots #24 and 14, and on the
North side by lots #17 and 18. Each lot
measuring twenty by twenty four feet. These
lots being part of lot #236 bought of E.
Stonecypher by town of Suwanee the 5th Day of
November, Nineteen Hundred and Nineteen”
(Gwinnett County Register of Deeds, DB 36, pg.
370). The original sale was identified in
17
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Gwinnett County Register of Deeds, DB 33, pg.
344. The sale, taking place in 1919, does not
reference the tract as a cemetery.
There are two aerial photographs of this
cemetery as well (Figure 16). Both show the
cemetery prior to any of the modern
developments of Suwanee, although the 1938
image reveals far more cultivation, as well as
what may be a field road traveling from
northwest to southeast at the same angle as the
property line marking the cemetery today. Little
vegetation is visible in the cemetery and plots
are only vaguely indicated. The 1966 image
shows some disturbance to the southwest of the
cemetery, although other than the decline in
adjacent cultivation little else is different.
There are three lists of burials in the
cemetery. One is dated August 6, 1936; the other
is undated but “copied by Ann Lynn Link 1978.”
The
third
is
found
online
at
www.oldplaces.org/gwinnettga/cemeteries/su
waneecem.html. That document, accompanied
by two ca. 1999 photographs, was apparently
created by Toni McCall from onsite
transcriptions. None of these documents,
however, offer complete transcriptions.
Much additional research will be
necessary to determine the origin of this
cemetery and its relationship to the identified
records of a town cemetery. This should be a
primary
goal
of
additional
research.
Additionally, it would be useful to examine who
was buried in the cemetery, as opposed to those
who sought burial elsewhere. While there are
significant members of the Suwanee community
present in the cemetery, others are clearly
absent.
Sims Lake Park Cemetery
This property has been historically
called the Douglass Cemetery, although the
origin of this historical name is uncertain. A
chain of title for the tract has been briefly
examined from its most recent owner, the
18

Norman Rae Hewell Revocable Trust (Gwinnett
County Register of Deeds, DB 16592, pg. 254)
back to its 1871 owners, Brogdon & Strickland
(Gwinnett County Register of Deeds, DB 11, pg.
367). During the various transfers we found no
mention of the cemetery – suggesting that by the
late nineteenth century there was no longer any
strong tie to any of those buried on the parcel.
The two plats identified (Gwinnett County
Register of Deeds, PB A, pg. 116 and PB 12, pg.
37, see Figure 17) fail to show the graveyard.
The cemetery appears to be named for
Jonas Douglass, who is found in the 1830 census
for Gwinnett. His family consisted of six males
and five females. It is impossible to
meaningfully trace the family using the census
records, but as late as 1860 the family was still in
Gwinnett County. Rebecca Dugless [sic], the
widow of Jonas, was 87 and living with her 32
year old daughter, Lucrecia (spelled Lucretia in
the 1850 census). Nearby was her 47 year old
son, Jones T. Dugless with his wife and eight
children.
Other family names in the cemetery
include King and Wisdom. John King appears in
the 1850 census, living in Sugar Hill – the same
area as Rebecca Douglass. He was a relatively
well-to-do farmer, listing $2,000 in real estate.
His family included his wife, Keziah, and 11
children, including the four year old William.
John L. Wisdom is first found in the
1850 census of nearby Goodwins. He is listed as
an “inmate” in the family of James Brown. He
was 22 years old and a farmer. By 1860 he was in
District 55, still a farmer (but no longer an
inmate) and married to Jane. He was also
accumulating some wealth, listing his real estate
at $1,500 and his personal estate as $600.
Although we can document these
individuals as living in the general vicinity, this
research has not been sufficiently detailed to
determine
any
family
connections.
Unfortunately, with the early land records

Figure 17. 1979 plat of the Sims Lake Park property (Gwinnett County Register of Deeds, PB 12, pg. 37).
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destroyed, it will be very difficult to determine if
they owned the land on which the cemetery is
located, although this seems unlikely given the
different enumeration districts identified.
Family, religious, or neighborly connections
seem more likely and both families are reported
to have been members of the Level Creek
Methodist Episcopal Church, along with the
Douglass family (www.lcumc.net/history.html).
Recommendations
Of the three graveyards, a complete title is
available only for the Jackson Street Cemetery;
additional research at both the Sims Lake Park
and Shadowbrook properties may provide
important information on the origin of the
graveyards. This is of special interest at the
Shadowbrook Cemetery since this graveyard
was apparently used by a number of
Suwanee’s early families.
Additional research at the Jackson Street
Cemetery should examine the African
American community of Suwanee, attempting
to better understand who the cemetery was
deeded to, as well as who was using the
property.
Further research into those buried in the Sims
Lake Cemetery may help better connect those
buried there, linking the families.
All of the historic research can be used to
generate better interpretative information for
the city’s web site, tourist brochures, and even
the city’s newsletter.
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ROADS AND PEDESTRIAN ISSUES
Access and Circulation
Jackson Street Cemetery
This cemetery is today almost hidden,
being situated at the edge of the Old Suwanee
development. Access is by way of a series of
two lane roads from either Buford Highway or
Main Street. Although quiet for most of the day,
during commuting hours there is considerable
traffic. There is no signage directing visitors to
the cemetery, nor is there signage upon reaching
the cemetery.

back down the sloped entrance. This makes
entrance back onto Jackson Street difficult and,
at times, dangerous. There is no vehicular access
into the cemetery, which is separated from the
gravel access by a modern plastic picket fence.
Although these conditions may be
adequate for the very limited visitation seen by
the cemetery currently, they certainly are a
limiting factor in any efforts to expand use of the
cemetery.

There are, however, several options.
One is to remove some of
the recent landscaping
(which could profitably be
entirely reworked) and
create a circular drive,
allowing visitors to enter
and exit the cemetery more
safely.
This,
however,
would not improve the
limited parking. A second
option, while requiring
more
expense,
would
create more parking at the
cemetery. By removing the
landscaping and grading
the area, it would be
possible to create head-in
parking.
This
would,
Figure 18. Gravel drive off Jackson Street and the plastic fence
however, likely necessitate
separating this drive from the cemetery beyond.
the creation of a retaining
wall between the parking
area and the cemetery, with steps or a ramped
Historically it appears that Jackson
area leading up to the cemetery.
Street (or Cemetery Street) came to a dead end
at the cemetery and parking was likely limited
At the present time it is likely that the
to along the road. Today there is a graveled onefirst
option
is adequate since we see no dramatic
lane drive to the cemetery, screened from the
increase
in
visitation in the near future. The
roadway by recent limited landscaping. This
second
approach,
however, does have the
allows for, at most, two vehicles to park with
benefit of taking a longer view and permitting
care. Leaving the cemetery requires that drivers
21
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the cemetery to be integrated into historical
tours and events.
Shadowbrook Cemetery
This cemetery is situated at the
northwest corner of Buford Highway and
Suwanee Dam Road. This is a major lighted
intersection with commercial activities on two
corners, a park on the third, and government
buildings and the cemetery on the fourth.
Suwanee Dam Road between Buford Highway
and Peachtree Industrial Road has estimated
daily traffic of nearly 31,000 vehicles. Buford
Highway between McGinnis Ferry Road and the
Lawrenceville-Suwanee Road has over 13,000
vehicles daily. This traffic affects the ease of
accessing the cemetery.

Municipal Court Building parking lot. From this
parking lot, however, there is no convenient
access to the cemetery except by climbing a
steep (and eroding) embankment. Alternatively,
individuals may pull off to the side of the road
adjacent to the cemetery. This provides easier
access.
However, there is no signage to the
cemetery, which can be overlooked depending
on traffic conditions. Nor is there signage once
visitors are at the cemetery.
Sims Lake Park Cemetery
This property is about 1.5 miles from the
Shadowbrook Cemetery, off Suwanee Dam
Road. The new park is well marked, access is
assisted by a traffic signal,
and parking is plentiful.
However, once at the park,
there is no easy or convenient
access to the cemetery – and
there is no vehicular access.
The city has been
reluctant to publicize this
cemetery, given its seclusion
and the limitations of their
staff to protect the property.
Nevertheless, it is likely only
a matter of time before the
cemetery becomes better
known (since this study the
cemetery has been fenced).
Pedestrian Access,
Sidewalks and Pathways

Figure 19.Access to the Shadowbrook Cemetery.
The cemetery can be accessed from
Buford Highway by turning into the
government complex or by turning off Suwanee
Dam Road onto a two-lane access road that
enters the government building parking from
the rear. Parking is then usually available in the
22

Jackson Street Cemetery
There
is
no
convenient pedestrian access to this cemetery.
There are no sidewalks on Jackson Street. Once
at the cemetery, there are no defined pathways
through the graveyard. Many graves are not
marked and many marked and unmarked
graves have sunk, causing undulations in the
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topography which can be hazardous to site
visitors. The cemetery slopes to the south
(toward the railroad) and this can pose
problems for individuals with limited mobility.
A portion of the cemetery is in woods and the
associated vines, limbs, and underbrush may be
particularly hazardous for many visitors.
There seems little need to improve
pedestrian access to the cemetery at this time,
since we see little indication of walking tours or
a large pedestrian population in this area.
African American cemeteries did not historically
have defined pathways and it would be
inappropriate to place pathways through the
graves.
It would, however, be appropriate to fill
in the sunken graves now that the cemetery has
been mapped. This issue will be discussed in
greater detail in a following section. Once
accomplished, this will improve
overall pedestrian safety – but the
cemetery will still have an
undulating topography since this is
a characteristic of these African
American graveyards. No effort
should be made to grade or
otherwise dramatically alter this
topography.

Pedestrian traffic from this parking area to the
cemetery will cause damage to the already
eroding slope, as well as expose pedestrians to
difficult and hazardous terrain.
Once in the cemetery there are no paths,
but this is typical of this sort of town cemetery.
Most of the graves are well defined by plots
with curbing, so there are relatively well defined
pathways for visitors.
Sims Lake Park Cemetery
As previously mentioned, there is no
convenient means to access this cemetery – there
are no paths created to the cemetery and the
cemetery is not marked.
While we understand the reasoning, the
cemetery does exhibit some unique and
interesting grave monuments. With further
research there may be additional stories to tell at

Shadowbrook Cemetery
There is a sidewalk along
Buford Highway, although it
extends only in front of the
government buildings, for a length
of about 800 feet. It also does not
Figure 20. Recently hydromulched slope from the parking into
provide any easy access to the
Shadowbrook Cemetery.
cemetery except at the corner of
this cemetery and some consideration should be
Buford Highway and Suwanee Dam Road.
given to long-term access. In addition, it will be
Nevertheless, we did not see any significant
necessary to provide some means for caregivers
pedestrian traffic, so this is probably not a
to access the cemetery with equipment.
significant issue.
As mentioned earlier, of greater concern
is that there is no convenient access from the
Municipal Court parking lot to the cemetery.

One option is to create a pathway
suitable for the use of either all terrain vehicles
(if the city uses such equipment) or pickup
trucks that can be gated to discourage
23
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pedestrians. Using a design that precludes
visibility from the gate, it seems unlikely that
many visitors would use the path. However, its
existence would provide necessary access,
allowing not only maintenance, but easier
periodic inspections and oversight.
Once at the cemetery no further
pathways should be necessary – they would not
have existed historically and there is no need to
include them today.
Universal Access
The lack of suitable pathways and steep
slopes are the most limiting factors for ADA
compliance or universal access at the three
cemeteries. Any extensive modifications would
be out of character. In addition, it seems
appropriate to make such modifications only if
there is a clearly documented need. We are not
certain that there is a demand adequate to justify
either the expense or the damage to the historic
fabric.
In addition, the ADA or the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973 is generally not
interpreted to apply to cemeteries by the
Department of Justice. Nevertheless, we are an
aging population and it would be appropriate
for the city to establish a protocol that would
allow staff to assist wheelchair patrons or other
disabled reach specific gravesites in the three
cemeteries. Some cemeteries have achieved this
goal by training their staff in the correct means
of assisting the disabled 1 and by providing golf
carts to help ferry individuals to grave locations.
This should be a long-term goal of the city for
three properties.

Sites for establishing such protocols include
http://www.apparelyzed.com/etiquette.html,
http://www.afb.org/Section.asp?SectionID=36
&TopicID=163&DocumentID=2104,
and
http://www.aheadweb.org/wiki/DeafEtiquett
e.
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Recommendations
The city should make changes at Jackson Street
cemetery to allow easier vehicle exit from the
parking area. This may include creating a
circular drive or a more elaborate grading
project to create head-in parking.
Sunken graves at the Jackson Street Cemetery
should be filled (see description in a following
section on landscape issues), but there should
be no grading or other landscape alteration.
None of the cemeteries warrant the creation of
pathways. They did not exist historically and
their creation today would cause extensive
damage to the historic fabric and context of the
properties.
The city should create a pathway for
maintenance vehicles to the Sims Lake Park
Cemetery. This is a critical feature for the longterm maintenance and preservation of the
cemetery.
The city should establish a protocol for
assisting disabled clients and visitors. This
should include appropriate training of staff
and a means to provide access to remote
graves.

LIGHTING AND SECURITY ISSUES
Vandalism
Jackson Street Cemetery
Although the city reports that
vandalism has occurred in this cemetery, we did
not identify any damage that could obviously be
identified as intentional and malicious. We did
identify considerable loss since the 2006 Eagle
Scout project, but this appears to be primarily
natural or related to careless landscape
practices. Most of these losses are of ephemeral
markers.
The cemetery is not fenced and there are
no street lights in the immediate area. The
topography of the cemetery also makes it
difficult to see if individuals are in the cemetery
without driving up into the parking area.
Shadowbrook
Here, too, we were told that vandalism
has occurred in the past. We did identify several
stones that had been toppled. This may
represent vandalism or may be the result of
aggressive landscape maintenance. There does
not, however, appear to be any very recent
damage.
Although the cemetery is situated on a
major street corner, we observed no pedestrian
traffic cutting through the property. In addition,
the location among the city buildings provides
some oversight during weekdays.
Sims Lake Park Cemetery
The damage observed in this cemetery
appears to be related to either natural
deterioration or, in a few cases, old examples of
ledgers being moved to examine the contents of
box tombs.

Of the three cemeteries, this one is
certainly the most isolated and susceptible to
vandalism. Access is difficult and, at present,
there is no systematic inspection process.
However, the cemetery’s location also provides
some protection since it is not accessible by
vehicle.
Exposure Potential
Suwanee has a relative low property
crime rate -- 3483.0 incidents (most larceny theft)
per 100,000 people using the FBI Uniform Crime
Rate database for 2004. This compares with an
average rate of 6543.0 in Georgia and an average
rate of 4296 incidents per 100,000 nationally.
Nevertheless, in 2006 (the most recent statistics
we could identify) Suwanee had 2.02 police
officers per 1,000 residents, compared to a U.S.
city average of 3 officers per 1,000 residents.
It will be difficult to ascertain the level
of damage the cemeteries suffer without some
method of periodic inspection. None of the
cemeteries receive consistent public visitation,
so it will be important for the city to develop
inspection procedures.
This inspection process can be
integrated with other maintenance activities,
such as trash collection, collection of downed
limbs, or other such activities. The inspections
should occur weekly and should be
documented. The individual doing the
inspection should be familiar with the cemetery
and thus able to recognize damage that is not
pre-existing.
This study has conducted a stone-bystone photographic inventory of all three
cemeteries and this provides an excellent
database to identify future damage and losses.
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Figure 21. Examples of loss at the Jackson Street Cemetery between 2006 and 2008.The top row shows
numbers 22 and 33 in 2006. The same markers are shown in the second row as they were in
2008. Marker 22 is entirely missing and all that remains of Marker 33 is the stake.
Caregivers should become familiar with this
inventory.
We recommend that the city develop a
form designed for the reporting of cemeteryspecific vandalism. This form should include
several items:
•
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What was damaged, with specific
information concerning each stone,
including the name and lot/plot?

•

How was the stone damaged (toppled,
broken into how many fragments,
scratched, etc.)?

•

Where is the stone now (was the broken
stone gathered up for storage, if so,
where is it stored)?

•

An estimate of when the damage
occurred. This should routinely include

LIGHTING AND SECURITY ISSUES

the last time the stone was known to be
undamaged.

would provide the police with easier access to
the cemetery.

•

An estimate – from a conservator – of
the extent of the damage and cost for
repair.

•

A photograph of the damaged stone.

Patrols are especially important at night
– and especially on long weekends and holidays
when
alcohol
consumption
increases.
Halloween is a particularly common time for
cemetery vandalism.

•

When police were notified.

•

When police responded and took a
report.

•

The outcome of the police investigation.

It is critical that the city report each and
every case of vandalism, regardless of extent, to
the police. The police must be educated
concerning the historical value of these stones
and the financial cost of the damage to ensure
that damage and vandalism is taken seriously. If
the damage is recent, the police should be
expected to assign crime scene investigators to
collect evidence. This evidence may include
shoe prints in soil or on stones, discarded
beverage containers with finger prints,
collection of evidence such as cigarettes, and
collection of any eye witness accounts. The
police should be expected to assign an
investigator and this individual should be
expected to treat this as a real crime deserving of
real investigatory efforts.
These inspections, however, are not
intended to take the place of routine police
patrols. A police presence can be a major
deterrent to cemetery-related crimes.
Such patrols can be easily accomplished
at Shadowbrook and Jackson Street, where the
cemeteries are accessible. For example, police
can cut through the city parking lot to drive past
the Shadowbrook Cemetery. The Jackson Street
cemetery is more difficult to access, but this
issue would be significantly reduced if our
recommendation to create either a circular drive
or head-in parking is enacted. Either approach

Obviously patrols are not possible at
Sims Lake Park Cemetery, so here it is especially
important that staff make weekly checks on the
cemetery and its condition. The fencing of this
cemetery may also be of some use in reducing
the vandalism threat.
It is also useful to enlist neighborhood
assistance where possible. Of the three
cemeteries this is an option at only the Jackson
Street property, but here we recommend that the
neighbors across the street be contacted by the
city with the specific request to notify the police
should anything suspicious be seen in the
cemetery. Although many neighbors likely work
during the day, they can provide valuable allies
during nights and weekends.
Cemetery Lighting
Lighting is sometimes seen as reducing
vandalism. There are two problems with this
approach. The first is that cemeteries were not
lighted historically. Thus, the introduction of
lighting detracts from the historical integrity of
the properties, changing the historic fabric. The
second problem is that lighting is only useful if
there is someone guarding the property, using
the lighting to identify problems. This is not the
case in most cemeteries, including those in
Suwanee. In fact, only the Jackson Street
Cemetery has residential neighbors in close
proximity that can assist in keeping an eye on
the property.
Hardening Targets
Thefts in cemeteries nationwide have
dramatically increased. The reasons for this are
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two-fold. First, there is an increasing market for
gates, urns, ironwork, and statuary – created by
an increase in upscale garden design and
individuals willing to pay large sums for
original artwork. Second, there is less attention
being paid to cemetery fixtures, largely the
result of decreased maintenance budgets and
fewer police patrols.
There is only one iron fence and gate in
Shadowbrook, but the gate is susceptible to theft
since it was not secured at the time of the survey
(it has since the field study been secured by the
City). It is a simple maintenance step to use
woven stainless steel wire to secure the gate to
its hinge post. This allows the gate to open and
close, but makes it considerably more difficult to
lift the gate off its hinges and steal it. The cost is
less than $20 and the time involved is about 15
minutes. This is something that the city’s
maintenance staff can easily accomplish. See the
NPS article, http://crm.cr.nps.gov/archive/2502/25-2-15 . pdf for additional information.
Fragmentary stones will be discussed in
greater detail in a following section, but it is
important that damage be repaired to prevent
loose items from being readily available to
thieves.
Recommendations
Arrangements should be made to allow the
Sims Lake Park Cemetery to be inspected at
least weekly. The remaining two cemeteries
should be inspected on a routine basis as
maintenance is conducted.
The city should develop a policy and form for
identifying, reporting, and responding to
damage, vandalism, and theft at the three
cemeteries.
The city should work to ensure that there are
routine police patrols past Shadowbrook and
Jackson Street cemeteries.
The neighbors across from the Jackson Street
Cemetery should be contacted with the request
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to report any activities at the cemetery to the
police.
The one plot gate in Shadowbrook cemetery
should be secured using woven stainless steel
wire, attaching the gate to its hinge post.
Maintenance should be improved to prevent
items from being easily picked up and
removed from the cemeteries.
Given the isolated location of the Sims Lake
Park Cemetery, public access should be
restricted to outside the fenced area.

CEMETERY FIXTURES AND FURNISHINGS
Sims Lake Park and Jackson Street Cemeteries
There are no fixtures or furnishings at
the Sims Lake Park Cemetery. At the Jackson
Street Cemetery the only such items – the picket
fence at the cemetery entrance and a bench
under a pine tree – are both modern.
Shadowbrook Cemetery
The only item at the Shadowbrook
Cemetery is a fenced plot. This fence is intact
and a significant element worthy of careful
protection at the cemetery.
The fence is a simple iron picket with
decorative finials. The pickets are ½-inch and
are set in three rails at a 45° angle. The pickets
alternate in height and are set on 3¾ inch
centers. The corner and gate posts are an open
decorative style. Fences of this style were
common in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries.
The fence reveals a range of
maintenance issues, the most immediately
critical being the unsecured gate. This gate could
be easily remounted by drilling out the corroded
ferrous screws and using instead stainless steel
bolts. The gate should then be secured using
woven stainless steel cable as previously
described.
There are other problems including
unsecured line post supports, missing or
damaged slip joints connecting fence sections,
and damaged corner post connectors. It is very
important that attempts at repair avoid welding
what were originally slip joints. These fences
were meant to expand and contract using slip
joints. This ability to move is defeated by
welding, resulting in additional damage to the
fence.

While these issues require repair for the
long-term stability of this fence, our primary
recommendation (after securing the gate) is that
the fence be painted – this will improve its
appearance and will reduce future conservation
problems.
Absent historic documentation that
suggests otherwise, flat or semi-gloss black is
typically an appropriate fence color. Gloss paint
should be avoided since the glossing agents
reduce the lifespan of the coating.
The best approach to historic ironwork
is minimal wire brushing to release obvious
scale and corrosion, then the use of a rust
converter as a primer. Of the three that were
successfully
tested
by
the
Canadian
Conservation Institute, Rust-Oleum’s Rust
Reformer is the least expensive and most readily
available (it is available, for example, from
Grainger’s Industrial Supply for about
$80/gallon). We recommend one coat of the
Rust Reformer. This can be applied over stable
corrosion and the product does an excellent job
of converting the corrosion into a stable base for
a top coat of alkyd paint. We recommend a first
coat of flat white. The Rust Reformer will show
through this white paint, indicating any area
where the white paint was incompletely
applied. Next should be the top coat of flat
black. The white undercoat will immediately
reveal any area where the black top coat has
failed to provide adequate coverage. The use of
these alternating colors helps ensure through
coverage. The paint coatings should not be
applied thickly, as thick coats hide detail, cure
poorly, and will often prematurely fail.
Generally painting should be by brush –
if sprayers are used all nearby monuments must
29
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Figure 22. Iron fence at Shadowbrook Cemetery. Top photo shows the plot and fence. Middle row
from left to right: gate post showing brass hinges, damaged corner post connector, missing
slip joint connector. At the bottom is an example of a damaged line post.
30
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be carefully wrapped in tarps to prevent
overspray.
This
maintenance
program
will
significantly improve the appearance of the
ironwork and will help prevent additional
corrosion and deterioration of the various fence
components.
Recommendations
The city should immediately implement – or
fund – a maintenance program for the iron
work in the cemetery that consists – minimally
– of securing the gate and painting. Longrange, the city should fund a conservation
program for the fence.
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LANDSCAPE MAINTENANCE
Turfgrass

historic properties, damage to the stones.

Turfgrass should be an important
concern of cemeteries, although rarely is it given
adequate attention. With an appropriate
turfgrass, mowing frequency is reduced. This
reduces labor costs, pollution, equipment
expenditures, and perhaps most importantly to

Turfgrass was found in the Jackson
Street and Shadowbrook cemeteries. The Sims
Lake Park Cemetery is in dense woods and there
is no turf present.
Where turf is present it consists
primarily of centipede, although in many
areas the stands are thin and largely taken
over by “weeds.”
Centipedegrass
(Eremochloa
ophiuroides) is a moderately coarse-textured
species that forms a relatively dense turf
when properly cared for. It has poor cold
tolerance and is close to the edge of its
range in Suwanee. Centipede has a
relatively shallow root system and is
therefore less drought tolerant than
bermudagrass. Centipede is best known
for its minimum maintenance requirement,
requiring less mowing and fertilization
than most other warm-season grasses used
for turf areas.
Grass is very thin in Shadowbrook
and there are broad areas of exposed soil.
In these areas there appears to be little or
no humic soil, with clay and rocks exposed
on the surface. The city is having special
difficulty establishing grass on the side
slopes of the cemetery. Hydromulching
has been used, but the very sparse rainfall
has reduced the effectiveness of that
process.

Figure 23. Turf problems. Above, thin grass and
erosional area at Shadowbrook. Below, thick
stand of weeds at Jackson Street Cemetery
(photo from 2006 Eagle Scout Project).

Although the stands are better at
the Jackson Street Cemetery, much of the
cemetery is dominated by broad leaf
“weeds” – undesirable species that cause
the grounds to look unkempt and require
33
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frequent mowing to keep them in check.
Mowing
Mowing at Jackson Street and
Shadowbrook is conducted by Public Works
staff using equipment that is readily available.
At Jackson Street the cemetery
topography and number of markers demand
that only walk-behind mowers with decks no
larger than 21-inches be used. The equipment
should have mulching blades. Not only do
collection bags cause damage to stones and
make maneuvering the equipment more
difficult, but the clippings when left on the
ground will provide nutrients. The use of larger
equipment should never be allowed in this
cemetery.
At Shadowbrook there are some areas –
primarily the perimeter areas – where larger
riding mowers can be used. However, even here
the smaller mowers will be needed in most areas
because the monuments, coping, and slopes
present significant obstacles.
Mowing during the growing season at
many cemeteries is conducted every 2 weeks.
While mowing less frequently may have some
appeal, the removal of grass adjacent to
monuments would become more difficult with
longer and thicker grass blades – and this in
turn could lead to more damage to the stones.
Frequency, however, can best be judged
by grass growth. The mowing height for
centipedegrass is 1-2 inches. As a general rule, a
grass should be mowed often enough so that
you never remove more than ¼ to 1/3 of the
plant material. Removing too much plant
material can shock the grass, especially when it
is under heat or water stress. Using a height of 2
inches, the grass should be cut when it reaches 3
inches.
Mowing frequency should be based
entirely on the growth rate of the grass. In
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spring and fall when grass is growing more
vigorously, mowing should be more frequent
than during mid-summer when growth rates
slow. During a drought, mowing will be
required far less frequently than during periods
of abundant rain. Thus, mowing frequency is
variable, depending on conditions.
It is also important to prevent scalping
the grass – a problem that we noticed in a few
areas of Jackson Street Cemetery, probably
because of the undulating topography. Scalping
causes severe visual damage. More importantly,
scalping shocks the grass plants and growth
slows or stops, limiting the vigor of the turf. A
scalped lawn may dry out quickly from
drought, or may develop unusual weed and
disease problems.
In addition to mowing, nylon trimmers
are used around monuments, coping, fencing,
and plantings. This is an acceptable practice, but
it is critical that a very light weight line be used
– along with worker attention – to minimize
damage to soft stone such as marble.
We are told that the typical line used by
the city is 0.095 inch. Heavy lines such as these
tend to tear the grass, rather than cut cleanly.
They are also inappropriate in a historic
cemetery because of the damage they do to
fragile stones. It is critical that the city use only
0.065 inch line in the cemeteries.
Nevertheless, we found relatively little
indication of either mower or trimmer damage
in either Jackson Street or Shadowbrook. This is
excellent and suggests that the staff are taking
care to avoid damage to the stones.
All mowers in the cemeteries should
have a closed cell foam pad attached to the sides
and front edges. This bumper will help to
minimize accidental damage.
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Table 2.
Maintenance Schedule for Centipedegrass
Jan
Mowing
Fertilization
Pest Control
Weeds
Renovation
Irrigation

Feb

Mar
April
May
June
July
Aug
Sept
Oct
Nov
Mow at 1” at greenup
Raise to 2” before frost
Test for pH, nitrogen, and potassium
White grubs are largest threat, treat as necessary
Preemergence Post-emergence, avoid stressing lawn
Sod
Irrigate to prevent drought stress

Fertilization and Weed Control
The cemetery staff does not routinely
conduct soil tests and no fertilization is applied.
Low fertility can lead to a variety of problems,
including thinning of grass allowing invasion of
weeds. We recommend that the soils in the two
cemeteries be tested at least every three to five
years.
Soil testing can be conducted by the Soil,
Plant and Water Analysis Laboratory,
University of Georgia, College of Agricultural
and Environmental Sciences, 2400 College
Station Rd., Athens, GA 30602 (706-542-535). The
cost per sample is $4 and a brochure providing
guidance on sampling is available at
http://pubs.caes.uga.edu/caespubs/pubs/PDF
/C896.pdf.
Centipede requires relatively little
fertilization, but soil tests will determine the
acidity of the soil (which may need adjustment
to about 6.5) and allow an evaluation of the need
for nitrogen and potassium (centipede does not
generally receive phosphorus fertilizer). The
addition of potash in September through
November may enhance winter hardiness.
In a cemetery setting, organic fertilizers
should be the primary choice. These materials,
such as cottonseed meal and bone meal, have
much lower salt indices than inorganic
fertilizers – resulting in reduced salt uptake by
monuments. This is important since salts cause
staining, spalling, and deterioration of marbles,
sandstones, brick, and even granites. In

Dec

addition, organic fertilizers have a slower
release rate and are easy on the root systems.
There has been no reason to treat the
lawns at Jackson Street or Shadowbrook for
weeds (since the grass is primarily weedy
growth). There is also a legitimate concern over
damaging stones. Many herbicides contain salts
and these can migrate into stones (especially
sandstones and marbles), causing discoloration,
spalling, and other damage.
Nevertheless, the current lawns do
exhibit a very heavy infestation of weeds and
preemergent and postemergent treatments may
be appropriate if the city wishes to improve the
overall appearance of the cemeteries. Good lawn
management,
which
includes
proper
fertilization, mowing, and watering, will
produce a healthy dense turf that is difficult for
weeds to invade.
One approach, of course, is to avoid
broadcast herbicides and, instead, use a coarse
spray to treat limited areas. Using this approach
it would be possible to treat for many annual
weeds and over several years dramatically
improve the appearance of the cemeteries. Care
must be taken to avoid spraying the
monuments, so we realize the applications will
not be complete or perfect, but over several
years the prevalence of these weeds will decline.
Postemergent weeds may be controlled in the
same manner.
Unfortunately, the lawns at Jackson
Street and Shadowbrook have not been well
tended and considerable renovation is required.
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F/b773.pdf) provides information
renovation of existing turfgrass areas.

on

Any renovation effort would,
however, require at least temporary water
until the sod becomes established. This
could be achieved through the use of
temporary above ground piping (we do
not recommend efforts to establish
irrigation systems in cemeteries).
There are no significant shade
areas in the Shadowbrook Cemetery,
although there are shady areas at the
Jackson Street Cemetery. Virtually all
grasses fail to perform effectively in heavy
shade. Our best advice, especially for
areas under trees, is to remove the sod
(which rarely does well in such
circumstances) and replace it with 2-3
inches of mulch. This will also promote
better tree health and reduce areas subject
to lawn maintenance.
Pest Control Practices
The city rarely undertakes pest
control practices. An issue of considerable
concern is the presence of fire ants. One
Figure 24. Fire ants at the Jackson Street cemetery (above)
survey done in 1998 concluded that 33,000
and Shadowbrook (below).
people in the state of South Carolina
sought medical attention as a result of fire
ant
stings.
Of those 15% had severe localized
Renovation
allergic reactions and 2% had severe systemic
reactions resulting in anaphylactic shock. Thus,
We recommend that the cemetery
fire ants are not simply an aesthetic nuisance,
implement a renovation program at the
but they can pose a significant threat to the
Shadowbrook and Jackson Street cemeteries in
health of cemetery visitors.
order to establish a good stand of a single grass
type. A warm season grass is probably a good
choice. Since there is already a stand of
centipede, it may be appropriate to select this
species.

We understand that such an effort will
need to be phased and it may make sense to
begin the effort on a section by section basis. The
Lawns
in
Georgia
(http://pubs.caes.uga.edu/caespubs/pubs/PD
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Fire ants were identified in the Jackson
Street and Shadowbrook cemeteries. For those
two properties we recommend minimally that
individual mounds be treated with a product
such as Amdro (hydramethylnon). An even
better approach is the use of Amdro as a
broadcast fire ant bait while fire ants are
foraging. After 10-14 days it should then be used
as an individual mound treatment on any
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mounds that continue to be a problem. This
approach should be used twice a year, typically
in April or May and again in September or
October. A good discussion is provided by
http://pubs.caes.uga.edu/caespubs/pubs/pdf
/B1191.pdf.
Staffing Level
Currently the city is using staff from
their Public Works department to perform
minimal maintenance on the three cemeteries,
estimated at around 2 acres.
We typically recommend two workers
and one supervisor, on a full-time basis, per 10
acres. This is based on the Boston Historic
Burying Grounds Initiative and is particularly
suitable for Suwanee’s situation since it is
estimated that mowing old cemeteries with 3dimensional monuments requires six-times the
labor of modern lawn park cemeteries.
Thus, while these 2 acres do not
represent a particularly large commitment and
do not require a large staff, we do offer several
recommendations.
The first involves staffing level. We
recommend that one individual be assigned to
the three cemeteries exclusively three days a
week, with a supervisor spot checking progress
on a daily basis.
Appropriate maintenance established by
good practice includes weed control, tree
trimming,
pruning,
seasonal
cleanup,
maintaining the roads, conducting section
inspections, survey of monuments for
maintenance needs, maintenance of shrub beds,
maintaining section signs, rehabilitation of
barren areas, raking, resetting stones as needed,
inspecting and repairing fences, watering newly
planted
areas,
sodding
as
necessary,
identification of trees for removal, removal of
flowers and grave decorations, and removal of
wild growth.

An individual assigned to the
cemeteries on a consistent basis would also
allow the city to train that individual in the
appropriate way to reset monuments, as well as
to make simple repairs.
Staff Training
Sadly, professional training in the
landscape industry, at least among the public, is
undervalued. This contributes to rapid turn-over
and inappropriate maintenance activities.
In 2005 the Associated Landscape
Contractors of America (ALCA) and the
Professional Lawn Care Association of America
(PLCAA) merged to form the Professional
Landcare Network (PLANET). This organization
offers three certification programs.
The first is the Certified Landscape
Technician – Exterior. The exam for this
certification is a hands-on field test and
candidates can be tested in Installation,
Maintenance, or Irrigation.
The second is Certified Turfgrass
Professional – a comprehensive study of both
warm and cool-season turfgrasses developed by
the University of Georgia Center for Continuing
Education.
Certification
in
this
area
demonstrates a mastery of weed, insect and
disease identification/control, as well as
diagnosis of common turfgrass problems. The
material supports Integrated Pest Management
concepts and pesticide safety – significantly
reducing the cemetery’s liability for operations.
The third is Certified Ornamental
Landscape Professional. This certification
emphasizes tree and shrub maintenance
procedures with candidates concentrating on
landscape trees and ornamental woody plant
physiology, health care management, and
establishment.
There are also local programs. For
example,
the
Georgia
Green
Industry
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Association offers certification in both landscape
and plants.
The city should ensure that the
individual assigned to the cemetery is trained
and certified. This is the difference between the
typical “mow, blow, and go” approach to
maintenance and true professional landscape
care.
Cemetery Trees
None of the cemeteries have a
significant number of historic trees, yet each
cemetery exhibits clear tree issues. At Sims Lake
Park the historic cedars have died out and the
cemetery is largely overtaken by second growth
trees that require thinning. At Jackson Street
parts of the cemetery have been taken over by
second growth and require thinning. In
addition, a pine tree toward the front of the
cemetery is diseased and should be removed. At
Shadowbrook, Bradford pears form a border
that will eventually require replacement
(hopefully with trees that are more in keeping
with a historic cemetery). The few old trees on
the cemetery require inspection by a certified
arborist and extensive pruning.
Maintenance Issues
Maintenance involves at least four basic
issues: watering, fertilization, pruning, and pest
control.
The city does not, on a routine basis,
water trees, relying instead on rainfall. While
this is typically acceptable and rarely do mature
trees require watering, the landscape plan
should include provisions for deep-root
watering of historic trees during periods of
severe drought (assuming this is permissible).
This is a critical step necessary to protect the
historic landscape fabric of the cemetery. Using
a root feeder without fertilizer, it is possible to
apply water 12-inches below the surface. This
approach can not only be used during severe
drought, but also during extended periods of
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dry weather during the winter (as long as the
temperatures are above freezing).
The city reports that no tree fertilization
(or soil testing) is conducted. Again, the trees are
vital components of the landscape. They
represent part of the historic fabric and steps
must be taken to protect that aspect of the
landscape and vista. As previously discussed for
turfgrass, soil testing is not costly – only $4 per
sample.
While shoot growth (growth occurring
in the present year) and foliage color are often
used as indicators of nutrient deficiency, the best
indicator of whether fertilization is necessary is
a soil test. Samples should be taken every 3 to 5
years to determine whether any macro or
micronutrients are lacking.
Based on the recommendations of a
certified arborist, the cemetery should then
anticipate periodic fertilization (possibly
including adjustment of pH through liming and
the addition of soil amendments). Fertilization
should be conducted on the basis of need as
excess
fertilization
can
damage
trees;
nevertheless, the ISA position is that tree
fertilization should be done in accordance with
ANSI A300 (Part 2)-1998 standards.
Fertilization is typically accomplished
through deep root fertilization – an approach
where the liquid fertilizer is injected into the soil
with a probe, usually 6 to 12-inches below the
surface at a spacing of about 2 to 3 feet. This
process not only provides fertilization, but also
some aeration of the soil. An alternative
approach uses a drill to excavate holes in a
similar pattern which are then filled with a
granular fertilizer. Either is acceptable. The
ANSI 300 standards allow foliar applications,
injections, or implants only when soil
application is impractical or ineffective.
It is best to fertilize trees when they are
actively growing and have available water to
help absorb nutrients. In the Suwanee area this
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Figure 25. Examples of tree issues at the three cemeteries. Top row illustrates second growth pine and
hardwood in areas of grave depressions (left) and diseased pine (right) at Jackson Street.
Middle row illustrates a Bradford pear that was never adequately pruned when young (left)
and a large oak that requires pruning at Shadowbrook. The bottom row illustrates small
second growth trees to be removed (left) and a dead cedar (right) at Sims Lake Park.
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is typically from the spring, after new leaves
emerge, through mid-season. Fertilizer should
not be applied late in the season or during
periods of drought.
In a cemetery setting organic fertilizers
should be the primary choice. These materials,
such as cottonseed meal and bone meal, have
much lower salt indices than inorganic
fertilizers – resulting in reduced salt uptake by
monuments. This is important since salts cause
staining, spalling, and deterioration of marbles,

natural shape of the tree is retained and its
overall health is improved. In cleaning, the
pruning removes branches that are dead, dying,
diseased, crowded, broken, or otherwise
defective. This includes narrow crotches.
Trees should be pruned in such a
manner as to preserve the natural character of
the plant and in accordance with ANSI A300
(Part 1) - 2001 standards.
In pruning, branches should always be
cut just beyond the branch collar (an extension
of the main stem) and not flush with the trunk.
Large branches should be removed with three
cuts to prevent tearing of the bark which can
weaken the branch and lead to disease. All
pruning within the cemeteries should be
performed by an ISA Certified Arborist,
preferably one who is also an ISA Certified Tree
Worker/Climber Specialist.
It is critical that the city use only ISA
Certified Arborists for the tree work in the
historic cemeteries. We understand that the city
staff includes certified arborists, but should
outside contractors be required, there are two
within Suwanee: Michele Amber with Elegant
Elements, 404-403-1439 and Theresa Schrum at
404-805-4183. We can provide additional
certified arborists from other towns, if desired.

Figure 26. Example of a tree that
requires removal before it
damages the stone.
sandstones, brick, and even granites. In
addition, organic fertilizers have a slower
release rate and are easy on the root systems.
There are a number of trees that require
pruning for either thinning or cleaning.
Thinning is a technique of pruning that removes
selected branches to increase light and air
movement through the crown. This also
decreases weight on heavy branches. The
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Trees should be inspected for potential
threats to monuments, as well as general health
(see Figure 25). Ideally these inspections should
be made yearly and after any storm where the
winds exceed 55 mph.
We recommend removal of second
growth trees at both Jackson Street and Sims
Lake Park cemeteries. At Jackson Street the areas
around the edges of the cemetery should be
thinned back 25 feet, removing all trees under 8inches dbh. This would serve multiple goals. It
would improve site security by reducing hiding
areas. It would allow “lost” graves to be
integrated into the cemetery. And it would help
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minimize damage to stones caused by tree falls
during severe weather.

paint an herbicide on the stump if it is a tree that
will promote suckers.

At Sims Lake Park the city may desire to
limit removal to trees under 4-inches dbh in
order to minimize the opening of the canopy
and resulting increase in herbaceous vegetation.

Selection Issues

Also at Sims Lake Park, we recommend
that all of the dead cedars be removed. These
trees should be replaced by 1-2 inch caliper
cedars in order to maintain the original
landscape of the cemetery.
At Shadowbrook there is at least one
large oak that requires careful pruning to open
the canopy and remove dead wood. This is a
very beautiful tree and should receive special
care in order to maintain the character of the
cemetery.
Care must be taken to protect stones
and monuments during the pruning process.
Rigging must be used to minimize the potential
for damage to stones or the landscape. Under no
circumstances are tree climbers (hooks, spikes,
gaffs) to be worn while ascending, descending,
or working in trees to be pruned.
There are some situations in the
cemetery where plantings – intentional or
voluntary – have grown to interfere with stones
or fences (see, for example, Figure 26). In these
cases a decision needs to be made concerning
the value of the planting vs. the value of the
monument. Where the tree has greater value, it
may be appropriate to slightly relocate the
monument – moving it to a location where
additional damage will be avoided. Otherwise,
it is necessary and appropriate to remove the
tree. This decision may be aided by carefully
evaluating the health of the tree involved.
When removal is deemed necessary the
trunk should be cut as close to the ground as
possible, leaving the stump in place to decay
naturally. No chemical additives should be used
to hasten decay, although it is acceptable to

Cemeteries, in general, have historically
been dominated by large deciduous trees,
although evergreens such as cedar are also very
common. They provide a distinctly inviting
image for visitors and passersby. These trees
also provide some visual separation from
adjacent buildings – especially in cluttered
urban environments.
Ideally the trees selected should be
historically appropriate and plantings should
focus on those tree species that are known to
have been used. While diversification may be
acceptable, it should not dilute the original
design or intent. Therefore, we urge care in
selecting additional plantings, focusing on a
small number of historically appropriate trees to
maintain the historical integrity of the cemetery.
Examples of generally acceptable trees might
include arbor vitae, cedar, or some oaks.
Some
trees,
whether
historically
appropriate or not, should probably be avoided
since they pose significant maintenance issues.
These include trees that produce dense shade
(causing problems with the turfgrass); trees that
exhibit suckers or surface roots (also causing
turfgrass problems, e.g., beech, honeylocust,
linden, poplar, and willow); trees that drop large
quantities of leaves, seeds, or sap (such as ash,
black cherry, catalpa, ginko, horsechestnut,
magnolia, mulberry, and sweetgum) ; and trees
that are especially weak or vulnerable to wind
or ice damage (such as ash, black cherry, pine,
poplar, red maple, silver maple, tuliptree,
willow, and white ash).
While we understand that trees such as
the Bradford pears planted as a border at
Shadowbrook are often used because of their
fast growth, they are not historically
appropriate, are short lived, and require
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Figure 27. Pruning issues at Shadowbrook and Jackson Street cemeteries. Top row, examples of shrubs
and weedy plants that require removal of the weedy materials and renewal of the shrub.
Middle row, left, dead shrub requires removal and replacement; right, example of pruning
debris from the previous season that were never collected. Bottom, shrub at Jackson Street
cemetery overwhelming a plot.
42
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extensive early pruning to achieve a healthy
form.
The Bradford pears at Shadowbrook do
little to enhance the cemetery and we
recommend their replacement with a more
appropriate tree. An excellent screening choice
would be arbor vitae or cedar.
Trees should also be replanted as older
ones are removed and a general effort should be
made to plan for future tree replacement,
perhaps using a mix of fast-growing but shortlived trees intermixed with slow-growing but
long-lived trees to create a planned appearance.
It is also appropriate to plant replacement trees
in anticipation of their need, allowing them an
opportunity to become established before the
diseased or damaged tree is removed.
Planting Issues
Locations chosen for planting should
not interfere with gravestones, curbing, or
fences. Issues of security should also be
considered and the use of small trees that
obscure eye level views should generally be
limited or avoided.
Research is suggesting that trees,
especially older mature trees, improve in health
when turfgrass is removed under the branch
spread and mulch is applied at a depth not
exceeding 3 to 4-inches. Staff should be closely
supervised to prevent over mulching of
vegetation.
All replacement trees should be of at
least 1-inch caliper and meet the minimum
requirements of the American Nursery and
Landscape Association’s American Standard for
Nursery Stock (ANSI Z60.1-2004).
Since water is unavailable in the
cemeteries, young trees may be watered using
bladders or irrigation bags.

Shrubbery
None of cemeteries evidence an
abundance of plantings, although several
plantings are found at both Shadowbrook and
Jackson Street. In both cases the shrubs have
been allowed to grow out of control, intermixing
with weedy species. It is today difficult to
ascertain what is worth retaining and what
should be removed.
Pruning
Shrubs intermingled with weedy plants
are creating large masses of tangled vegetation,
primarily at Shadowbrook Cemetery. In these
cases it is necessary to first remove the weedy
material to expose the original shrub. Given the
poor condition of these plantings, radical
renewal or rejuvenation pruning is necessary.
Renewal pruning means cutting the plants back
to within 6 to 12 inches of ground level. In this
instance, timing is more important than
technique. The best time to prune severely is
before spring growth begins. Pruning in late fall
or midwinter may encourage new growth which
can be injured by cold. Renewal pruning results
in abundant new growth by midsummer. Once
the new shoots are 6 to 12 inches long, the tips
should be pruned to encourage lateral branching
and a more compact shrub.
Renewal pruning works well with most
broadleaf shrubs, while narrow-leaf evergreens
(such as boxwood, which we did not observe)
do not respond well when severely pruned and
may actually decline. A better approach for
these narrow-leaf evergreens is cutting them
back slightly and transplanting – moving them
away from the stones they are obscuring.
Those plants that can be saved by
careful pruning should be. Those which are
dead or which cannot be rehabilitated should be
removed and similar species replanted.
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Other Landscape Issues

Where family members can no longer be
identified, gravel plots should be converted to
grass.

Graveled Plots
Some lot owners at Shadowbrook have
chosen to use gravel, retained by coping, rather
than allow the plots to be grassed. Often lot
owners do this thinking that it will reduce
maintenance. Unfortunately, as shown by Figure
28, this is rarely the case. In fact, these graveled
lots almost always present a variety of long-term
maintenance problems and the association
should discourage the practice whenever
possible.
Too often the lots, once laid, receive no
additional maintenance by the families. As a
result, the gravel thins through time, ultraviolet
light breaks down the underlying weed block,
exposing it and allowing further deterioration.
In addition, weeds will often begin to grow
through the weed block and gravel. The typical
solution to this, rather than laborious hand
weeding, is to apply herbicides. Since there is
rarely an effort made to prevent future weeds,
chemical control becomes a routine practice –
causing long-term damage to the memorials. In
addition, the weeds killed by the herbicide
create a disheveled appearance that
detracts from the overall cemetery
aesthetics.
Where families have chosen
this practice and are unwilling to
allow grass, they should be informed
that it is their responsibility to replace
weed block and periodically infill
plots with additional gravel in order to
keep them maintained. With the
realization that gravel is not a “silver
bullet,” but will require long-term
maintenance, families may be willing
to allow plots to be converted to grass
which is more historically appropriate
and dramatically softens the cemetery
landscape.
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Gravel is also used as a grave decoration
in the African American Jackson Street
cemetery. Historically families have replenished
such decorations yearly. The city should make
no effort to maintain the gravel, but allow these
graves to slowly convert to grass.
Sinking and Collapsing Graves
The Jackson Street cemetery has a
number of sinking or collapsing graves. One
such grave in a wooded area is illustrated by
Figure 25. Figure 29 illustrates the undulating
topography typical of African American
cemeteries.
Now that the cemetery has been
mapped, these areas may be backfilled with
clean sand. The use of sand is important since
should future archaeological work be required
at some time in the future, the sand will stand
out clearly, allowing the original depression to
be precisely identified.
The backfilling of graves, however, will

Figure 29. Undulating topography at the Jackson Street
cemetery is the result of numerous sunken graves.
also require that the city reset stones, since they
must not be allowed to be covered by the fill.
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Soil analysis should be conducted to
determine if adjustments are necessary
for the turfgrass. Where fertilization is
needed, only organic, slow release
fertilizers should be used in order to
minimize salt damage to the stones.

Figure 28. Example of unmaintained graveled plot. Note
also the damaged concrete block plot border or
coping.
Likewise, grave goods (if present) must be
relocated to the surface.
Recommendations
The use of large deck mowers in the historic
cemeteries is inappropriate. We recommend
the use of only walk-behind mowers with 21inch decks at Jackson Street and in the
congested areas of Shadowbrook Cemetery.
All mowers used in the cemeteries should be
fitted with closed cell foam bumpers to reduce
the damage to the stones. These bumpers
should be inspected on a weekly basis and
replaced as needed.
Mowing frequency should be based on the
growth rate of the grass, ensuring that no more
than 1/3 of the of the grass blade length in any
one mowing.
Extra care should be used to prevent scalping
the grass – a practice which is likely caused by
the use of mowers that are too large for the
irregular terrain.
The nylon trimmer line should be no thicker
than 0.065-inch. Operators of the equipment
should be instructed in the proper use of the
equipment to minimize damage to the stones
in the cemeteries.

Limited pre-emergent and post-emergent
weed control should be instituted at
Shadowbrook and Jackson Street using
liquid herbicides applied as a course
spray, taking care to avoid stones. The
herbicides will affect the stones and this
work will need to be very carefully done
to ensure that the stones are not damaged.

We recommend renovation of the
turfgrass
at
Jackson
Street
and
Shadowbrook cemeteries, perhaps on a
section-by-section basis. Converting to a good
turfgrass may reduce the level of mowing and
will minimize the need for weed treatments.
In heavy shade areas we recommend the
conversion from turfgrass to mulch. This will
reduce maintenance demands and provide a
healthier environment for the historic trees.
It is critical that the city develop a fire ant
control program that involves, minimally,
individual mound treatments for all three
cemeteries, especially Shadowbrook and
Jackson Street.
One technician should be assigned to the three
cemeteries on a part time basis (three days a
week), with additional assistance as needed.
This technician should be certified by
PLANET (or some similar local organization)
in categories such as Landscape Technician –
Exterior,
Turfgrass
Professional,
or
Ornamental Landscape Professional.
Trees in the cemeteries should be pruned for
thinning or cleaning as recommended by a
certified arborist. There are several trees that
are diseased at Jackson Street. They should be
evaluated for their hazard and need for
immediate removal. Only ISA Certified
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Arborists should be responsible for tree
pruning and maintenance.
There is much volunteer growth around the
edge of the Jackson Street Cemetery and
within the Sims Lake Park Cemetery. This
growth should be carefully thinned to open the
cemeteries and minimize potential damage to
stones. Volunteer trees whose placement or
growth threatens monuments should also be
removed.
As a general rule, trees that are removed from
the landscape should be replaced using
historically appropriate species, such as oak or
cedar.
All replacement trees should be of at least 1inch caliper and meet the minimum
requirements of the American Nursery and
Landscape Association’s American Standard
for Nursery Stock (ANSI Z60.1-2004). Nursery
stock should be carefully inspected and
specimens with wounds, crooked or double
leaders, broken branches, or girdling roots
should be rejected.
Trees within the cemetery should be fertilized
on a routine basis and should be
professionally evaluated and pruned at least
once every 5 years by an ISA Certified
Arborist. All trees should be inspected yearly
and after any storm with winds in excess of 55
mph.
Shrubbery is limited to Jackson Street and
Shadowbrook. Where found, however, it has
been largely ignored, resulting in large clumps
or masses that require careful pruning to shape
the shrub and remove weedy vegetation.
The use of gravel in plots at Shadowbrook
should be discouraged. Grass is more
historically appropriate and easier to maintain.
Graveled graves are acceptable at Jackson
Street, but the city should not attempt to
maintain these graves, allowing grass to
overtake them instead.
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All sunken graves at Jackson Street should be
carefully filled with clean sand. Grave markers
and associated grave goods must be reset. The
graves should then be resodded.

OTHER MAINTENANCE ISSUES
Signage
None of the city’s three cemeteries have
signage. Although the Sims Lake Park Cemetery
is not currently accessible to the public there is
considerable wisdom in installing signage for
the occasional visitor that may happen upon the
cemetery. The remaining two cemeteries are
readily accessible and they deserve appropriate
signage.
From
a
cemetery
preservation
perspective signage is of four basic types:
identification, regulatory, informational, and
interpretative. They are generally recommended
in this same priority.
Identification signage might include the
name of the cemetery and might also include the
cemetery’s date of founding and historic
significance (i.e., eligible for listing or listed on
the National Register).
Regulatory signage specifies laws,
regulations, or expected standards of behavior.
These should be clearly posted at the entrance to
the cemetery.
Informational signage might include
directional signs, routing, and section numbers.
These should have a consistent signage theme
(for example, colors, size, font, and placement).
Interpretative
signage
might
include
information on historic people buried in the
cemetery. It is important that this signage be
discrete, so as not to detract from the dignity of
the cemetery.
Many cemeteries find that brochures are
a useful supplement to traditional signage,
allowing greater flexibility. Brochures may also
replace (or at least reduce the need for)
informational and interpretative signage.

Brochures also have the benefit of being useful
as educational and promotional tools.
We recommend that the city develop
regulatory signage dealing with, minimally,
these issues for all three cemeteries (perhaps
with some modifications of language as might
be needed):
 Many of the stones in this cemetery are
very old and may be easily damaged.
Consequently, absolutely no gravestone
rubbings will be allowed.
 The stones and monuments in this
cemetery are fragile. Please refrain from
leaning, sitting, or climbing on any
monument. All children must be
escorted by an adult.
 Absolutely no alcoholic beverages,
fireworks, or firearms are allowed in the
cemetery. Proper conduct is expected at
all times.
 No pets are allowed in the cemetery.
 Flowers will be removed by the staff 10
days after holidays or when the
arrangements become wilted and
unsightly.
 No plantings are allowed within the
cemetery and the cemetery will enforce
its right to remove any plantings
deemed inappropriate, diseased, or
damaging the cemetery.
 For additional information concerning
maintenance issues, please contact
______ at _______. In case of emergency
contact ______.
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We also recommend that initial interpretation
signage consist of a Georgia Historical Marker
erected at the entrance to the Jackson Street
Cemetery, as well as the corner of Suwanee Dam
Road and the Buford Highway. Information on
this program is available from the Georgia
Historical
Society
or
at
http://www.georgiahistory.com/files/0000/00
27/Marker_Application_Materials.pdf.

concern considering the use of mowers and
trimmers on a routine basis.
Many cemeteries enact provisions that
allow staff to remove such objects (“temporary
objects”) when they become withered,
unsightly, or an obstruction to maintenance.
Other cemeteries exclude all objects made of
concrete, glass, plastic, fiberglass, metal,

Flowers and Other Grave Decorations
We
have
previously
recommended that the city adopt flower
regulations. Figure 30 provides an
indication of why that is so necessary.
During our assessment we found flower
debris – faded, unsightly, and no longer
associated with any grave – at several
locations in the Shadowbrook Cemetery.
Many cemeteries are beginning
to also struggle with the increasing
tendency for the public to load graves
with personal items. This problem is not
unique to the United States, but has also
been documented in Great Britain,
where solar-powered lights, statues and
windmills have appeared.
Some
cemeteries
have
established rules based entirely on
appearances. At times these are
intentionally
vague,
for
instance
referring to “adornments considered
offensive or otherwise inconsistent with
the dignity of the cemetery.” In other
cases a fairly detailed list of
objectionable items has been devised:
“Toys,
stuffed
or
otherwise
manufactured or sculptured animals,
statues or statuettes, personal items
and/or other unsightly objects.”

Figure 30. Faded flowers and grave decorations are issues
that the city must address.

Although aesthetics may reasonably be
considered to suffer, most cemeteries attempt to
control the proliferation on the grounds of the
potential hazard to workers – a legitimate
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ceramic, and wood, again with the justification
of safety.
Cartersville, Georgia itemizes items,
although they justify the exclusion in terms of
safety: “no hanging poles, no bird feeders, no
glass containers, no ceramic figurines, no
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statuary, no concrete pots, no toys, no rocks, no
bricks, or any other objects that may be
hazardous to personnel or equipment” is
allowed.

We did not, however, see trash
containers at either cemetery. This was most
noticeable at Jackson Street, where funeral
debris (flower stands, styrofoam, and similar
items) were found just beyond the cemetery in
the woods. We recommend the placement of a
small, discrete receptacle at the entrance to the
Jackson Street Cemetery.
During the process of thinning the
trees along the edges of the Jackson Street
Cemetery, the city should endeavor to remove
this trash (there is not a great deal).
Lost Stones
Lost, orphan, or misplaced stones were
observed at the Shadowbrook Cemetery (they
were not observed at the Jackson Street or Sims
Lake Park cemeteries). These are stones that
have been removed from the original grave
and deposited elsewhere in the cemetery.
Stones move for a variety of reasons, but the
most common is an effort by maintenance
crews to place them out of the way.

Figure 31. Two examples of orphan stones at the
Shadowbrook Cemetery.

Staff must understand that once a
stone is separated from the grave, the potential
that the grave will become lost – regardless of
the quality of the cemetery records –
dramatically increases. Thus, every effort
should be made to ensure that stones remain
on their grave.

While wishing to be sensitive to those
who have lost loved ones, there must still be a
middle ground that helps control the abundance
of materials that can appear in even historic
cemeteries. Given the existing wording of
Cartersville, Georgia, we would be inclined to
support similar wording.

Stones should never be allowed to
removed from their original location without
full documentation – where was the stone
found, why is it being removed, where is it
being stored, what should be done to reset the
stone, what action is being taken to resolve the
issue.

Trash

We recommend that the misplaced
stones at Shadowbrook be collected and stored
by the city in the hope of being able to ascertain
their original locations and replace them.

There was relatively little trash in any of
the cemeteries and we take this as evidence that
the Public Works staff is doing a good job of
picking up the areas, probably prior to mowing
or other activities.
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Recommendations
The city should develop regulatory signage for
all three cemeteries. This signage should
minimally deal with proper care of the
monuments,
prohibiting
rubbings
and
warning visitors of their fragile condition; it
should prohibit certain behaviors and actions,
such as use of alcoholic beverages; it should
established simple guidelines for plantings, as
well as the placement and removal of floral
and grave decorations; and it should include
contact and emergency information.
Georgia has a very active historical marker
program and this would be an appropriate and
dignified way to explain to visitors the historic
roots and significance of the Jackson Street and
Shadowbrook cemeteries (which are likely to
receive the greatest traffic).
Eventually it would be helpful to develop a
brochure
specific
to
the
cemeteries
(“Suwanee’s
Historic
Cemeteries”)
that
includes rules, maps, brief histories, and
perhaps some information on those buried in
the cemeteries. While primarily intended for
families and visitors, it could also be used for
promotion and fund raising.
The city should establish flower regulations
that maintain the dignity of the cemeteries and
allow reasonable maintenance. The city should
limit flowers on graves to a maximum of 10
days. We also recommend that only cut flowers
or live plants be used.
Trash does not appear to be a significant
problem, but we do suggest that an
appropriate receptacle be placed at the
entrance to the Jackson Street Cemetery. A
regular schedule of collection must be
instituted.
When trees are being thinned at the edges of
the Jackson Street Cemetery, trash and debris
in the woods should be collected.
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No stones should be removed from graves
without
adequate
documentation.
The
apparently “lost” stones at the Shadowbrook
should be researched and replaced as well as
possible. Until then they should be collected
and stored for safekeeping.

CONSERVATION ISSUES
What is Conservation?
Conservation
is
not
restoration.
Restoration means, very simply, making
something “like new.” Restoration implies
dramatic changes of the historic fabric, including
the elimination of fabric that does not “fit” the
current “restoration plan.” Restoration is
inherently destructive of patina and what makes
a property historic in the first place. The
“restorer” of a property will know nothing of
the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for
Preservation and care even less.
One of the most important early
writings was that of nineteenth century art critic
and observer John Ruskin. In The Seven Lamps of
Architecture published in 1849 and in particular,
“The Lamp of Memory,” Ruskin introduces us
to the issue of trusteeship where he explains,
it is again no question of
expediency or feeling whether
we shall preserve the buildings
of past times or not. We have no
right whatever to touch them.
They are not ours. They belong
partly to those who built them,
and partly to all the generations
of mankind who are to follow
us.
Ruskin also crisply stated the difference between
restoration and repair, noting that “restoration”
means,
the most total destruction which
a building can suffer: a
destruction out of which no
remnants can be gathered: a
destruction accompanied with
false description of the thing
destroyed.

In contrast conservation can be defined as
preservation from loss, depletion, waste, or
harm. Conservation seeks to limit natural
deterioration.
Conservation will respect the historic
fabric, examine the variety of options available,
and select those that pose the least potential
threat to the property. Conservation will ensure
complete documentation, whether it is of
cleaning, painting, or repair. Conservation will
ensure that the work done today does not affect
our ability to treat the object tomorrow.
Standard for Conservation Work
As Ruskin stated, the City of Suwanee is
the steward of these cemeteries, holding what
belonged to past generations in trust for future
generations (even more so if, as recommended,
the city obtains clear title to Shadowbrook and
Jackson Street). As such the city bears a great
responsibility for ensuring that no harm comes
to the properties during their watch.
One way to ensure the long-term
preservation of these properties is to ensure that
all work meets or exceeds the Secretary of the
Interior’s Standards for Preservation, discussed
on pages 2-4 of this study.
Another critical requirement is that the
city ensure that any work performed in the
cemeteries – whether it involves the repair of
iron work, the cleaning of a stone, or the
reconstruction of a heavily damage monument,
is conducted by a trained conservator who
subscribes to the Standards of Practice and Code
of Ethics of the American Institute for
Conservation of Historic and Artistic Works
(AIC).
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These Standards cover such issues as:
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

•
•

•

Do no harm.
Respect the original fabric and retain as
much as possible – don’t replace it
needlessly.
Choose the gentlest and least invasive
methods possible.
Is
the
treatment
reversible?
Is
retreatment possible?
Don’t
use
a
chemical
without
understanding its effect on the object
and future treatments.
Don’t falsify the object by using designs
or materials that imply the artifact is
older than it is.
Replication and repairs should be
identified as modern so that future
researchers are not misled.
Use methods and materials that do not
impede future investigation.
Document all conservation activities –
and ensure that documentation is
available.
Use preventative methods whenever
possible – be proactive, not reactive.

The AIC Code of Conduct also requires
a professional conservator provide clients with a
written, detailed treatment proposal prior to
undertaking any repairs; once repairs or
treatments are completed, the conservator must
provide the client with a written, detailed
treatment report that specifies precisely what
was done and the materials used. The
conservator must ensure the suitability of
materials and materials – judging and
evaluating the multitude of possible treatment
options to arrive at the best recommendation for
a particular object.
It is important to clearly note that while
modern stone companies are very familiar with
new stone, no matter how long they have been
in business, they are not an appropriate choice
for repair work. Monument dealers do not have
the skills, training, tools, or expertise to conduct
the delicate work of historic monument repair,
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as will be discussed in greater detail in a
following section.
In most cases gravestones are fragile
and their repair is delicate work. There are many
commercial products on the market, used by
many commercial stone companies, which are
totally inappropriate for historic stone.
Estimation of Conservation Needs
A stone-by-stone assessment was
included in this assessment, and the results are
identified in Appendices 1-3 as a series of
conservation treatment proposals. These
documents provide an overview of the problems
faced by a particular monument, as well as
specific recommendations for treatment.
General Types of Stone Damage
Mechanical Repair
Mechanical repair most often means the
rejoining of fragmented stones. Appropriate
conservation treatment will usually involve
drilling and pinning, carefully aligning the two
fragments. Threaded 316 stainless steel rod (or
occasionally nylon) and epoxy adhesives
formulated for the specific stone are used in this
type of repair. Diameters and lengths of pins
vary with the individual application, depending
on the nature of the break, the thickness of the
stone, its condition, and its expected post-repair
treatment.
Sometimes pins are not used to save
time and money. Instead the pieces are simply
joined using a continuous bead of epoxy or
some other adhesive. Experience indicates that
for a long-lasting repair, particularly in
structural applications, use of pins is usually
necessary. Moreover, most adhesives are far
stronger than the stone itself, meaning that
failure of the repair is likely to cause additional
damage to the stone.

CONSERVATION ISSUES

Figure 32. Examples of stone damage requiring treatment. Top row left to right: broken tab in socket
that requires a blind pin repair and resetting; die on base that requires repining and resetting.
Middle row, left to right: tab in socket that requires resetting only; example of ferrous pin
damage; large, unstable monument. Bottom row, left to right: die on base with failed brass
pins; granite die on base that requires resetting with setting compound.
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At times mechanical repairs also involve
dismantling intact elements and ensuring that a
sound foundation is present. Foundation work
may involve filling in depressions, establishing a
concrete footing, or taking other measures to
ensure that subsidence is minimized. Then the
entire structure is repaired as it is reassembled.
In some cases concrete has been used to
repair broken stones. This is inappropriate. Not
only is the result aesthetically unappealing, but
the concrete is far harder than the stone and can
cause long-term deterioration. Because the
concrete is very difficult to remove, we generally
recommend that stones repaired with concrete
be left as they are, as long as the old repair is
stable and causing no immediate damage or
problems. Such repairs, however, should be
carefully monitored. It is likely that the time will
come when these old repairs will fail and a more
appropriate repair will become possible.
Mechanical repair should be undertaken
only by trained stone conservators.
Composite Repair or Infilling
Composite stone repair consists of
filling voids with a natural cementitious
composite stone material resembling the original
as closely as possible in texture, color, porosity,
and strength. This type of repair may be used to
fill gaps or losses in marble and is often used to
help slow scaling of bedded sandstone exposed
to the elements.
Under no circumstances should latex or
acrylic modified materials be used in composite
stone repair. These additives may help the
workability of the product, but they have the
potential to cause long-term problems. Such
products are not appropriately matched in terms
of strength or vapor permeability.
More suitable materials are materials
such as Jahn (distributed by Cathedral Stone) or
the lime-based mortars of U.S. Heritage. These
closely resemble the natural strength of the
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original stone, contain no synthetic polymers,
exhibit good adhesion, and can be color
matched if necessary.
All infill work should be conducted by a
trained conservator. The Jahn products, in fact,
require certification in their use through
Cathedral Stone.
Resetting Tilted Stones
Some monuments are seriously leaning.
When this occurs to headstones, the tilt may be
sufficient to precipitate a ground break,
dramatically increasing the cost of repair. For
other monuments the tilt may be sufficient to
cause the monument to fail and, in the
process, there may be additional damage or
even injury to visitors.
As a result, resetting is a common need
at many old cemeteries. The simplest resetting
involves stones which are tilted or which have
come out of the ground. These should never be
reset using concrete, but rather should be set in
pea gravel. This approach allows the stone some
movement should it be accidentally impacted by
lawn maintenance activities. The pea gravel will
also promote drainage away from the stone,
helping the stone resist the uptake of soluble
salts.
Resetting stones that are not broken is a
task that city staff or volunteers can be trained to
accomplish. This should be a routine
maintenance activity, conducted perhaps twice a
year.
Resetting or Repairing Tab in Socket Stones
In cases where stones are loose in a
supporting base, resetting involves the use of a
high lime mortar mix. In this and all other areas
of treatment, the city should avoid the use of
Portland cement. It is entirely too hard for
the stones and may contain impurities that will
damage the stone through long-term exposure.
More appropriate is a 1:3 mix of air lime (such as

CONSERVATION ISSUES

Table 3.
Comparison of Different Cleaning Techniques
Cleaning Technique
Sand Blasting

Potential Harm to Stone
Erodes stone; highly abrasive;
will destroy detail and lettering
over time.

Health/Safety Issues
Exposure to marble dust is a
source of the fatal lung
disease silicosis.

Pressure Washers

High pressure abrades stone.
This can be exacerbated by
inexperienced users. Pressures
should not exceed 90 psi.

None, unless chemicals are
added or high temperature
water is used.

Acid Cleaning

Creates an unnatural surface on
the stone; deposits iron
compounds that will stain the
stone; deposits soluble salts that
damage the stone.

Acids are highly corrosive,
requiring personal
protective equipment under
mandatory OSHA laws;
may kill grass and
surrounding vegetation.

Sodium Hypochlorite
& Calcium
Hypochlorite
(household and
swimming pool bleach)

Will form soluble salts, which
will reappear as whitish
efflorescence; can cause
yellowing; some salts are acidic.

Respiratory irritant; can
cause eye injury; strong
oxidizer; can decompose to
hazardous gasses.

Hydrogen Peroxide

Often causes distinctive reddish
discolorations; will etch
polished marble and limestone.

Severe skin and eye irritant.

Ammonium
Hydroxide

Repeated use may lead to
discoloration through
precipitation of hydroxides.

Respiratory, skin, and eye
irritant.

D/2 Architectural
Antimicrobial

No known adverse effects, has
been in use for nearly 10 years.

No special precautions
required for use, handling,
or storage.

lime putty) or NHL (natural hydraulic lime) 3.5
and sand. Epoxy and other adhesives should
never be used since once set it is virtually
impossible to remove the material. Even the use
of commercial setting compounds used by the
monument industry should be limited to use on
granite markers produced within the last 50
years.
If the tab and the socket are both intact,
this is another activity that can be undertaken by
trained staff or volunteers. It is critical that this
work is conducted as soon as a problem is
detected, since if the stone is allowed the break,
a problem that can be simply and inexpensively
corrected becomes a major conservation project.

Resetting Dies with
Corroded Pins
At times resetting may be made
more complex by the
presence of corroded
iron dowels. Where
present, these must be
removed
before
the
stones can be reset. If
they are not removed,
the
iron
corrosion
continues and will result
in the spalling and
breaking of the stone
itself.
Such a repair
requires that the old pins
be drilled out using a
diamond core drill, new
pins of stainless steel be
inserted
using
an
appropriate epoxy, and
mortar then used to reset
the monument. This is a
treatment which should
be performed only by a
trained conservator.
Cleaning

A significant amount of damage may
result from inappropriate cleaning techniques.
The most common cleaning technique is the use
of a bleach product – probably because bleach
(either sodium hypochlorite or calcium
hypochlorite)
is
widely
available
and
inexpensive. It is, nevertheless, unacceptable for
historic monuments.
Table 3 discusses problems with a
variety of “common” stone cleaning processes
widely used by commercial firms and the
public. Cleaning is largely an aesthetic issue at
all three cemeteries – we saw few examples
where soil or biologicals were actually causing
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damage to the monuments. Consequently, the
city should embark on an educational program
to discourage inappropriate cleaning –
explaining not only the dangers of bleach and
other commercial methods, but also pointing out
that such activities diminish the historical value
and ambience of the cemetery. These cleaning
methods remove not only soil, but also the
patina of age – leaving monuments that no
longer appear historic.
This educational program should point
out that cleaning – even when done correctly –
will gradually erode monuments, making them
susceptible to more soiling and damage.
Consequently, cleaning should be conducted no
more frequently than perhaps once every 5
years.
The safest product for cleaning is simply
low pressure (less than 90 psi) water and a soft
bristle brush. When some other assistance is
needed a product that has been found safe for
most stones is D/2 Architectural Antimicrobial
distributed by Cathedral Stone.
Ironwork Conservation
Although ironwork has been mentioned
previously in the section on Fixtures and
Furnishings, we are briefly reviewing critical
issues here.
Every effort should be made to retain all
existing ironwork, regardless of condition.
Replacement with new materials is not only
aesthetically inappropriate, but often causes
galvanic reactions between dissimilar metals.
When some of the existing ironwork is
incomplete, a reasonable preservation solution is
to repair and maintain the remaining work
rather than add historically inappropriate and
incorrect substitutes. If replacement is desired,
salvage of matching elements is preferred over
recasting. Replication is typically not an
appropriate choice since it is by far the most
expensive course of action, and is often done so
poorly.
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The single best protection of ironwork is
maintenance — and this revolves around
painting. We have previously outlined specific
steps and materials to use, focusing on minimal
cleaning, followed by a rust converter and two
final top coats of flat alkyd paint.
Repair may include reattachment of
elements. Ideally, repairs should be made in a
manner consistent with original construction. It
may be appropriate to use small stainless steel
braces with stainless steel nuts and bolts to reattach coping rails to posts. While welding is
often expedient, this approach causes a radical
change to the fence. Once welded, pieces are no
longer able to move with expansion/contraction
cycles, and this causes internal stresses that may
lead to yet additional structural problems.
Careful inspection of fences in good condition
reveals that virtually all connections were “slip
joints” – allowing the parts to expand and
contract.
When used, welds should be continuous
and ground smooth, in order to eliminate any
gaps or crevices. When finished, it should be
difficult to distinguish the weld — the original
metal should blend or flow directly into the
reattached part.
Understanding Priorities
With limited funds it is often critical that
organizations establish priorities for cemetery
conservation/preservation projects, ensuring
that the most critical issues are dealt with first.
First priorities are those we recommend
undertaking during the current fiscal or
calendar year. These are largely issues that have
the potential to affect the public health and
safety and consequently require immediate
attention. They may also involve monuments
where, if work is not conducted immediately,
there is a high probability of additional damage
and dramatically escalating repair costs.

CONSERVATION ISSUES

Planning issues may fall into this high
priority category as well. Through appropriate
planning costly mistakes can be avoided.
Planning also presents the opportunity – as we
hope is evident in this study – of developing a
preventative maintenance program that will
help to ensure that appropriate actions are
carried out on an on-going basis, limiting the
need for future emergency treatments.

cemetery should also work to educate families
on the least damaging cleaning techniques.

Second priorities are those which should
be budgeted for over the next 2 to 3 years. They
represent urgent issues that, if ignored, will
result in both significant and noticeable
deterioration of Suwanee’s cemeteries. Deferred
maintenance is not only poor stewardship, but it is
fiscally irresponsible. Simple repairs, delayed, turn
into very expensive treatments.
Third priorities are those that may be
postponed for 3 to 5 years. They are issues that
can wait for appropriations to build up to allow
action. Because they are given this lower
priority, however, they should not be dismissed
as trivial or unimportant.
Recommendations
All work in the cemeteries should be
conducted by trained conservators who
subscribe to the Code of Ethics and Standards
of Practice of the American Institute for
Conservation of Historic and Artistic Works
(AIC). This should be the minimum level of
competency required by the city on all
projects.
There are some treatments, such as resetting,
cleaning, and some aspects of fence repair,
which can be undertaken by volunteers and/or
in-house staff with training and oversight.
Other work, such as mechanical repairs and
infills should only be performed by trained
conservators.
Cleaning is a low preservation priority and the
city should work with families to explain the
problems that result from cleaning. The
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GROUND PENETRATING RADAR SURVEY
Introduction
Ground-penetrating radar (GPR) is a
near-surface geophysical technique. It involves
the
transmission
of
high
frequency
electromagnetic pulses from a surface antenna
into the ground. The time between when this
energy is transmitted, reflected from buried
materials, and then received back at the surface
is then measured. When many thousands of
radar reflections are measured and recorded as
antennas are moved along transects within a
grid, a three-dimensional picture of anomalies –
or features – can be created.
A range of antennae frequencies are
available. Low frequency antennas (10-120
MHz) generate long wave-length radar energy
that can penetrate up to 150 feet under ideal

conditions. However, there is a trade-off; they
are capable of resolving only very large
subsurface features. On the other hand, a 900
MHz antenna can penetrate only about 3 feet at
most, but it is able to resolve features down to a
few inches in diameter. GEL Geophysics,
through extensive experience with cemetery
studies, has determined that a 250 MHz antenna
array provides an optimum arrangement,
providing excellent resolving power at the
depths required to identify coffin remains.
The effectiveness of GPR depends on
yet another factor – the physical characteristics
of the material through which the waves pass.
Soils that are electrically conductive will
attenuate the GPR waves, allowing only very
shallow penetration. Soils that have electrically
conductive clay or that are wet are poor

Figure 33. Examples GPR results for different types of burial anomalies.
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candidates for GPR studies. Other problematic
soils are those that contain salts or that have
relatively high magnetic charges. No significant
problems were identified in the three study
tracts.

numerous
geophysical
methods
and
instrumentation, including extensive experience
with abandoned cemeteries and cemetery plots.
The Survey

The GPR study was conducted by GEL
Geophysics using a RAMAC GPR
system configured with a 250 MHz
antenna array operated by Mr.
Jorgen Bergstrom. The transmitter
radiates repetitive short-duration
electromagnetic (EM) signals into the
earth from the antenna. EM waves
are reflected back to the receiver by
interfaces between materials with
differing dielectric constants. The
intensity of the reflected signal is a
function of the contrast in the
dielectric constant at the interface,
the conductivity of the material
which the wave is traveling through,
and the frequency of the signal. The
Figure 34. Bergstrom using the RAMAC GPR at the Jackson
profiling recorder receives the signal
Street Cemetery.
from the antenna and produces a
affecting the success of a GPR survey, including
continuous cross section of the subsurface
the density of roots or other non-grave soil
interface reflections, referred to as “reflectors,”
anomalies, as well as the operator of the
“reflector events,” or “anomalies.” The skilled
equipment. Roots were a major consideration at
operator seeks to identify those reflectors or
the Sims Lake Park Cemetery; typically it was
anomalies that are most consistent with grave
possible, however, to discern good grave
shaft excavations.
signatures from other anomalies.
At all three cemeteries a
distinction is made between
gravesites identified and potential
gravesites. The former exhibit
excellent signatures, consistent in
all aspects with a grave shaft and
coffin remains. The latter exhibit a
number of characteristics, but are
less clear. Examples are both are
provided in Figure 33. The
operator on this project, Mr.
Jorgen Bergstrom, has more than
a decade of experience with
There are a variety of additional factors

Figure 35. Total station mapping of the Jackson Street Cemetery.
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Figure 36. Map of the Shadowbrook Cemetery.
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Figure 37. Map of Jackson Street Cemetery.
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Figure 38. Map of the Sims Lake Park Cemetery.
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In the case of this study, the GPR survey
included all of the area within the identified
property boundaries. At Sims Lake Park, where
boundaries were not defined, the survey
extended approximately 75 feet past the last
identified grave to ensure that the full extent of
the cemetery was identified. It was not, of
course, possible to use GPR at above ground box
tombs. At the Jackson Street Cemetery the
survey was extended about 25 feet beyond the
east and west boundaries, where possible in the
thick tree cover, and about 75 feet to the south.
Data were collected in a grid laid out at
each of the cemeteries. The GPR data were
collected with 2.5 feet between parallel profiles.
The geophysical data were processed and
interpreted in the field, with anomalies having
the signature consistent with a grave or
potential grave marked in the field using paint.
Their locations were then positioned by GEL.
It is possible, as with all GPR studies,
that anomalies remain undetected due to either
method limitations, subsurface soil conditions,
or the occurrence of features below the depth of
penetration of the signals.
Mapping
Given tree cover, it was determined that
mapping would be best accomplished using a
Trimble Geodimeter 600 Robotic total station
and prism pole. The identifying numbers had
been assigned by Chicora during the recordation
of the cemetery.
The resulting maps are provided as
Figures 36-38. They show all monuments, with
their assigned numbers, as well as associated
graves identified through GPR survey. In some
cases, of course, the grave was clearly indicated
by a depression, box tomb, or vault.
At Shadowbrook and Jackson Street, it
was possible to tie the cemeteries into nearby
infrastructure features – street curbs, sanitary
sewers, and fire hydrants. This allows the
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mapping to be added as a GIS layer, should the
town desire to do so. At Sims Lake Park,
however, there were no pre-defined GIS
datums. An effort was made to obtain GPS
coordinates using a Trimble 5800 Global
Positioning System. It was found that the dense
tree cover in the cemetery prevented an accurate
signal. Thus, for this work the information has
been tied as well as possible into the aerial
photography supplied by the town. However,
the locations have not been verified.

CEMETERY RECORDATION
As part of the assessment project,
Chicora conducted a recordation project in the
three cemeteries. This phase of the work
involved numbering the monuments and
collecting information concerning the marker
and its inscription. A standard form was used
for the collection of this information and these
forms are presented in Appendices 4-6.
All monuments on a specific grave were
given only one unique number. Footstones are
not numbered, but are noted on the form as
existing. Other associated monuments (for
example, a commercial stone associated with a
military stone) are given letter designations.
Thus, there might be 1, 1a, 1b, and so forth.

These unique numbers were then used
by GEL during their ground penetrating radar
and mapping components.
The physical description included the
type of marker, using standardized terminology
(e.g., die on base, tab in socket, ledger), the
inscription technique (such as carved, painted),
the
materials
(marble,
granite,
brick),
associations (such as a footstone or other item),
and the presence of a stonecarver’s name if
visible.
The marker inscription, in each case, is a
complete transcription of all information.
Complete transcriptions, compared for example
to those collected by many genealogists,
includes all verbiage on the stone, not just
names and dates. Such complete transcriptions
provide important family history and social
details that are lost if not collected. In addition,
these details can assist in replacing the stone, if
necessary.
As standard practice, illegible words are
indicated with empty brackets ([
]). Partially
legible or interpreted words are indicated within
brackets (In Mem[ory of]). Transcriptions
identify obvious errors, for example “Scared
[sic] to the Memory of.” All punctuation and
capitalization is as identified on the stone
(“Aged, 42 yrs.”).

Figure 39. Example of the survey form used
by
Chicora
at
the
Suwanee
cemeteries.

Although not required by the city, our
recordation also includes a digital photograph of
each monument. This information is added to
the form, providing additional details on the
condition of the stone at the time of this project.
The value of photography has already been
demonstrated, allowing deterioration in some
Jackson Street monuments to be documented
between 2006 and 2008.
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The recordation of the monuments on
the three cemeteries provides multiple benefits
to the city. They document the condition of the
monuments at the time of this study, providing
a permanent record of what is present in the
cemetery. The records also provide data for the
town to establish a cemetery web site, allowing
citizens, genealogists, and historians access to
data present in the cemeteries.
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RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUNDING
With limited funds it is often critical that
organizations establish priorities for cemetery
conservation/preservation projects, ensuring
that the most critical issues are dealt with first.
There are different methods for assigning
priorities; here we have simply organized the
recommendations at each cemetery in a logical
progression, but have assigned only a broad
frame since we are not familiar with the funding
levels available to the city.

reflecting the need to make repairs on a number
of additional stones before their condition
further deteriorates. Other major second priority
actions include renovation of some lawn areas,
beginning weed control program, and care for
the historic oak on the property. Together, these
landscape issue account for about $23,500.
Additional historical research combined with a
historic marker at the site are estimated to cost
$10,000.

The costs are based on the best
information available at this time. Some are
derived from previous projects; others are
determined using Means Site Work and
Landscape Cost Data. All estimates are 2009$.
We recommend that local costs be evaluated
since there may be significant differences.
Conservation costs do not include travel, per
diem, or lodging. Some tasks could not be
assigned a cost since we do not have adequate
information to allow a sound judgment to be
made. Other costs are assigned a value of “n/c”
(no cost) since the activity is one that could be
undertaken by the current in-house staff. Some
“n/c” tasks can be reasonably be undertaken by
volunteers.

The third phase costs are limited – about
$10,150 and involve primarily tree care and a
public brochure on the cemetery.

Shadowbrook Cemetery
The total recommended costs for
preservation work at Shadowbrook amount to
approximately $84,150 spread over five years.
The first phase of this work is estimated to be
about $27,500. Of this the largest cost, at $16,000,
involves conservation treatment of high priority
items. These include stones that are unstable
and are therefore hazardous to the public, as
well as stones that are a threat to themselves.
Second priority actions at Shadowbrook
are estimated to cost $46,500. Again
conservation costs are significant -- $13,000 –

Jackson Street Cemetery
The preservation needs for the Jackson
Street Cemetery are more complex, with a total
cost of approximately $127,750 over five years.
The first phase of this work suggested
for the current fiscal year amounts to $26,750.
The largest portion of these funds, an estimated
$12,000, is devoted to changes at the entrance of
the cemetery to allow for easier entrance and
exit. These changes not only make the cemetery
safer for drivers, but will allow more frequent
and effective police patrols. The work also has
the potential to improve the appearance of the
cemetery.
Other first year costs are more
moderate, including $5,000 for infilling graves
(and resetting the stones on those graves) and
$3,000 for inspection and probable removal of
the pine tree in the cemetery. We propose $2,800
for conservation treatments of stones in the
cemetery.
The second phase of work at Jackson
Street is more costly, amounting to $96,000.
Most of these funds – $50,000 – are intended to
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fund resodding portions of the cemetery.
Establishing a good turfgrass will reduce overall
maintenance costs and dramatically improve the
appearance of the cemetery. $12,000 is intended
to institute a weed eradication program
elsewhere in the cemetery to begin converting
salvageable portions of the turf.

In the second phase, conducted over 2-3
years, we allot an additional $15,000 for tree care
and $5,000 for the creation of a rustic path to the
cemetery. The path is necessary to allow staff
easy and quick access to the property for weekly
inspections, as well as long-term maintenance
needs.

An additional $20,000 is proposed for
removal of vegetation along the edges of the
cemetery and cleaning the woods in those areas.
This, too, will improve the cemetery’s
appearance.

Also in the second phase we propose
$12,500 in conservation treatment needs. This
will ensure the monuments are repaired and
stabilized as necessary.

Another major expenditure in this
second phase is $8,000 to conduct additional
historical
research
designed
to
better
understand Suwanee’s African American
community and those using the cemetery.
In the third funding phase, we propose
only $5,000 for the development of a brochure,
similar to that proposed for Shadowbrook. It
would tell the story of the cemetery, perhaps
highlight some of the more interesting
individuals buried in the cemetery, and provide
a means for public education.
Sims Lake Park Cemetery
Although we do not propose opening
the cemetery to the public – believing that its
location is too isolated and the city’s staff is
stretched too thin to allow for adequate
monitoring, there are still clear long-term
preservation costs. At the Sims Lake Park
Cemetery (also known as Douglass Cemetery),
we estimate $62,000 will be needed over the five
year project.
The first phase has a modest cost of
$20,500. Most of this cost, an estimated $10,000,
will involve assessment and pruning of the trees
in the cemetery. An additional $7,000 is allotted
to the removal – and replacement – of the dead
cedars since they are integral to the context and
appearance of the cemetery.
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The final phase of work at Sims
(although as with all cemeteries there will longterm maintenance needs), we propose $5,000 for
creation of a brochure similar to those for
Jackson Street and Shadowbrook cemeteries.
This brochure is of special concern since access
to the cemetery should be limited.
Summary
Although we discuss the various
funding issues, one of the first steps that we
believe necessary is for the city to ensure
ownership of these cemeteries and then
establish ordinances that provide protection. We
have provided examples of how similar Georgia
communities have handled these issues and
suggest that clearing the title and enacting
appropriate provisions should be done quickly.
It is critical to maintain momentum – there must
be a perception of progress.

RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUNDING

Table 4.
Prioritization of Recommendations at Shadowbrook Cemetery
Priority
First – this fiscal or
calendar year

Task

Cost

1.1 The city should obtain fee simple ownership of the cemetery or otherwise clear the title to
ensure that they have full control.

n/c

1.2 The city should develop a cemetery ordinance that deals with critical issues such as damage
and vandalism, appropriate conduct, establishing hours of operation, and a requirement that all
modifications be approved.

n/c

1.3 The cemetery should be closed to future burials unless an individual can produce a title to a
plot.

n/c

1.4 All decisions regarding modifications, alterations, additions, or other actions affecting the
cemetery should be carefully evaluated against the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for
Preservation. The remaining historic fabric and context of the cemetery should be protected.

n/c

1.5 The city should establish a protocol for assisting disabled clients and visitors. This should
include appropriate training of staff and a means to provide access to remote graves.

n/c

1.6 The cemetery should develop a policy and form for identifying, reporting, and responding to
damage, vandalism, and theft within Shadowbrook.

n/c

1.7 The city should work to ensure that there are routine police patrols around the perimeter of
the cemetery.

n/c

1.8 The one remaining plot gate in the cemetery should be secured using woven stainless steel
wire, attaching the gate to its hinge post.

$50

1.9 A policy should be adopted to collect, inventory, and store isolated or orphaned stone
fragments until they can be reintegrated into the cemetery.

n/c

1.10 The cemetery should immediately implement a maintenance program for the one iron fence
in the cemetery that consists – minimally – of painting.

$4,500

1.11 The use of large deck mowers at Shadowbrook should be limited to the outlying areas with
few or no monuments. Elsewhere only 21-inch walk behind mowers should be used. All mowers
should be fitted with closed cell foam bumpers to reduce potential stone damage. These
bumpers should be inspected weekly and replaced as needed.

$100

1.12 The nylon trimmer line should be no thicker than 0.065-inch. Operators of the equipment
should be instructed in the proper use of the equipment to minimize damage to the stones in the
cemetery.

n/c

1.13 Soil analysis (5 tests) should be conducted to determine if adjustments are necessary for the
turfgrass or tree.

$50

1.14 It is critical that the city develop a fire ant control program that involves, minimally,
individual mound treatments.

$300

1.15 One technician should be assigned to the cemeteries on a part-time basis (three days a
week), with additional assistance as needed. This will establish continuity and help ensure
quality maintenance.

n/c

1.16 The technician assigned to the cemetery should be certified by PLANET (or some similar
local organization) in categories such as Landscape Technician – Exterior, Turfgrass
Professional, or Ornamental Landscape Professional.

$2,500

1.17 Volunteer trees whose placement or growth threatens monuments should be removed.

n/c

1.18 As a general rule, trees that are removed from the landscape should be replaced using
historically appropriate species, such as oak or cedar.

n/c
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Table 4, cont.
Prioritization of Recommendations at Shadowbrook Cemetery
Priority
First – this fiscal or
calendar year

Second – over next 2
to 3 years

Task
1.19 All replacement trees should be of at least 1-inch caliper and meet the minimum
requirements of the American Nursery and Landscape Association’s American Standard for
Nursery Stock (ANSI Z60.1-2004). Nursery stock should be carefully inspected and specimens
with wounds, crooked or double leaders, broken branches, or girdling roots should be rejected.

n/c

1.20 The use of gravel in plots should be discouraged. Grass is more historically appropriate and
easier to maintain. Descendents, if they wish to keep gravel, must be responsible for its upkeep.

n/c

1.21 While shrubbery is limited at Shadowbrook, there are several plots where shrubs have been
overtaken by weedy growth. These require immediate attention, with the weedy material being
removed by hand. The shrubbery may require renewal pruning.

n/c

1.22 Erosion at the cemetery edges should be addressed through sodding. This is especially true
for the eroded area along the municipal building parking lot.

$3,000

1.23 The city should develop regulatory signage for Shadowbrook. This signage should
minimally deal with proper care of the monuments, prohibiting rubbings and warning visitors
of their fragile condition; it should prohibit certain behaviors and actions, such as use of
alcoholic beverages; it should established simple guidelines for plantings, as well as the
placement and removal of floral and grave decorations; and it should include contact and
emergency information.

$1,000

1.24 All conservation work in the cemetery should be conducted by trained conservators who
subscribe to the Code of Ethics and Standards of Practice of the American Institute for
Conservation of Historic and Artistic Works (AIC). This should be the minimum level of
competency required by the city on all projects.

n/c

1.25 There are some treatments, such as resetting, cleaning, and some aspects of fence repair,
which can be undertaken by volunteers and/or in-house staff with training and oversight. Other
work, such as mechanical repairs and infills, should only be performed by trained conservators.

n/c

1.26 Cleaning is a low preservation priority and the city should work with families to explain the
problems that result from cleaning. The city should also work to educate families on the least
damaging cleaning techniques.

n/c

1.27 First priority conservation treatments should be conducted as soon as possible since many
of the stones need immediate attention.

$16,000

2.1 Shadowbrook lacks a comprehensive, detailed history of its founding and operation. One
should be prepared taking into special consideration the issues raised during this brief
overview.

$6,000

2.2 Limited pre-emergent and post-emergent weed control should be instituted using care to
prevent the stones from exposure to the herbicides.

$8,000

2.3 In heavy shade areas we recommend the conversion from turfgrass to mulch. This will
reduce maintenance demands and provide a healthier environment for the historic tree.

$500

2.4 Turf in portions of Shadowbrook should be renovated, with areas resodded to provide dense
turf.

$10,000

2.5 The large, historic oak tree in the cemetery should be pruned for thinning or cleaning as
recommended by an ISA certified arborist.

$5,000

2.6 Develop text and supporting documentation for a Georgia historical marker program. This
would be an appropriate and dignified way to explain to visitors the historic roots and
significance of the cemetery.

$4,000

2.7 Second priority stone treatments should be conducted as soon as funding allows.
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Cost

$13,000

RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUNDING

Table 4, cont.
Prioritization of Recommendations at Shadowbrook Cemetery
Priority
Third – over next 3 to
5 years

Task
3.1 The historic tree within the cemetery should be fertilized on a routine basis and should be
professionally evaluated and pruned at least once every 5 years by an ISA Certified Arborist. It
should be inspected yearly and after any storm with winds in excess of 55 mph.

Cost
$5,000

3.2 Develop a brochure specific to the cemetery that includes rules, a map, a brief history, and
perhaps some information on those buried in the cemetery. While primarily intended for
families and visitors, it could also be used for promotion and fund raising.

$5,000

3.3 The final phase of conservation work at Shadowbrook should be funded. This cost is so low
that the city may wish to include it in the second priority funding.

$150
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Table 5.
Prioritization of Recommendations at Jackson Street Cemetery
Priority
First – this fiscal or
calendar year
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Task
1.1 The city should obtain fee simple ownership of the cemetery or otherwise clear the title to
ensure that they have full control

Cost
n/c

1.2 The city should develop a cemetery ordinance that deals with critical issues such as damage
and vandalism, appropriate conduct, establishing hours of operation, and a requirement that all
modifications be approved.

n/c

1.3 The cemetery should be closed to future burials unless an individual can produce a title to a
plot.

n/c

1.4 All decisions regarding modifications, alterations, additions, or other actions affecting the
cemetery should be carefully evaluated against the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for
Preservation. The remaining historic fabric and context of the cemetery should be protected.

n/c

1.5 The city should establish a protocol for assisting disabled clients and visitors. This should
include appropriate training of staff and a means to provide access to remote graves.

n/c

1.6 The city should contact the neighbors of the Jackson Street Cemetery and solicit their
assistance in observing the cemetery and reporting any inappropriate activities to the police.

n/c

1.7 The city should develop a policy and form for identifying, reporting, and responding to
damage, vandalism, and theft within Jackson Street Cemetery.

n/c

1.8 The city should work to ensure that there are routine police patrols specifically covering
Jackson Street cemetery.

n/c

1.9 Changes should be made to the entrance of Jackson Street Cemetery that will allow easier
vehicular exit from the parking area. This may include creating a circular drive or a more
elaborate grading project to create head-in parking.

$12,000

1.10 Sunken graves at Jackson Street should be carefully hand-filled with clean sand.
Monuments and grave goods will need to be reset.

$5,000

1.11 Only 21-inch walk behind mowers should be used at the Jackson Street Cemetery. All
mowers should be fitted with closed cell foam bumpers to reduce potential stone damage. These
bumpers should be inspected weekly and replaced as needed.

$100

1.12 The nylon trimmer line should be no thicker than 0.065-inch. Operators of the equipment
should be instructed in the proper use of the equipment to minimize damage to the markers in
the cemetery.

n/c

1.13 Soil analysis (5 tests) should be conducted to determine if adjustments are necessary for the
turfgrass.

$50

1.14 It is critical that the city develop a fire ant control program that involves, minimally,
individual mound treatments.

$300

1.15 One technician should be assigned to the cemeteries on a part-time basis (three days a
week), with additional assistance as needed. This will establish continuity and help ensure
quality maintenance.

n/c

1.16 The technician assigned to the cemetery should be certified by PLANET (or some similar
local organization) in categories such as Landscape Technician – Exterior, Turfgrass
Professional, or Ornamental Landscape Professional.

$2,500

1.17 The pine tree in Jackson Street Cemetery should be evaluated by an ISA Certified Arborist
and removed if necessary.

$3,000

1.18 As a general rule, trees that are removed from the landscape should be replaced using
historically appropriate species, such as cedar.

n/c

RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUNDING

Table 5, cont.
Prioritization of Recommendations at Jackson Street Cemetery
Priority
First – this fiscal or
calendar year

Second – over next 2
to 3 years

Task
1.19 All replacement trees should be of at least 1-inch caliper and meet the minimum
requirements of the American Nursery and Landscape Association’s American Standard for
Nursery Stock (ANSI Z60.1-2004). Nursery stock should be carefully inspected and specimens
with wounds, crooked or double leaders, broken branches, or girdling roots should be rejected.

n/c

1.20 The city should develop regulatory signage for Jackson Street. This signage should
minimally deal with proper care of the monuments, prohibiting rubbings and warning visitors
of their fragile condition; it should prohibit certain behaviors and actions, such as use of
alcoholic beverages; it should established simple guidelines for plantings, as well as the
placement and removal of floral and grave decorations; and it should include contact and
emergency information.

$1,000

1.21 All conservation work in the cemetery should be conducted by trained conservators who
subscribe to the Code of Ethics and Standards of Practice of the American Institute for
Conservation of Historic and Artistic Works (AIC). This should be the minimum level of
competency required by the city on all projects.

n/c

1.22 There are some treatments, such as resetting, cleaning, and some aspects of fence repair,
which can be undertaken by volunteers and/or in-house staff with training and oversight. Other
work, such as mechanical repairs and infills, should only be performed by trained conservators.

n/c

1.23 Cleaning is a low preservation priority and the city should work with families to explain the
problems that result from cleaning. The city should also work to educate families on the least
damaging cleaning techniques.

n/c

1.24 Conduct first priority conservation treatments at the Jackson Street Cemetery as soon as
possible to prevent additional losses.

$2,800

2.1 Jackson Street has several gaps in its historic record and an effort should be made to fill these
blanks. In addition, further research should be conducted into those who have historically used
the cemetery

$8,000

2.2 Limited pre-emergent and post-emergent weed control should be instituted using care to
prevent the stones from exposure to the herbicides.

$12,000

2.3 In heavy shade areas we recommend the conversion from turfgrass to mulch. This will
reduce maintenance demands.

$1,200

2.4 Turf in much of Jackson Street should be renovated, with areas resodded to provide dense
turf.

$50,000

2.5 Volunteer growth around the edges of Jackson Street should be cleared back 25-50 feet.
During this process these areas should be cleaned.

$20,000

2.6 Develop text and supporting documentation for a Georgia historical marker program. This
would be an appropriate and dignified way to explain to visitors the historic roots and
significance of the cemetery.

$4,000

2.7 Place an appropriate trash container at the entrance to Jackson Street Cemetery
Third – over next 3 to
5 years

Cost

3.1 Develop a brochure specific to the cemetery that includes rules, a map, a brief history, and
perhaps some information on those buried in the cemetery. While primarily intended for
families and visitors, it could also be used for promotion and fund raising.

$800
$5,000
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Table 6.
Prioritization of Recommendations at Sims Lake Park Cemetery
Priority
First – this fiscal or
calendar year

Task
1.1 The city should develop a cemetery ordinance that deals with critical issues such as damage
and vandalism, appropriate conduct, establishing hours of operation, and a requirement that all
modifications be approved.

n/c

1.2 The cemetery should be closed to future burials.

n/c

1.3 All decisions regarding modifications, alterations, additions, or other actions affecting the
cemetery should be carefully evaluated against the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for
Preservation. The remaining historic fabric and context of the cemetery should be protected.

n/c

1.4 The city should develop a policy and form for identifying, reporting, and responding to
damage, vandalism, and theft within Sims Lake Park Cemetery.

n/c

1.5 The Sims Lake Park Cemetery should be inspected by park staff at least weekly.

n/c

1.6 Given the isolated location this cemetery, public access should be limited to the area outside
the fenced cemetery.

n/c

1.7 One technician should be assigned to the cemeteries on a part-time basis (three days a week),
with additional assistance as needed. This will establish continuity and help ensure quality
maintenance.

n/c

1.8 The technician assigned to the cemetery should be certified by PLANET (or some similar
local organization) in categories such as Landscape Technician – Exterior, Turfgrass
Professional, or Ornamental Landscape Professional.

$2,500

1.9 Volunteer growth under 4-inch dbh should be removed to open the cemetery, while still
maintaining the overhead canopy.

n/c

1.10 Dead cedars in the cemetery should be removed by an ISA Certified Arborist.
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Cost

$6,000

1.11 The remaining trees in the cemetery should be pruned for thinning or cleaning as
recommended by an ISA certified arborist.

$10,000

1.12 The removed cedars should be replaced using cedars. All replacement trees should be of at
least 1-inch caliper and meet the minimum requirements of the American Nursery and
Landscape Association’s American Standard for Nursery Stock (ANSI Z60.1-2004). Nursery
stock should be carefully inspected and specimens with wounds, crooked or double leaders,
broken branches, or girdling roots should be rejected.

$1,000

1.13 The city should develop regulatory signage for Sims Lake Park Cemetery. This signage
should minimally warning visitors of the fragile condition of the monuments; it should prohibit
certain behaviors and actions, such as use of alcoholic beverages; and it should include contact
and emergency information.

$1,000

1.14 All conservation work in the cemetery should be conducted by trained conservators who
subscribe to the Code of Ethics and Standards of Practice of the American Institute for
Conservation of Historic and Artistic Works (AIC). This should be the minimum level of
competency required by the city on all projects.

n/c

1.15 There are some treatments, such as resetting and cleaning, which can be undertaken by
volunteers and/or in-house staff with training and oversight. Other work, such as mechanical
repairs and infills, should only be performed by trained conservators.

n/c

1.16 Cleaning is a low preservation priority and the city should work with families to explain the
problems that result from cleaning. The city should also work to educate families on the least
damaging cleaning techniques.

n/c

RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUNDING

Table 6, cont.
Prioritization of Recommendations at Sims Lake Park Cemetery
Priority
Second – over next 2
to 3 years

Third – over next 3 to
5 years

Task
2.1 Research concerning the Sims Lake Park Cemetery should focus on the families buried there
in an effort to better connect the families.

Cost
$4,000

2.2 The city should create a rustic pathway to the cemetery, allowing access by maintenance
vehicles.

$5,000

2.3 The historic trees within the cemetery should be fertilized on a routine basis and should be
professionally evaluated and pruned at least once every 5 years by an ISA Certified Arborist.
They should be inspected yearly and after any storm with winds in excess of 55 mph.

$15,000

2.4 Conduct conservation treatments during the second phase of work at Sims Lake Cemetery.

$12,500

3.1 Develop a brochure specific to the cemetery that includes rules, a map, a brief history, and
perhaps some information on those buried in the cemetery. While primarily intended for
families and visitors, it could also be used for promotion and fund raising.

$5,000
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APPENDIX 1.
CONSERVATION TREATMENT PROPOSALS –
SHADOWBROOK CEMETERY
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Shadowbrook Cemetery, Suwanee, GA
Monument Treatment Proposal
Name:
Type:

Material:
headstone
fallen

Existing Condition

Position:

Treatment Strategy

die on base

tilted

unstable

marble

granite

tab in socket

brick
box

unattached/loose

other:

other: pedestal tomb

missing

Deterioration:
broken
cracked
losses
flaking/sugaring
ferrous pins
delamination/detachment
spalling
missing fragments
other:
Extent:

extensive >50%

Failed/Old Treatments:
Soiling:

biological

partial 25-50%
metal
staining

minimal <25%

adhesives/coatings
efflorescence

brass pins

not applicable

mortar

other:

other:

Position:
reset/level in ground
reset/level to existing base
construct new base
resquare
possible new base required
stabilize foundation
reset with 0:1:3 mix
reset with compound
Failed Treatments:
Treatment:
mortar
Cleaning:

Priority: 2
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footstone

Plot: 5

Section:

drill/grind

core drill
repoint

hand tools

drill and pin
other:

low pressure water

solvents

other:

simple adhesive repair

D/2 and flush

poultice

injection grout

replace bricks

other:

1) hazardous, immediate action; 2) unstable, requires treatment ASAP;
3) ongoing deterioration, treatment required 2-3 years; 4) re-inspect in 510 years; 5) irreparable

Cost: $700

APPENDIX 1.

Shadowbrook Cemetery, Suwanee, GA
Monument Treatment Proposal
Name:
Type:

Material:
headstone
fallen

Existing Condition

Position:

die on base

tilted

unstable

marble

granite

tab in socket

brick
box

unattached/loose

other:

other:

missing

Deterioration:
broken
cracked
losses
flaking/sugaring
ferrous pins
delamination/detachment
spalling
missing fragments
other:
Extent:

extensive >50%

Failed/Old Treatments:
Soiling:

Treatment Strategy

footstone

Plot: 6

Section:

biological

partial 25-50%
metal
staining

minimal <25%

adhesives/coatings
efflorescence

brass pins

not applicable

mortar

other: nail used as shim

other:

Position:
reset/level in ground
reset/level to existing base
construct new base
resquare
possible new base required
stabilize foundation
reset with 0:1:3 mix
reset with compound
Failed Treatments:
Treatment:
mortar
Cleaning:

Priority: 1

drill/grind

core drill
repoint

hand tools

drill and pin
other:

low pressure water

solvents

other:

simple adhesive repair

D/2 and flush

poultice

injection grout

replace bricks

other:

1) hazardous, immediate action; 2) unstable, requires treatment ASAP;
3) ongoing deterioration, treatment required 2-3 years; 4) re-inspect in 510 years; 5) irreparable

Cost: $150
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Shadowbrook Cemetery, Suwanee, GA
Monument Treatment Proposal
Name:
Type:

Material:
headstone
fallen

Existing Condition

Position:

Treatment Strategy

die on base

tilted

unstable

marble

granite

tab in socket

brick
box

unattached/loose

other:

other:

missing

Deterioration:
broken
cracked
losses
flaking/sugaring
ferrous pins
delamination/detachment
spalling
missing fragments
other:
Extent:

extensive >50%

Failed/Old Treatments:
Soiling:

biological

partial 25-50%
metal
staining

minimal <25%

adhesives/coatings
efflorescence

brass pins

not applicable

mortar

other: brass pins undersized, failed

other:

Position:
reset/level in ground
reset/level to existing base
construct new base
resquare
possible new base required
stabilize foundation
reset with 0:1:3 mix
reset with compound
Failed Treatments:
Treatment:
mortar
Cleaning:

Priority: 2
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footstone

Plot: 8

Section:

drill/grind

core drill
repoint

hand tools

drill and pin
other:

low pressure water

solvents

other: removed any remaining pins

simple adhesive repair

D/2 and flush

poultice

injection grout

replace bricks

other:

1) hazardous, immediate action; 2) unstable, requires treatment ASAP;
3) ongoing deterioration, treatment required 2-3 years; 4) re-inspect in 510 years; 5) irreparable

Cost: $550

APPENDIX 1.

Shadowbrook Cemetery, Suwanee, GA
Monument Treatment Proposal
Name:
Type:

Material:
headstone
fallen

Existing Condition

Position:

die on base

tilted

unstable

marble

granite

tab in socket

brick
box

unattached/loose

other:

other:

missing

Deterioration:
broken
cracked
losses
flaking/sugaring
ferrous pins
delamination/detachment
spalling
missing fragments
other:
Extent:

extensive >50%

Failed/Old Treatments:
Soiling:

Treatment Strategy

footstone

Plot: 9

Section:

biological

partial 25-50%
metal
staining

minimal <25%

adhesives/coatings
efflorescence

brass pins

not applicable

mortar

other:

other:

Position:
reset/level in ground
reset/level to existing base
construct new base
resquare
possible new base required
stabilize foundation
reset with 0:1:3 mix
reset with compound
Failed Treatments:
Treatment:
mortar
Cleaning:

Priority: 1

drill/grind

core drill
repoint

hand tools

drill and pin
other:

low pressure water

solvents

other:

simple adhesive repair

D/2 and flush

poultice

injection grout

replace bricks

other:

1) hazardous, immediate action; 2) unstable, requires treatment ASAP;
3) ongoing deterioration, treatment required 2-3 years; 4) re-inspect in 510 years; 5) irreparable

Cost: $150
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Shadowbrook Cemetery, Suwanee, GA
Monument Treatment Proposal
Name:
Type:

Material:
headstone
fallen

Existing Condition

Position:

Treatment Strategy

die on base

tilted

unstable

marble

granite

tab in socket

brick
box

unattached/loose

other:

other:

missing

Deterioration:
broken
cracked
losses
flaking/sugaring
ferrous pins
delamination/detachment
spalling
missing fragments
other:
Extent:

extensive >50%

Failed/Old Treatments:
Soiling:

biological

partial 25-50%
metal
staining

minimal <25%

adhesives/coatings
efflorescence

brass pins

not applicable

mortar

other:

other:

Position:
reset/level in ground
reset/level to existing base
construct new base
resquare
possible new base required
stabilize foundation
reset with 0:1:3 mix
reset with compound
Failed Treatments:
Treatment:
mortar
Cleaning:

Priority: 1
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footstone

Plot: 9fs

Section:

drill/grind

core drill
repoint

hand tools

drill and pin
other:

low pressure water

solvents

other:

simple adhesive repair

D/2 and flush

poultice

injection grout

replace bricks

other:

1) hazardous, immediate action; 2) unstable, requires treatment ASAP;
3) ongoing deterioration, treatment required 2-3 years; 4) re-inspect in 510 years; 5) irreparable

Cost: $150

APPENDIX 1.

Shadowbrook Cemetery, Suwanee, GA
Monument Treatment Proposal
Name:
Type:

Material:
headstone
fallen

Existing Condition

Position:

die on base

tilted

unstable

marble

granite

tab in socket

brick
box

unattached/loose

other:

other:

missing

Deterioration:
broken
cracked
losses
flaking/sugaring
ferrous pins
delamination/detachment
spalling
missing fragments
other:
Extent:

extensive >50%

Failed/Old Treatments:
Soiling:

Treatment Strategy

footstone

Plot: 17

Section:

biological

partial 25-50%
metal
staining

minimal <25%

adhesives/coatings
efflorescence

brass pins

not applicable

mortar

other:

other:

Position:
reset/level in ground
reset/level to existing base
construct new base
resquare
possible new base required
stabilize foundation
reset with 0:1:3 mix
reset with compound
Failed Treatments:
Treatment:
mortar
Cleaning:

Priority: 3

drill/grind

core drill
repoint

hand tools

drill and pin
other:

low pressure water

solvents

other:

simple adhesive repair

D/2 and flush

poultice

injection grout

replace bricks

other:

1) hazardous, immediate action; 2) unstable, requires treatment ASAP;
3) ongoing deterioration, treatment required 2-3 years; 4) re-inspect in 510 years; 5) irreparable

Cost: $150
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Shadowbrook Cemetery, Suwanee, GA
Monument Treatment Proposal
Name:
Type:

Material:
headstone
fallen

Existing Condition

Position:

Treatment Strategy

die on base

tilted

unstable

marble

granite

tab in socket

brick
box

unattached/loose

other:

other: pedestal tomb

missing

Deterioration:
broken
cracked
losses
flaking/sugaring
ferrous pins
delamination/detachment
spalling
missing fragments
other:
Extent:

extensive >50%

Failed/Old Treatments:
Soiling:

biological

partial 25-50%
metal
staining

minimal <25%

adhesives/coatings
efflorescence

brass pins

not applicable

mortar

other:

other:

Position:
reset/level in ground
reset/level to existing base
construct new base
resquare
possible new base required
stabilize foundation
reset with 0:1:3 mix
reset with compound
Failed Treatments:
Treatment:
mortar
Cleaning:

Priority: 1
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footstone

Plot: 19

Section:

drill/grind

core drill
repoint

hand tools

solvents

other:

drill and pin
simple adhesive repair
other: infill losses at finial with Jahn M120

low pressure water

D/2 and flush

poultice

injection grout

replace bricks

other:

1) hazardous, immediate action; 2) unstable, requires treatment ASAP;
3) ongoing deterioration, treatment required 2-3 years; 4) re-inspect in 510 years; 5) irreparable

Cost: $800

APPENDIX 1.

Shadowbrook Cemetery, Suwanee, GA
Monument Treatment Proposal
Name:
Type:

Material:
headstone
fallen

Existing Condition

Position:

die on base

tilted

unstable

marble

granite

tab in socket

brick
box

unattached/loose

other:

other:

missing

Deterioration:
broken
cracked
losses
flaking/sugaring
ferrous pins
delamination/detachment
spalling
missing fragments
other:
Extent:

extensive >50%

Failed/Old Treatments:
Soiling:

Treatment Strategy

footstone

Plot: 20

Section:

biological

partial 25-50%
metal
staining

minimal <25%

adhesives/coatings
efflorescence

brass pins

not applicable

mortar

other:

other:

Position:
reset/level in ground
reset/level to existing base
construct new base
resquare
possible new base required
stabilize foundation
reset with 0:1:3 mix
reset with compound
Failed Treatments:
Treatment:
mortar
Cleaning:

Priority: 2

drill/grind

core drill
repoint

hand tools

solvents

other:

drill and pin
simple adhesive repair
other: infill with Jahn M120

low pressure water

D/2 and flush

poultice

injection grout

replace bricks

other:

1) hazardous, immediate action; 2) unstable, requires treatment ASAP;
3) ongoing deterioration, treatment required 2-3 years; 4) re-inspect in 510 years; 5) irreparable

Cost: $800
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Shadowbrook Cemetery, Suwanee, GA
Monument Treatment Proposal
Name:
Type:

Material:
headstone
fallen

Existing Condition

Position:

Treatment Strategy

die on base

tilted

unstable

marble

granite

tab in socket

brick
box

unattached/loose

other:

other:

missing

Deterioration:
broken
cracked
losses
flaking/sugaring
ferrous pins
delamination/detachment
spalling
missing fragments
other:
Extent:

extensive >50%

Failed/Old Treatments:
Soiling:

biological

partial 25-50%
metal
staining

minimal <25%

adhesives/coatings
efflorescence

brass pins

not applicable

mortar

other:

other:

Position:
reset/level in ground
reset/level to existing base
construct new base
resquare
possible new base required
stabilize foundation
reset with 0:1:3 mix
reset with compound
Failed Treatments:
Treatment:
mortar
Cleaning:

Priority: 2
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footstone

Plot: 21

Section:

drill/grind

core drill
repoint

hand tools

drill and pin
other:

low pressure water

solvents

other:

simple adhesive repair

D/2 and flush

poultice

injection grout

replace bricks

other:

1) hazardous, immediate action; 2) unstable, requires treatment ASAP;
3) ongoing deterioration, treatment required 2-3 years; 4) re-inspect in 510 years; 5) irreparable

Cost: $650

APPENDIX 1.

Shadowbrook Cemetery, Suwanee, GA
Monument Treatment Proposal
Name:
Type:

Material:
headstone
fallen

Existing Condition

Position:

die on base

tilted

unstable

marble

granite

tab in socket

brick
box

unattached/loose

other:

other:

missing

Deterioration:
broken
cracked
losses
flaking/sugaring
ferrous pins
delamination/detachment
spalling
missing fragments
other:
Extent:

extensive >50%

Failed/Old Treatments:
Soiling:

Treatment Strategy

footstone

Plot: 23

Section:

biological

partial 25-50%
metal
staining

minimal <25%

adhesives/coatings
efflorescence

brass pins

not applicable

mortar

other:

other:

Position:
reset/level in ground
reset/level to existing base
construct new base
resquare
possible new base required
stabilize foundation
reset with 0:1:3 mix
reset with compound
Failed Treatments:
Treatment:
mortar
Cleaning:

Priority: 2

drill/grind

core drill
repoint

hand tools

solvents

other:

drill and pin
simple adhesive repair
injection grout
other: remove brass pin debris, replace with 316 stainless

low pressure water

D/2 and flush

poultice

replace bricks

other:

1) hazardous, immediate action; 2) unstable, requires treatment ASAP;
3) ongoing deterioration, treatment required 2-3 years; 4) re-inspect in 510 years; 5) irreparable

Cost: $550
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Shadowbrook Cemetery, Suwanee, GA
Monument Treatment Proposal
Name:
Type:

Material:
headstone
fallen

Existing Condition

Position:

Treatment Strategy

die on base

tilted

unstable

marble

granite

tab in socket

brick
box

unattached/loose

other:

other:

missing

Deterioration:
broken
cracked
losses
flaking/sugaring
ferrous pins
delamination/detachment
spalling
missing fragments
other:
Extent:

extensive >50%

Failed/Old Treatments:
compound
Soiling:

biological

partial 25-50%
metal
staining

minimal <25%

adhesives/coatings
efflorescence

brass pins

not applicable

mortar

other: shifted on base; no setting

other:

Position:
reset/level in ground
reset/level to existing base
construct new base
resquare
possible new base required
stabilize foundation
reset with 0:1:3 mix
reset with compound
Failed Treatments:
Treatment:
mortar
Cleaning:

Priority: 1
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footstone

Plot: 25

Section:

drill/grind

core drill
repoint

hand tools

drill and pin
other:

low pressure water

solvents

other:

simple adhesive repair

D/2 and flush

poultice

injection grout

replace bricks

other:

1) hazardous, immediate action; 2) unstable, requires treatment ASAP;
3) ongoing deterioration, treatment required 2-3 years; 4) re-inspect in 510 years; 5) irreparable

Cost: $700

APPENDIX 1.

Shadowbrook Cemetery, Suwanee, GA
Monument Treatment Proposal
Name:
Type:

Material:
headstone
fallen

Existing Condition

Position:

die on base

tilted

unstable

marble

granite

tab in socket

brick
box

unattached/loose

other:

other:

missing

Deterioration:
broken
cracked
losses
flaking/sugaring
ferrous pins
delamination/detachment
spalling
missing fragments
other:
Extent:

extensive >50%

Failed/Old Treatments:
Soiling:

Treatment Strategy

footstone

Plot: 31

Section:

biological

partial 25-50%
metal
staining

minimal <25%

adhesives/coatings
efflorescence

brass pins

not applicable

mortar

other:

other:

Position:
reset/level in ground
reset/level to existing base
construct new base
resquare
possible new base required
stabilize foundation
reset with 0:1:3 mix
reset with compound
Failed Treatments:
Treatment:
mortar
Cleaning:

Priority: 2

drill/grind

core drill
repoint

hand tools

solvents

other:

drill and pin
simple adhesive repair
other: infill areas of loss with Jahn M120

low pressure water

D/2 and flush

poultice

injection grout

replace bricks

other:

1) hazardous, immediate action; 2) unstable, requires treatment ASAP;
3) ongoing deterioration, treatment required 2-3 years; 4) re-inspect in 510 years; 5) irreparable

Cost: $1,100
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Shadowbrook Cemetery, Suwanee, GA
Monument Treatment Proposal
Name:
Type:

Material:
headstone
fallen

Existing Condition

Position:

Treatment Strategy

die on base

tilted

unstable

marble

granite

tab in socket

brick
box

unattached/loose

other:

other:

missing

Deterioration:
broken
cracked
losses
flaking/sugaring
ferrous pins
brass pins
delamination/detachment
spalling
missing fragments
other: extensive damage to R & L
corners
Extent:

extensive >50%

Failed/Old Treatments:
Soiling:

biological

partial 25-50%
metal
staining

minimal <25%

adhesives/coatings
efflorescence

not applicable

mortar

other:

other:

Position:
reset/level in ground
reset/level to existing base
construct new base
resquare
possible new base required
stabilize foundation
reset with 0:1:3 mix
reset with compound
Failed Treatments:
Treatment:
mortar
Cleaning:

Priority: 1
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footstone

Plot: 42

Section:

drill/grind

core drill
repoint

hand tools

solvents

other:

drill and pin
simple adhesive repair
other: infill areas of loss with Jahn M120

low pressure water

D/2 and flush

poultice

injection grout

replace bricks

other:

1) hazardous, immediate action; 2) unstable, requires treatment ASAP;
3) ongoing deterioration, treatment required 2-3 years; 4) re-inspect in 510 years; 5) irreparable

Cost: $1,100

APPENDIX 1.

Shadowbrook Cemetery, Suwanee, GA
Monument Treatment Proposal
Name:
Type:

Material:
headstone
fallen

Existing Condition

Position:

die on base

tilted

unstable

marble

granite

tab in socket

brick
box

unattached/loose

other:

other:

missing

Deterioration:
broken
cracked
losses
flaking/sugaring
ferrous pins
delamination/detachment
spalling
missing fragments
other:
Extent:

extensive >50%

Failed/Old Treatments:
Soiling:

Treatment Strategy

footstone

Plot: 50

Section:

biological

partial 25-50%
metal
staining

minimal <25%

adhesives/coatings
efflorescence

brass pins

not applicable

mortar

other:

other:

Position:
reset/level in ground
reset/level to existing base
construct new base
resquare
possible new base required
stabilize foundation
reset with 0:1:3 mix
reset with compound
Failed Treatments:
Treatment:
mortar
Cleaning:

Priority: 1

drill/grind

core drill
repoint

hand tools

drill and pin
other:

low pressure water

solvents

other:

simple adhesive repair

D/2 and flush

poultice

injection grout

replace bricks

other:

1) hazardous, immediate action; 2) unstable, requires treatment ASAP;
3) ongoing deterioration, treatment required 2-3 years; 4) re-inspect in 510 years; 5) irreparable

Cost: $950
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Shadowbrook Cemetery, Suwanee, GA
Monument Treatment Proposal
Name:
Type:

Material:
headstone
fallen

Existing Condition

Position:

Treatment Strategy

die on base

tilted

unstable

marble

granite

tab in socket

brick
box

unattached/loose

other:

other:

missing

Deterioration:
broken
cracked
losses
flaking/sugaring
ferrous pins
brass pins
delamination/detachment
spalling
missing fragments
other: extensive corner damage
Extent:

extensive >50%

Failed/Old Treatments:
Soiling:

biological

partial 25-50%
metal
staining

minimal <25%

adhesives/coatings
efflorescence

not applicable

mortar

other:

other:

Position:
reset/level in ground
reset/level to existing base
construct new base
resquare
possible new base required
stabilize foundation
reset with 0:1:3 mix
reset with compound
Failed Treatments:
Treatment:
mortar
Cleaning:

Priority: 1
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footstone

Plot: 51

Section:

drill/grind

core drill
repoint

hand tools

solvents

other:

drill and pin
simple adhesive repair
other: in losses with Jahn M120

low pressure water

D/2 and flush

poultice

injection grout

replace bricks

other:

1) hazardous, immediate action; 2) unstable, requires treatment ASAP;
3) ongoing deterioration, treatment required 2-3 years; 4) re-inspect in 510 years; 5) irreparable

Cost: $1,100

APPENDIX 1.

Shadowbrook Cemetery, Suwanee, GA
Monument Treatment Proposal
Name:
Type:

Material:
headstone
fallen

Existing Condition

Position:

die on base

tilted

unstable

marble

granite

tab in socket

brick
box

unattached/loose

other:

other:

missing

Deterioration:
broken
cracked
losses
flaking/sugaring
ferrous pins
delamination/detachment
spalling
missing fragments
other:
Extent:

extensive >50%

Failed/Old Treatments:
Soiling:

Treatment Strategy

footstone

Plot: 52

Section:

biological

partial 25-50%
metal
staining

minimal <25%

adhesives/coatings
efflorescence

brass pins

not applicable

mortar

other:

other:

Position:
reset/level in ground
reset/level to existing base
construct new base
resquare
possible new base required
stabilize foundation
reset with 0:1:3 mix
reset with compound
Failed Treatments:
Treatment:
mortar
Cleaning:

Priority: 1

drill/grind

core drill
repoint

hand tools

drill and pin
other:

low pressure water

solvents

other:

simple adhesive repair

D/2 and flush

poultice

injection grout

replace bricks

other:

1) hazardous, immediate action; 2) unstable, requires treatment ASAP;
3) ongoing deterioration, treatment required 2-3 years; 4) re-inspect in 510 years; 5) irreparable

Cost: $850
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Shadowbrook Cemetery, Suwanee, GA
Monument Treatment Proposal
Name:
Type:

Material:
headstone
fallen

Existing Condition

Position:

Treatment Strategy

die on base

tilted

unstable

marble

granite

tab in socket

brick
box

unattached/loose

other:

other:

missing

Deterioration:
broken
cracked
losses
flaking/sugaring
ferrous pins
delamination/detachment
spalling
missing fragments
other:
Extent:

extensive >50%

Failed/Old Treatments:
Soiling:

biological

partial 25-50%
metal
staining

minimal <25%

adhesives/coatings
efflorescence

brass pins

not applicable

mortar

other:

other:

Position:
reset/level in ground
reset/level to existing base
construct new base
resquare
possible new base required
stabilize foundation
reset with 0:1:3 mix
reset with compound
Failed Treatments:
Treatment:
mortar
Cleaning:

Priority: 1
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footstone

Plot: 62

Section:

drill/grind

core drill
repoint

hand tools

drill and pin
other:

low pressure water

solvents

other:

simple adhesive repair

D/2 and flush

poultice

injection grout

replace bricks

other:

1) hazardous, immediate action; 2) unstable, requires treatment ASAP;
3) ongoing deterioration, treatment required 2-3 years; 4) re-inspect in 510 years; 5) irreparable

Cost: $150

APPENDIX 1.

Shadowbrook Cemetery, Suwanee, GA
Monument Treatment Proposal
Name:
Type:

Material:
headstone
fallen

Existing Condition

Position:

die on base

tilted

unstable

marble

granite

tab in socket

brick
box

unattached/loose

other:

other:

missing

Deterioration:
broken
cracked
losses
flaking/sugaring
ferrous pins
delamination/detachment
spalling
missing fragments
other:
Extent:

extensive >50%

Failed/Old Treatments:
Soiling:

Treatment Strategy

footstone

Plot: 64

Section:

biological

partial 25-50%
metal
staining

minimal <25%

adhesives/coatings
efflorescence

brass pins

not applicable

mortar

other:

other:

Position:
reset/level in ground
reset/level to existing base
construct new base
resquare
possible new base required
stabilize foundation
reset with 0:1:3 mix
reset with compound
Failed Treatments:
Treatment:
mortar
Cleaning:

Priority: 2

drill/grind

core drill
repoint

hand tools

drill and pin
other:

low pressure water

solvents

other:

simple adhesive repair

D/2 and flush

poultice

injection grout

replace bricks

other:

1) hazardous, immediate action; 2) unstable, requires treatment ASAP;
3) ongoing deterioration, treatment required 2-3 years; 4) re-inspect in 510 years; 5) irreparable

Cost: $700
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Shadowbrook Cemetery, Suwanee, GA
Monument Treatment Proposal
Name:
Type:

Material:
headstone
fallen

Existing Condition

Position:

Treatment Strategy

die on base

tilted

unstable

marble

granite

tab in socket

brick
box

unattached/loose

other:

other:

missing

Deterioration:
broken
cracked
losses
flaking/sugaring
ferrous pins
delamination/detachment
spalling
missing fragments
other:
Extent:

extensive >50%

Failed/Old Treatments:
Soiling:

biological

partial 25-50%
metal
staining

minimal <25%

adhesives/coatings
efflorescence

brass pins

not applicable

mortar

other:

other:

Position:
reset/level in ground
reset/level to existing base
construct new base
resquare
possible new base required
stabilize foundation
reset with 0:1:3 mix
reset with compound
Failed Treatments:
Treatment:
mortar
Cleaning:

Priority: 2
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footstone

Plot: 67

Section:

drill/grind

core drill
repoint

hand tools

drill and pin
other:

low pressure water

solvents

other:

simple adhesive repair

D/2 and flush

poultice

injection grout

replace bricks

other:

1) hazardous, immediate action; 2) unstable, requires treatment ASAP;
3) ongoing deterioration, treatment required 2-3 years; 4) re-inspect in 510 years; 5) irreparable

Cost: $700

APPENDIX 1.

Shadowbrook Cemetery, Suwanee, GA
Monument Treatment Proposal
Name:
Type:

Material:
headstone
fallen

Existing Condition

Position:

die on base

tilted

unstable

marble

granite

tab in socket

brick
box

unattached/loose

other:

other:

missing

Deterioration:
broken
cracked
losses
flaking/sugaring
ferrous pins
delamination/detachment
spalling
missing fragments
other:
Extent:

extensive >50%

Failed/Old Treatments:
Soiling:

Treatment Strategy

footstone

Plot: 69

Section:

biological

partial 25-50%
metal
staining

minimal <25%

adhesives/coatings
efflorescence

brass pins

not applicable

mortar

other:

other:

Position:
reset/level in ground
reset/level to existing base
construct new base
resquare
possible new base required
stabilize foundation
reset with 0:1:3 mix
reset with compound
Failed Treatments:
Treatment:
mortar
Cleaning:

Priority: 1

drill/grind

core drill
repoint

hand tools

solvents

other:

drill and pin
simple adhesive repair
other: infill areas of loss with Jahn M120

low pressure water

D/2 and flush

poultice

injection grout

replace bricks

other:

1) hazardous, immediate action; 2) unstable, requires treatment ASAP;
3) ongoing deterioration, treatment required 2-3 years; 4) re-inspect in 510 years; 5) irreparable

Cost: $1,250
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Shadowbrook Cemetery, Suwanee, GA
Monument Treatment Proposal
Name:
Type:

Material:
headstone
fallen

Existing Condition

Position:

Treatment Strategy

die on base

tilted

unstable

marble

granite

tab in socket

brick
box

unattached/loose

other:

other:

missing

Deterioration:
broken
cracked
losses
flaking/sugaring
ferrous pins
delamination/detachment
spalling
missing fragments
other:
Extent:

extensive >50%

Failed/Old Treatments:
Soiling:

biological

partial 25-50%
metal
staining

minimal <25%

adhesives/coatings
efflorescence

brass pins

not applicable

mortar

other:

other:

Position:
reset/level in ground
reset/level to existing base
construct new base
resquare
possible new base required
stabilize foundation
reset with 0:1:3 mix
reset with compound
Failed Treatments:
Treatment:
mortar
Cleaning:

Priority: 1
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footstone

Plot: 71

Section:

drill/grind

core drill
repoint

hand tools

drill and pin
other:

low pressure water

solvents

other:

simple adhesive repair

D/2 and flush

poultice

injection grout

replace bricks

other:

1) hazardous, immediate action; 2) unstable, requires treatment ASAP;
3) ongoing deterioration, treatment required 2-3 years; 4) re-inspect in 510 years; 5) irreparable

Cost: $950

APPENDIX 1.

Shadowbrook Cemetery, Suwanee, GA
Monument Treatment Proposal
Name:
Type:

Material:
headstone
fallen

Existing Condition

Position:

die on base

tilted

unstable

marble

granite

tab in socket

brick
box

unattached/loose

other:

other:

missing

Deterioration:
broken
cracked
losses
flaking/sugaring
ferrous pins
delamination/detachment
spalling
missing fragments
other:
Extent:

extensive >50%

Failed/Old Treatments:
Soiling:

Treatment Strategy

footstone

Plot: 72

Section:

biological

partial 25-50%
metal
staining

minimal <25%

adhesives/coatings
efflorescence

brass pins

not applicable

mortar

other:

other:

Position:
reset/level in ground
reset/level to existing base
construct new base
resquare
possible new base required
stabilize foundation
reset with 0:1:3 mix
reset with compound
Failed Treatments:
Treatment:
mortar
Cleaning:

Priority: 1

drill/grind

core drill
repoint

hand tools

solvents

other:

drill and pin
simple adhesive repair
other: infill areas of loss with Jahn M120

low pressure water

D/2 and flush

poultice

injection grout

replace bricks

other:

1) hazardous, immediate action; 2) unstable, requires treatment ASAP;
3) ongoing deterioration, treatment required 2-3 years; 4) re-inspect in 510 years; 5) irreparable

Cost: $1,300
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Shadowbrook Cemetery, Suwanee, GA
Monument Treatment Proposal
Name:
Type:

Material:
headstone
fallen

Existing Condition

Position:

Treatment Strategy

die on base

tilted

unstable

marble

granite

tab in socket

brick
box

unattached/loose

other:

other: ledger

missing

Deterioration:
broken
cracked
losses
flaking/sugaring
ferrous pins
delamination/detachment
spalling
missing fragments
other: sinking
Extent:

extensive >50%

Failed/Old Treatments:
Soiling:

biological

partial 25-50%
metal
staining

minimal <25%

adhesives/coatings
efflorescence

brass pins

not applicable

mortar

other:

other:

Position:
reset/level in ground
reset/level to existing base
construct new base
resquare
possible new base required
stabilize foundation
reset with 0:1:3 mix
reset with compound
Failed Treatments:
Treatment:
mortar
Cleaning:

Priority: 2
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footstone

Plot: 84

Section:

drill/grind

core drill
repoint

hand tools

solvents

other:

drill and pin
simple adhesive repair
other: infill areas of loss with Jahn M120

low pressure water

D/2 and flush

poultice

injection grout

replace bricks

other:

1) hazardous, immediate action; 2) unstable, requires treatment ASAP;
3) ongoing deterioration, treatment required 2-3 years; 4) re-inspect in 510 years; 5) irreparable

Cost: $850

APPENDIX 2.
CONSERVATION TREATMENT PROPOSALS –
JACKSON STREET CEMETERY
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Jackson St. Cemetery, Suwanee, GA
Monument Treatment Proposal
Name:
Type:

Material:
headstone
fallen

Existing Condition

Position:

Treatment Strategy

die on base

tilted

unstable

marble

granite

tab in socket

brick
box

unattached/loose

other: Portland cement

other:

missing

Deterioration:
broken
cracked
losses
flaking/sugaring
ferrous pins
delamination/detachment
spalling
missing fragments
other:
Extent:

extensive >50%

Failed/Old Treatments:
Soiling:

biological

partial 25-50%
metal
staining

minimal <25%

adhesives/coatings
efflorescence

brass pins

not applicable

mortar

other:

other:

Position:
reset/level in ground
reset/level to existing base
construct new base
resquare
possible new base required
stabilize foundation
reset with 0:1:3 mix
reset with compound
Failed Treatments:
Treatment:
mortar
Cleaning:

Priority: 1
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footstone

Plot: 31

Section:

drill/grind

core drill
repoint

hand tools

drill and pin
other:

low pressure water

solvents

other:

simple adhesive repair

D/2 and flush

poultice

injection grout

replace bricks

other:

1) hazardous, immediate action; 2) unstable, requires treatment ASAP;
3) ongoing deterioration, treatment required 2-3 years; 4) re-inspect in 510 years; 5) irreparable

Cost: $75 not

including travel, per
diem, or lodging

APPENDIX 2.

Jackson St. Cemetery, Suwanee, GA
Monument Treatment Proposal
Name:
Type:

Material:
headstone
fallen

Existing Condition

Position:

die on base

tilted

unstable

marble

granite

tab in socket

brick
box

unattached/loose

other: Portland cement

other:

missing

Deterioration:
broken
cracked
losses
flaking/sugaring
ferrous pins
delamination/detachment
spalling
missing fragments
other:
Extent:

extensive >50%

Failed/Old Treatments:
Soiling:

Treatment Strategy

footstone

Plot: 61

Section:

biological

partial 25-50%
metal
staining

minimal <25%

adhesives/coatings
efflorescence

brass pins

not applicable

mortar

other:

other:

Position:
reset/level in ground
reset/level to existing base
construct new base
resquare
possible new base required
stabilize foundation
reset with 0:1:3 mix
reset with compound
Failed Treatments:
Treatment:
mortar
Cleaning:

Priority: 1

drill/grind

core drill
repoint

hand tools

drill and pin
other:

low pressure water

solvents

other:

simple adhesive repair

D/2 and flush

poultice

injection grout

replace bricks

other:

1) hazardous, immediate action; 2) unstable, requires treatment ASAP;
3) ongoing deterioration, treatment required 2-3 years; 4) re-inspect in 510 years; 5) irreparable

Cost: $75 not

including travel, per
diem, or lodging
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Jackson St. Cemetery, Suwanee, GA
Monument Treatment Proposal
Name:
Type:

Material:
headstone
fallen

Existing Condition

Position:

Treatment Strategy

die on base

tilted

unstable

marble

granite

tab in socket

brick
box

unattached/loose

other: Portland cement

other:

missing

Deterioration:
broken
cracked
losses
flaking/sugaring
ferrous pins
delamination/detachment
spalling
missing fragments
other:
Extent:

extensive >50%

Failed/Old Treatments:
Soiling:

biological

partial 25-50%
metal
staining

minimal <25%

adhesives/coatings
efflorescence

brass pins

not applicable

mortar

other: ferrous reinforcement exposed

other:

Position:
reset/level in ground
reset/level to existing base
construct new base
resquare
possible new base required
stabilize foundation
reset with 0:1:3 mix
reset with compound
Failed Treatments:
Treatment:
mortar
Cleaning:

Priority: 1
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footstone

Plot: 79

Section:

drill/grind

core drill
repoint

hand tools

solvents

other:

drill and pin
simple adhesive repair
injection grout
other: remove exposed rod; no replacement proposed

low pressure water

D/2 and flush

poultice

replace bricks

other:

1) hazardous, immediate action; 2) unstable, requires treatment ASAP;
3) ongoing deterioration, treatment required 2-3 years; 4) re-inspect in 510 years; 5) irreparable

Cost: $350 not

including travel, per
diem, or lodging

APPENDIX 2.

Jackson St. Cemetery, Suwanee, GA
Monument Treatment Proposal
Name:
Type:

Material:
headstone
fallen

Existing Condition

Position:

die on base

tilted

unstable

marble

granite

tab in socket

brick
box

unattached/loose

other: Portland cement

other:

missing

Deterioration:
broken
cracked
losses
flaking/sugaring
ferrous pins
delamination/detachment
spalling
missing fragments
other:
Extent:

extensive >50%

Failed/Old Treatments:
Soiling:

Treatment Strategy

footstone

Plot: 80

Section:

biological

partial 25-50%
metal
staining

minimal <25%

adhesives/coatings
efflorescence

brass pins

not applicable

mortar

other:

other:

Position:
reset/level in ground
reset/level to existing base
construct new base
resquare
possible new base required
stabilize foundation
reset with 0:1:3 mix
reset with compound
Failed Treatments:
Treatment:
mortar
Cleaning:

Priority: 1

drill/grind

core drill
repoint

hand tools

solvents

other:

drill and pin
simple adhesive repair
injection grout
other: create new stone below inscription using Jahn

low pressure water

D/2 and flush

poultice

replace bricks

other:

1) hazardous, immediate action; 2) unstable, requires treatment ASAP;
3) ongoing deterioration, treatment required 2-3 years; 4) re-inspect in 510 years; 5) irreparable

Cost: $650 not

including travel, per
diem, or lodging
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CONSERVATION TREATMENT PROPOSALS –
SIMS LAKE PARK CEMETERY
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Sims Lake Park Cemetery, Suwanee, GA
Monument Treatment Proposal
Name:
Type:

Material:
headstone
fallen

Existing Condition

Position:

Treatment Strategy

die on base

tilted

unstable

marble

granite

tab in socket

brick
box

unattached/loose

other:

other:

missing

Deterioration:
broken
cracked
losses
flaking/sugaring
ferrous pins
brass pins
delamination/detachment
spalling
missing fragments
other: ledger shifted on base
Extent:

extensive >50%

Failed/Old Treatments:
Soiling:

biological

partial 25-50%
metal
staining

minimal <25%

adhesives/coatings
efflorescence

not applicable

mortar

other:

other:

Position:
reset/level in ground
reset/level to existing base
construct new base
resquare
possible new base required
stabilize foundation
reset with 0:1:3 mix
reset with compound
Failed Treatments:
Treatment:
mortar
Cleaning:

Priority: 2
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footstone

Plot: 1

Section:

drill/grind

core drill
repoint

hand tools

drill and pin
other:

low pressure water

solvents

other:

simple adhesive repair

D/2 and flush

poultice

injection grout

replace bricks

other:

1) hazardous, immediate action; 2) unstable, requires treatment ASAP;
3) ongoing deterioration, treatment required 2-3 years; 4) re-inspect in 510 years; 5) irreparable

Cost: $250

not including travel,
per diem, or lodging

APPENDIX 3.

Sims Lake Park Cemetery, Suwanee, GA
Monument Treatment Proposal
Name:
Type:

Material:
headstone
fallen

Existing Condition

Position:

die on base

tilted

unstable

marble

granite

tab in socket

brick
box

unattached/loose

other:

other:

missing

Deterioration:
broken
cracked
losses
flaking/sugaring
ferrous pins
brass pins
delamination/detachment
spalling
missing fragments
other: some stones unstable
Extent:

extensive >50%

Failed/Old Treatments:
Soiling:

Treatment Strategy

footstone

Plot: 3

Section:

biological

partial 25-50%
metal
staining

minimal <25%

adhesives/coatings
efflorescence

not applicable

mortar

other:

other:

Position:
reset/level in ground
reset/level to existing base
construct new base
resquare
possible new base required
stabilize foundation
reset with 0:1:3 mix
reset with compound
Failed Treatments:
Treatment:
mortar
Cleaning:

Priority: 2

drill/grind

core drill
repoint

hand tools

solvents

other:

drill and pin
simple adhesive repair
injection grout
other: remove ledger, reset supports, replace ledger

low pressure water

D/2 and flush

poultice

replace bricks

other:

1) hazardous, immediate action; 2) unstable, requires treatment ASAP;
3) ongoing deterioration, treatment required 2-3 years; 4) re-inspect in 510 years; 5) irreparable

Cost: $800

not including travel,
per diem, or lodging
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Sims Lake Park Cemetery, Suwanee, GA
Monument Treatment Proposal
Name:
Type:

Material:
headstone
fallen

Existing Condition

Position:

Treatment Strategy

die on base

tilted

unstable

marble

granite

tab in socket

brick
box

unattached/loose

other:

other:

missing

Deterioration:
broken
cracked
losses
flaking/sugaring
ferrous pins
brass pins
delamination/detachment
spalling
missing fragments
other: some stones unstable
Extent:

extensive >50%

Failed/Old Treatments:
Soiling:

biological

partial 25-50%
metal
staining

minimal <25%

adhesives/coatings
efflorescence

not applicable

mortar

other:

other:

Position:
reset/level in ground
reset/level to existing base
construct new base
resquare
possible new base required
stabilize foundation
reset with 0:1:3 mix
reset with compound
Failed Treatments:
Treatment:
mortar
Cleaning:

Priority: 2
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footstone

Plot: 5

Section:

drill/grind

core drill
repoint

hand tools

solvents

other:

drill and pin
simple adhesive repair
injection grout
other: remove ledger, reset supports, replace ledger

low pressure water

D/2 and flush

poultice

replace bricks

other:

1) hazardous, immediate action; 2) unstable, requires treatment ASAP;
3) ongoing deterioration, treatment required 2-3 years; 4) re-inspect in 510 years; 5) irreparable

Cost: $800

not including travel,
per diem, or lodging

APPENDIX 3.

Sims Lake Park Cemetery, Suwanee, GA
Monument Treatment Proposal
Name:
Type:

Material:
headstone
fallen

Existing Condition

Position:

die on base

tilted

unstable

marble

granite

tab in socket

brick
box

unattached/loose

other:

other:

missing

Deterioration:
broken
cracked
losses
flaking/sugaring
ferrous pins
brass pins
delamination/detachment
spalling
missing fragments
other: some stones unstable
Extent:

extensive >50%

Failed/Old Treatments:
Soiling:

Treatment Strategy

footstone

Plot: 6

Section:

biological

partial 25-50%
metal
staining

minimal <25%

adhesives/coatings
efflorescence

not applicable

mortar

other:

other:

Position:
reset/level in ground
reset/level to existing base
construct new base
resquare
possible new base required
stabilize foundation
reset with 0:1:3 mix
reset with compound
Failed Treatments:
Treatment:
mortar
Cleaning:

Priority: 2

drill/grind

core drill
repoint

hand tools

solvents

other:

drill and pin
simple adhesive repair
injection grout
other: remove ledger, reset supports, replace ledger

low pressure water

D/2 and flush

poultice

replace bricks

other:

1) hazardous, immediate action; 2) unstable, requires treatment ASAP;
3) ongoing deterioration, treatment required 2-3 years; 4) re-inspect in 510 years; 5) irreparable

Cost: $800

not including travel,
per diem, or lodging
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Sims Lake Park Cemetery, Suwanee, GA
Monument Treatment Proposal
Name:
Type:

Material:
headstone
fallen

Existing Condition

Position:

Treatment Strategy

die on base

tilted

unstable

marble

granite

tab in socket

brick
box

unattached/loose

other:

other:

missing

Deterioration:
broken
cracked
losses
flaking/sugaring
ferrous pins
delamination/detachment
spalling
missing fragments
other:
Extent:

extensive >50%

Failed/Old Treatments:
Soiling:

biological

partial 25-50%
metal
staining

minimal <25%

adhesives/coatings
efflorescence

brass pins

not applicable

mortar

other:

other:

Position:
reset/level in ground
reset/level to existing base
construct new base
resquare
possible new base required
stabilize foundation
reset with 0:1:3 mix
reset with compound
Failed Treatments:
Treatment:
mortar
Cleaning:

Priority: 2
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footstone

Plot: 7

Section:

drill/grind

core drill
repoint

hand tools

drill and pin
other:

low pressure water

solvents

other:

simple adhesive repair

D/2 and flush

poultice

injection grout

replace bricks

other:

1) hazardous, immediate action; 2) unstable, requires treatment ASAP;
3) ongoing deterioration, treatment required 2-3 years; 4) re-inspect in 510 years; 5) irreparable

Cost: $750

not including travel,
per diem, or lodging

APPENDIX 4.
MONUMENT RECORDATION FORMS –
SHADOWBROOK CEMETERY
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery:

Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 1

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Walters, J. Millard
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: J. MILLARD WALTERS / AUG. 30, 1890 / OCT. 13, 1917
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted

other:

granite
other:

fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material: concrete

Design: rectangular

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery:

Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 2

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Walters, Doc. F.
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: DOC. F. WALTERS / DEC. 4, 1851 / DEC. 18, 1902
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted

other:

granite
other:

fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material: concrete

Design: rectangular

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery:

Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 3

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Walters, Mary M.
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: MARY M. WALTERS / MAY 19, 1855 / JUNE 20, 1918
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted

other:

granite
other:

fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material: concrete

Design: rectangular

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery:

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 4

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Walters, C. Russell
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: RUSSELL C. WALTERS / SEPT. 4, 1875 / SEPT. 23, 1891
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted

other:

granite
other:

fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material: concrete

Design: rectangular

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery:

Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 5

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Smith, J.B.
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: J.B. / SON OF / J.A. & A.F. / SMITH, / JUNE 10, / 1874 / DEC. 7, / 1911// He was a /
kind and / loving son and / affectionate brother.
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

concrete

flowers
hand/hands
fraternal order
lamb
other design: ivy, fleur-de-lis
City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 6

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Harris, J.C.
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: DR. J.C. HARRIS / BORN / JUNE 15, 1854, / DIED / DEC. 30, 1899. / An honest man's the
/ noblest work of God.
(matches design of #7)
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 7

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Harris, Julia Henrietta
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: JULIA HENRIETTA / WIFE OF / DR. J.C. HARRIS / BORN / JAN. 11, 1863, / DIED /
SEPT. 9, 1891. / Precious loved one we have laid thee / In the grave's peaceful embrace, / But thy
memory will be cherished / Till we meet in that Heavenly place.
(matches design of #6)
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name: L.S. Cox

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City: Marietta, GA

cross
book

Location of Mark: lower left side

Footstone:

Material: marble

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials: J.H.H.

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 8

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Smith, John
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: FATHER // JOHN SMITH / DEC. 23, 1849 / MAR. 30, 1923
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material: marble

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials: J.A.S.

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 9

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Harris, George
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: GEORGE / INFANT SON OF / J.C. & J.B. HARRIS / BORN / JULY 22, 1891. / DIED /
AUG. 16, 1891
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material: marble

Design/initials:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 10

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Harris, Millord F.
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: MILLORD F. / SON OF / J.C. & J.B. HARRIS / BORN AUG. 2, 1885 / DIED AUG. 6, 1886
/ GONE SO SOON.
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material: marble

Design/initials:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 11

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Brown, Henrietta
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: HENRIETTA BROWN / 1850 - 1916
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted

other:

granite
other:

fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Design/initials:

Coping:

Material: granite

Design: rectangular

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery:

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 12

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Brown, Carolina
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: CAROLINA BROWN / 1830 - 1906
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted

other:

granite
other:

fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Design/initials:

Coping:

Material: granite

Design: rectangular

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 13

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Brown, James
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: JAMES BROWN / 1802 - 1877
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted

other:

granite
other:

fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Design/initials:

Coping:

Material: granite

Design: rectangular

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 14

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Brown, Mary C.
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: MARY C. BROWN / 1807 - 1882
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted

other:

granite
other:

fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Design/initials:

Coping:

Material: granite

Design: rectangular

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 15

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Brown, Dixon & Ethel Rogers
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: BROWN // DIXON BROWN / JUNE 1853 / MAY 18, 1919 // ETHEL ROGERS BROWN /
DEC. 23, 1873 / OCT. 30, 1907
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted

other:

granite
other:

fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material: marble

Coping:

Material: granite

Design: rectangular

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials: FATHER

//

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 16

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Brown, Howard J.
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: HOWARD J. BROWN / 1898 - 1930
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted

other:

granite
other:

fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material: granite

Design: rectangular

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 17

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Langley, Lucinda
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: MRS. LUCINDA / LANGLEY / DIED / Jan. 8, 1897 / Age / Near 94 Years.
(matches style of #18)
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 18

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Langley, Harriett A.
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: HARRIETT A. / LANGLEY / BORN / June 30, 1860 / DIED / Mar. 1, 1897
(matches style of #17)
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 19

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Langley
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: When Christ, who / is our life, shall / appear, then / shall ye also / appear with / Him in
glory / Col iii 4 // LANGLEY
(Colossians 3:4)
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design: doves
City:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook
Name(s) on marker:

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 20

Location: Suwanee, GA

Harris, Ella V.

Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: ELLA V. /DAUGHTER OF / [A.G. & S.J.] HARRIS / BORN / JULY 8, 1861. / /DIED /
OCT. 18, 1877
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name: McClatony &
Bale

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City: Marietta, Ga

cross
book

Location of Mark: left front, base

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook
Name(s) on marker:

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 21

Location: Suwanee, GA

Howard, Mollie C. Harris

Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: MOTHER // MOLLIE C. HOWARD / DAUGHTER OF / A.G. & S.J. HARRIS / BORN /
JUNE 17, 1859 / DIED / MAR. 19, 1892
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material: marble

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials: M.C.H.

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 22

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Unknown
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: socket only

Inscription: none
(this is probably footstone to #20)
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material: marble, tab in socket

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials: E.V.H.

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook
Name(s) on marker:

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 23

Location: Suwanee, GA

Harris, Ora H.

Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: ORA H. HARRIS / BORN / SEPT. 14, 1870 / DIED / DEC. 1, 1910
(footstone probably belongs to #7)
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design: ivy
City:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material: marble

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials: J.H.H.

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook
Name(s) on marker:

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 24

Location: Suwanee, GA

Tyson, R.H.L. & Sarah E.

Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: TYSON // FATHER / REV. R.H.L. / JUNE 20, 1849 / JAN. 6, 1933 // REST / IN /
PEACE // MOTHER / SARAH E. / SEPT. 3, 1847 / OCT. 20, 1902
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

painted
granite
other:

fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design: book

Stonecutter’s Name:

other:

City:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material: granite (2)

Design/initials:

Coping:

Material: laid brick

Design: square

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 25

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Cheney, John W.
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: CHENEY // JOHN W. CHENEY / SEPT. 28, 1895 / APR. 1, 1917
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted

other:

granite
other:

fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material: granite

Coping:

Material: concrete

Design: rectangular

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials: J.W.C.

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 26

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Chewning, Amanda J.
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: AMANDA J. / CHEWNING, / BORN / MAY 7, 1846, / DIED / JULY 16, 1900. /
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted

other:

granite
other:

fieldstone

concrete

flowers
hand/hands
fraternal order
lamb
other design: drape, cherub head
City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material: marble

Coping:

Material: concrete

Design: rectangular

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials: A.J.C.

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 27

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Wilson, Hattie Willie
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: HATTIE / WILLIE, / INFANT / DAU. OF / WM. & HATTIE / WILSON, / AUG. 30, 1898,
/ SEPT. 6, 1898.
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted

other:

granite
other:

fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design: dove

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material: marble

Coping:

Material: concrete

Design: rectangular

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials: H.W. W.

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 28

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Wilson, Hattie
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: HATTIE / WIFE OF / WM. WILSON, / OCT. 16, 1869, / JUNE 6, 1899.
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted

other:

granite
other:

fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material: marble

Coping:

Material: concrete

Design: rectangular

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials: H.W.

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 29

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Wilson, William
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: WILLIAM, / WILSON, / AUG. 16, 1855, / JAN. 7, 1938.
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted

other:

granite
other:

fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Design/initials:

Coping:

Material: concrete

Design: rectangular

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 30

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Wilson, Lizzie E.
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: LIZZIE E. / WIFE OF / WM. WILSON. / NOV. 24, 1866, / AUG. 11, 1889.
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted

other:

granite
other:

fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material: marble

Coping:

Material: concrete

Design: rectangular

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials: L.E.W.

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook
Name(s) on marker:

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 31

Location: Suwanee, GA

Harris, Austin G.

Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: AUSTIN G. HARRIS / BORN / MAR. 20, 1835 / DIED / MAR. 2, 1899
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material: marble

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials: A.G.H.

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 32

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: [Harris, Sarah J.]
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: socket only

Inscription: [tablet missing]
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material: marble

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials: S.J.H.

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 33

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Harris, Robert & Waver
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: (1st panel) WAVER H. / SON OF / C.M. & S.A. / HARRIS, / JAN. 11, 1880 / OCT. 13, 1907
(2ND panel) No pains, no griefs, / no anxious fear, / Can reach our loved / ones sleeping here.
(3rd panel) (blank)
(4th panel) ROBERT R. / SON OF / C.M. & N.A. HARRIS, / SEPT. 27, 1876 / APR.3, 1903
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material: marble

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials: W.H.H.

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 34

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Rhodes, James Lewis & Sallie Bennett
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: RHODES // JAMES LEWIS/1854 - 1942 // SALLIE BENNETT / 1872 - 1951
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

painted
granite
other:

fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

Stonecutter’s Name:

other:
concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material: 2 granite

Coping:

Material: laid brick

Design:

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials: (blank)

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 35

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Stonecypher
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: STONECYPHER
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

painted
granite
other:

fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

Stonecutter’s Name:

other:
concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material: laid brick

Design:

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 35A

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Stonecypher, William P.
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: funeral home
marker

Inscription: WM. P. STONECYPHER / AUG. 16, 1889 / MAR. 24, 1963
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

painted
granite
other:

fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

Stonecutter’s Name:

other:
concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material: laid brick

Design:

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 35B

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Stonecypher, Maggie R.
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: funeral home
marker

Inscription: MAGGIE R. / STONECYPHER / DEC. 13, 1896 / NOV. 6, 1971
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

painted
granite
other:

fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

Stonecutter’s Name:

other:
concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material: laid brick

Design:

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 36

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Unknown
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: (blank)
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

painted
granite
other:

fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

Stonecutter’s Name:

other:
concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material: laid brick

Design:

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 37

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Hope
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: HOPE (front & reverse)
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

painted
granite
other:

fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

Stonecutter’s Name:

other:
concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material: laid brick

Design:

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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APPENDIX 4.

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 38

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Hope, Joseph Ray
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: JOSEPH RAY HOPE / US ARMY / OCT 24 1914 / DEC 14 1985
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

painted
granite
other:

fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

Stonecutter’s Name:

other:
concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material: laid brick

Design:

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 39

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Bennett, J.S.
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: FATHER // J.S. BENNETT / JUNE 9, 1842 / JUNE 15, 1923 / Co. B. 42. REG. C.S.A. / Some
day we will understand.
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

painted
granite
other:

fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

Stonecutter’s Name:

other:
concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material: marble

Coping:

Material: laid brick

Design:

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials: J.S.B.

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 40

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Bennett, Mallissie C.
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: MOTHER // MALLISSIE C. / WIFE OF / J.S. BENNETT / JULY 10, 1852 / MAR. 4, 1925
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

painted
granite
other:

fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

Stonecutter’s Name:

other:
concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material: marble

Coping:

Material: laid brick

Design:

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials: M.C.B.

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 41

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Langley, Sarah B.
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: SARAH B. / LANGLEY, / BORN / DEC. 24, 1830, / DIED / DEC. 9, 1899. / We remember
you / dear mother. // LANGLEY
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

painted
granite
other:

fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

Stonecutter’s Name:

other:
concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material: marble

Coping:

Material: laid brick

Design:

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials: S.B.L.

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 42

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Bennett, Wm. G.
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: WM. G. BENNETT / BORN / DEC. 10, 1869 / DIED / MAY. 19. 1892. // We shall meet
again sweet mother, / In a brighter clime than this. / Where the anguish of this world of ours / Is lost in
deathless bliss
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

painted
granite
other:

fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

Stonecutter’s Name:

other:
concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material: marble

Coping:

Material: laid brick

Design:

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials: W.J.B.

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 44

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Rhodes, Hattie
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: HATTIE RHODES / 1903 - 1918
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

painted
granite
other:

fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

Stonecutter’s Name:

other:
concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material: laid brick

Design:

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 45

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Rhodes, Zella
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: ZELLA RHODES / 1895 - 1906
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

painted
granite
other:

fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

Stonecutter’s Name:

other:
concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material: laid brick

Design:

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 46

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Braziel, Doyle & Gladys Crowe
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: BRAZIEL // DOYLE / APR. 27, 1909 / APR. 21, 1994 // GLADYS CROWE / JULY 25,
1910 / AUG. 23, 1994
Reverse: BRAZIEL
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

painted
granite
other:

fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

Stonecutter’s Name:

other:
concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material: 2 granite

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials: D.B.

G.C.B

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 47

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Wright, Bernard B.
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: BERNARD B. / SON OF / H.E. & E.O. WRIGHT / DEC. 18, 1916 / JUNE 26, 1919
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 48

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Craft, Turner
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: TURNER CRAFT / BORN / AUG. 17, 1896 / DIED NOV. 1 / 1915 / His memory is
blessed // CRAFT
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

painted
granite
other:

fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

Stonecutter’s Name:

other:
concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material: marble

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material: iron, with
gate: W.J. LONG

Design:

Condition: good

Design/initials: T.C.

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 49

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Craft, Marvin C.
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: MARVIN C. / CRAFT /BORN / NOV. 7, 1891 / DIED / NOV. 14, 1921
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

concrete

flowers
hand/hands
fraternal order
lamb
other design: tree stump on logs, W.O.W.

Stonecutter’s Name:

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material: marble

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material: iron, with
gate: W.J. LONG

Design:

Condition: good

Design/initials: M.C.C.

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 50

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Craft, Clyde
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: CLYDE CRAFT / BORN / APR. 20, 1889 / DIED / MAY 20, 1911 / She was the sunshine
of our home // CRAFT
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

painted
granite
other:

fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

Stonecutter’s Name:

other:
concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material: marble

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material: iron, with
gate: W.J. LONG

Design:

Condition: good

Design/initials: C.C.

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 51

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Craft, William Washington
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: WILLIAM WASHINGTON / CRAFT / BORN / APR. 12, 1859 / DIED / MAR. 21, 1907 /
How desolate our / home, bereft of thee.
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

painted
granite
other:

fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

Stonecutter’s Name:

other:
concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material: marble

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material: iron, with
gate: W.J. LONG

Design:

Condition: good

Design/initials: W.W.C.

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 52

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Craft, Ada
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: ADA CRAFT. / BORN / APR. 23, 1860. / DIED / FEB. 16, 1906. /In after-time we'll / meet
her // CRAFT
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

painted
granite
other:

fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

Stonecutter’s Name:

other:
concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material: marble

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material: iron, with
gate: W.J. LONG

Design:

Condition: good

Design/initials: A.C.

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 53

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Long, William Joseph, Jr.
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: IN MEMORY OF / WM. JOSEPH / LONG, JR. / BORN / Oct. 12, 1884. / DIED / Jan. 7,
1887. / Asleep in the / arms of Jesus.
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

painted
granite
other:

fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

Stonecutter’s Name:

other:
concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material: iron, with
gate: W.J. LONG

Design:

Condition: good

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 54

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Langley, Thomas C.
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: FATHER / THOS. C. / LANGLEY / OCT. 3, 1834 / APR. 22, 1895.
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 55

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Langley, Nancy D..
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: MOTHER / NANCY D. / LANGLEY / NOV. 8, 1841 / AUG. 19, 1910
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook
Name(s) on marker:

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 56

Location: Suwanee, GA

Braziel, W.R.

Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: W.R. BRAZIEL / BORN / SEPT. 28, 1888 / DIED / JAN. 18, 1912 / Death is eternal life. /
Why should we weep.
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design: leaves
City:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material: marble

Coping:

Material: concrete
block

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials: W.R.B.

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 57

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: [Bernard B. Wright]
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: (none. footstone at head of grave)
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material: marble

Coping:

Material: conrete
block

Design:

Condition: fair

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials: B.B.W.

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 58

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Unknown
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: none
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted

other:

granite
other: set in concrete
flowers
fraternal order
other design:

fieldstone

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 59

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Langley, Katie
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: KATIE / WIFE OF / C.B. LANGLEY / JUNE 12, 1862 / FEB. 28, 1894
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material: marble

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials: (none)

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 60

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Pierce, Sallie
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: 1st panel: SALLIE, / WIFE OF / J.W. PIERCE. / SEPT. 1, 1865, / SEPT. 13, 1899. / As a
wife, devoted. / As a mother, affectionate. / As a friend, ever kind / and true. 2nd panel: She took the
cup of / life to sip - / So bitter was to drain, / She meekly put it / from her lips, / And went to sleep /
again. 3rd panel: Mother, thou hast / from us flown / To the regions / far above; / We to thee erect / this
stone, / Consecrated by our / love //PIERCE
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design: leaves
City:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material: marble

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials: S.P.

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook
Name(s) on marker:

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 61

Location: Suwanee, GA

Braziel, A. Haden & M. Victoria

Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: BRAZIEL // A. HADEN / 1861 - 1938 // M. VICTORIA / 1868 - 1952
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material: concrete
block

Design:

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook
Name(s) on marker:

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 62

Location: Suwanee, GA

Johnston, Ruth

Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: RUTH / DAUGHTER OF / J.D. & M.A. / JOHNSTON / BORN / AUG. 21, 1887 / DIED /
FEB. 28, 1889 / How desolate our home / bereft of thee
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material: concrete
block

Design:

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 63

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Johnston, J.D. & Mrs. J.D.
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: 1st panel: MR. J.D. JOHNSTON / BORN JUL. 29, 1861 / DIED FEB. 10, 1920 //
JOHNSTON 2ND panel: She welcomed death, / not only as a release / from bodily suffering, / but as
the faith of / her hopes of eternal / happiness 3rd panel: MRS. J.D. / JOHNSTON, / BORN JAN. 19,
1862. / DIED JAN. 2, 1903.
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

painted
granite
other:

fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

Stonecutter’s Name:

other:
concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material: marble (2)

Coping:

Material: concrete
block

Design:

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

J.D.J.

J.D.J.

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 64

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Johnston, Naomi
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: COME YE BLESSED / NAOMI / JOHNSTON / AUG. 2, 1883 / AUG. 23, 1906 //
JOHNSTON
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

concrete

flowers
hand/hands
fraternal order
lamb
other design: gates of heaven
City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material: marble

Coping:

Material: concrete
block

Design:

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials: N.J.

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 65

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Johnston, Ralph M., Sr.
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: slanted stone

Inscription: RALPH M. JOHNSTON SR. / SEPT. 1, 1885 / APR. 12, 1946
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material: marble

Coping:

Material: concrete
block

Design:

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials: R.J.

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 66

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Johnston, Martha E.
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: MARTHA E. / WIFE OF / J.C. JOHNSTON / BORN JULY 21, 1863 / DIED OCT 31, 1911 /
She was a kind and af- / fectionate wife, a fond / mother and a friend to all. // JOHNSTON
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

concrete

flowers
hand/hands
fraternal order
lamb
other design: inverted torch
City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material: concrete
block

Design:

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 67

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Johnston, B.A.
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: COME YE BLESSED / B.A. JOHNSTON, / BORN / MAR. 10, 1828. / DIED / AUG. 15,
1888. / Our father has gone to a man / sion of rest To the glorious / land by the Deity blessed
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

concrete

flowers
hand/hands
fraternal order
lamb
other design: gates of heaven
City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material: marble

Coping:

Material: concrete
block

Design:

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials: B.A..J.

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 68

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Kilgore, Mary C.
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: IN MEMORY OF / MARY C. WIFE / OF W.F. KILGORE / BORN / DEC. 16, 1819 /
DIED / FEB. 12, 1892
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material: marble

Coping:

Material: granite

Design:

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials: MCK

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery:

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 69

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Thornton, Homer L.
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: HOMER L. / SON OF / [J.] M. & O.A. / THORNTON / BORN [DE]C. [18]67 /
[DIED APR. 16 1877]
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material: concrete
block

Design:

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials: .

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 70

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Long, Patrick Henry
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: PATRICK HENRY LONG / JAN. 9, 1851 / SEPT. 7, 1917
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material: concrete
block

Design:

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 71

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Long, Ida Born
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: IDA BORN. / WIFE OF / PATRICK H. LONG, / NOV. 4, 1860, / JUNE 4, 1902 // LONG
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design: draped
City:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material: marble

Coping:

Material: concrete
block

Design:

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

IBL

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook
Name(s) on marker:

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 72

Location: Suwanee, GA

Born, Daniel M. & Florence Cloud

Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: arch on base

Inscription: 8 / FATHER & MOTHER / DANIEL M. / BORN / MARCH 15, 1837, / JUNE 15, 1891. //
FLORENCE CLOUD / WIFE OF / DANIEL M. / BORN. / JUNE 8, 1845, / NOV. 30, 1904. // BORN
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

painted
granite
other:

fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

Stonecutter’s Name:

other:
concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material: marble (2)

Coping:

Material: concrete
block

Design:

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

D.M.B.

F.C.B.

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 73

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Unknown
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: illegible & broken)
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material: marble

Coping:

Material: concrete
block

Design:

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

L.L.B.

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 74

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Elliott, Fonnie Born
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: FONNIE BORN / WIFE OF / J.M. ELLIOTT / JULY 5, 1875 / JULY 25, 1917
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material: concrete
block

Design:

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook
Name(s) on marker:

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 75

Location: Suwanee, GA

Born, Daniel Hines

Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: DANIEL HINES, / SON OF / DANIEL M. / AND / FLORENCE C. / BORN, / DEC. 2
1877 / JAN. 15, 1904 // BORN
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material: marble

Coping:

Material: concrete
block

Design:

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials: DHB

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 76

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Rhodes, Hal B.
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: HAL B. RHODES / MAR. 25, 1883 / MAY 17, 1940
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material: granite

Coping:

Material: concrete
block

Design:

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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APPENDIX 4.

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 77

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Rhodes, Jennie F.
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: JENNIE F. RHODES / APRIL 10, 1888 / OCT. 25, 1959
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material: metal funeral home
marker

Coping:

Material: concrete
block

Design:

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials: JENNIE MAE RHODES / 1888 1959 / TAPP FUNERAL HOME

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 78

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Rhodes, Lewis K.
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: LEWIS K. RHODES / GEORGIA / M SGT US ARMY / WORD WAR I / NOV 6 1886
MARCH 8 1971
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material: granite

Coping:

Material: concrete
block

Design:

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 79

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Rhodes, Henry W.
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: HENRY W. RHODES / GEORGIA / PHM3 US NAVY / WORLD WAR I /
MARCH 25 1893 JULY 29 1953
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material: concrete
block

Design:

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 80

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Rhodes, Henry W.
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: HENRY W. RHODES, / OCT. 3, 1851, / APR. 16, 1911. // RHODES
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

concrete

flowers
hand/hands
fraternal order
lamb
other design: Scroll with "HR"
City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material: concrete
block

Design:

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 81

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Rhodes, M. Carl
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: M. CARL / RHODES / 11. 24, 1859 / 10. 16, 1906 // RHODES
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

concrete

flowers
hand/hands
fraternal order
lamb
other design: papyrus
City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material: marble

Coping:

Material: concrete
block

Design:

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials: MCR

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 82

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Rhodes, Frances H.
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: MRS. FRANCES H. / RHODES, / BORN / MAY 28, 1832, / DIED / APRIL 21, 1905 //
RHODES
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material: marble

Coping:

Material: concrete
block

Design:

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials: FHR

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 83

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Rhodes, Lillie Born
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: LILLIE BORN RHODES / WIFE OF / H.W. RHODES / DAUGHTER OF / DANIEL M.
BORN & FLORENCE CLOUD / 1862 - 1960
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material: concrete
block

Design:

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 84

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Wright Family
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: WRIGHT / / WRIGHT
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material: granite

Design:

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 84a

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Wright, Homer E.
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: HOMER E. WRIGHT / JULY 12, 1881 // DEC. 27, 1965
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material: granite

Design:

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 84b

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Wright, Stella B.
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: STELLA B. WRIGHT / APRIL 22, 1885 / DEC. 11, 1968
Inscription Technique:
marble
wood

carved

painted

granite
other:

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

other:

fieldstone
flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete
hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material: granite

Design:

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 84c

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Wright, Bernard B.
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: BERNARD B. WRIGHT / DEC. 18, 1916 / JUNE 26, 1919
Inscription Technique:
marble
wood

carved

painted

granite
other:

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

other:

fieldstone
flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete
hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material: granite

Design:

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook
Name(s) on marker:

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 85

Location: Suwanee, GA

Devore, J.R.

Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: DR. J.R. DEVORE / BORN SEPT. 20, 1871 / DIED JAN. 24, 1917 / CLYDE / WIFE OF /
DR. DEVORE / BORN FEB. 17, 1882 / DIED APR. 28, 1914
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

painted
granite
other:

Gravestone Design Features:

fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

Stonecutter’s Name:

other:
concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material: granite

Design:

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

marble (2)

Design/initials: J.R. DEV. C.DE.V

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook
Name(s) on marker:

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 86

Location: Suwanee, GA

DeVore, John R. & Joyce Reynolds

Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: IN MEMORY / JOHN R. DE VORE / 1910 - 1987 / WIFE / JOYCE REYNOLDS DE VORE
/ 1918 - 1988 / BURIED MOBILE, ALA.
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material: granite

Design:

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook
Name(s) on marker:

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 87

Location: Suwanee, GA

DeVore, Clyde

Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: IN MEMORY OF/ CLYDE / DE VORE // DAUGHTER OF / DR. E MRS. J.R. / DE VORE
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material: granite

Design:

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 88

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Wyly, Sarah Amelia
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: SARAH AMELIA WYLY / WIFE OF / HENRY LAMAR SMITH / BORN JUNE 4, 1848 /
DIED MAY 26, 1915
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

concrete

flowers
hand/hands
fraternal order
lamb
other design: urn at foot
City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Shadowbrook

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 89

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Smith, Henry Lamar
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: HENRY LAMAR SMITH / BORN OCT. 15, 1834 / DIED APR. 11, 1920
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

concrete

flowers
hand/hands
fraternal order
lamb
other design: urn at head
City:

cross
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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APPENDIX 5.
MONUMENT RECORDATION FORMS –
JACKSON STREET CEMETERY
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery:
Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 1

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Unknown
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: vault top

Inscription: none
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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APPENDIX 5.

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 2

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Unknown
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: vault top

Inscription: none
(misc. items: 1 thin fragment of marble at head, leg of funeral home marker)
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 3

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Freeman, Bular
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: BULAR / FREEMAN / PASSED /1921
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted
granite
other:

other: scratched in while wet
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material: iron

Design: garden style border

Condition: fair

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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APPENDIX 5.

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 4

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Freeman, C L
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: C L / FREEMAN / PASSED /1934

Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted
granite
other:

other: scratched in while wet
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material: iron

Design: garden style border

Condition: fair

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 5

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Wright, Fannie
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: MORELAND / MRS. / FANNIE / WRIGHT / 12-30-1963
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other: molded
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition: fair

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 6

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: None
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: vault top

Inscription: none
(also: leg/empty frame of funeral home marker)
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition: fair

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 7

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Freeman, Chattie
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: funeral home
marker

Inscription: CHA[TTIE E. FREEMAN] / 1899 - 1969 / TOM . WAGES FUN'L HOME
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other: metal

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

other: molded
fieldstone

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition: fair

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 8

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: None
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: cross

Inscription: none (painted white)
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition: fair

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 9

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Freeman, Little Sister
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: cross

Inscription: [L]ITTL[E] SISTE[R] [F]REEMAN (painted white) (possibly Catherine Freeman, 1903-1983)
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other: adhesive letters
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition: fair

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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APPENDIX 5.

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 10

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: [ ], Joe
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: cross

Inscription: JOE [_ _OIS _ _ _ _ _ _ _] (painted white)
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other: adhesive letters
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition: fair

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 11

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Freeman, Nathaniel
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: cross

Inscription: N[A]THANI[E]L FREEMAN (painted white)
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other: adhesive letters
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition: fair

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 12

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Freeman, Dixie & Bet
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: FREEMAN // DIXIE / MAY 17, 1913 / OCT. 30, 1994 // BET / MAY 11, 1910 / DEC 6, 1971
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material: granite

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition: fair

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 13A

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Wells, Lessie F.
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: slant on base

Inscription: MOTHER / LESSIE F. WELLS / MAY 5, 1912 / OCT. 5, 1972
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material: granite

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition: fair

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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APPENDIX 5.

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 13B

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Wells, Lessie F.
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: Funeral home
marker

Inscription: [LESSIE F]. WELLS / 1912 - 1972 / Tom M. Wages Fun'l Home
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other: metal

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

other: molded
fieldstone

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition: fair

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 14A

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Wells, Jordan Dumont
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: vault top

Inscription: none
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other: metal

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

other:
fieldstone

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition: fair

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 14B

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Wells, Jordan Dumont
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: Funeral Home
Marker

Inscription: JORDAN DUMONT WELLS / 1910 - 1987 / Tom M. Wages Fun'l Home
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other: metal

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

other: molded
fieldstone

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition: fair

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 15

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Gholston, Charlie Thomas
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: CHARLIE / THOMAS / GHOLSTON /JULY 6, 1930 / JUNE 30, 1942 / The lovely flower
has faded
(iron 'J' on rod behind marker)
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted

other:

granite
other:

fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material: concrete

Design: rectangular

Condition: poor

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 16

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Riley, Jimmie Mae
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: funeral home
marker

Inscription: JIMMIE MAE RILEY / 1931 - 2005 / STEWART FUNERAL HOME
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other: metal

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

other: molded
fieldstone

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition: poor

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 17

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Freeman, Harley
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription:
HARLEY FREEMAN / ALABAMA / SGT 366 INFANTRY 92 DIV / WORLD WAR I / JUNE 4 1892
JULY 17 1949 (set upright)
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design: cross
City:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 18A

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Freeman, Moses Babe, Jr.
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: vault top

Inscription: MOSES BABE FREEMAN JR / PFC US ARMY / WORLD WAR II / JAN 2 1918 JUNE 10
1979
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design: cross
City:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 18B

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Freeman, Moses Babe, Jr.
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: funeral home
marker

Inscription: MOSES B. FREEMAN JR / 1918 - 1979
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other: metal

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

other: molded
fieldstone

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 19

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Allen, Clara Manning
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: CLARA MANNING / ALLEN / JUNE 12, 1887 / OCT. 8, 1965
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street
Name(s) on marker:

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 20

Location: Suwanee, GA

Bowd_ _, Cheryl

Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: [C]HERYL BOWD[_ _]
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other: adhesive letters
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 21

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Mangrum, Louise
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: LOUISEMANGRUM
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other: adhesive letters
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 23

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Unknown
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: fieldstone

Inscription: none
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 24

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Unknown
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: vault top

Inscription: none
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 25

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Calhoun, Joann
Type of Marker/Monument:

Inscription:

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: funeral home
marker

JOANN CALHOUN / 1945 - 2006 / FLANIGAN FUNERAL HOME

Inscription Technique:
Material:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other: metal

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

other: molded
fieldstone

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 26

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Motes, James H.
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: JAMES H. MOTES / NOV. 3, 1935 / NOV. 20, 1966
(#26 is probably footstone to this)
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 27

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Unknown
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: funeral home
marker

Inscription: none
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other: metal

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

other: molded
fieldstone

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 28

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Unknown
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: none
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 29

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Unknown
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: funeral home
marker

Inscription: none
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other: metal

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

other:
fieldstone

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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APPENDIX 5.

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street
Name(s) on marker:

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 30

Location: Suwanee, GA

Daniel, Eli

Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: AUG / 7 / 1950 / MURDAUGH / MR. ELI / DANIEL
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other: molded
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street
Name(s) on marker:

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 32

Location: Suwanee, GA

Daniel, Alice

Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: MRS. / ALICE / DANIEL / NOV 5, 1957
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other: molded
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street
Name(s) on marker:

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 32

Location: Suwanee, GA

Daniel, Este

Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: ESTE DANIEL / GEORGIA / TEC 5 3592 QM TRUCK CO / WORD WAR II / MARCH
17 1919 / DEC 17 1968
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other: bronze

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

other: molded
fieldstone

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 33

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Unknown
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: funeral home
marker

Inscription: none
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other: metal

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

other: molded
fieldstone

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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APPENDIX 5.

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 34

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Unknown
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: fieldstone

Inscription: none
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 35

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Unknown
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: fieldstone

Inscription: none
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 35

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Unknown
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: fieldstone

Inscription: none
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 36

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Brandon, John Henry
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: REV. JOHN / HENRY / BRANDON / JULY 25 / 1871 // NOV. 28 / 1938
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other: molded
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 37

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Unknown
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: not found

Inscription: none
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other: molded
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo
Data was taken from
2006 Eagle Scout Project.
The stone was not
located by Chicora
Foundation.

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 38

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Unknown
Type of Marker/Monument:

Inscription: [

]/[

Inscription Technique:
Material:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: funeral home
marker

] - 1986 / TOM WAGES FUN'L HOME

carved

painted
granite
other: metal

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

other: molded
fieldstone

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material: k

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 39

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Bates, T.J.
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: 'license plate'

Inscription: T.J. BATES / 1912 - 1944
(with iron 'H' on rod)
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted
granite
other: metal

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

other: molded
fieldstone

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material: concrete
block

Design: rectangular
(markers39, 40, 42, 43)

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 40

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Brandon, Luevater & W.A.
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: FATHER / W.A. / BRANDON / SEPT. 2, 1872 // MOTHER / LUEVATER / BRANDON
/ MAY 18, 1882 / MAR. 3, 1942 // BRANDON
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material: concrete
block

Design: rectangular
(markers39, 40, 42, 43)

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 41

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Harvey, Steven S.
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: STEVEN / S. / HARVEY / DEC. 14 1896 / AUG. 6 1955
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other: molded
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 42

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Brandon, Luevater
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: L.V.B.
(footstone to # 40)
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material: concrete
block

Design: rectangular
(markers39, 40, 42, 43)

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 43

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Brandon, W.A.
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: W.A.B.
(footstone t # 40)
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material: concrete
block

Design: rectangular
(markers39, 40, 42, 43)

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 44

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Unknown
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: '8' (sideways)
(probably goes with #68, which could be the headstone to this grave)
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 45A

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Daniel, Grady
Type of Marker/Monument:

Inscription:

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

GRADY DANIEL / 1926 - 1976

Inscription Technique:
Material:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted

other:

granite
other:

fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material: granite

Design: rectangular

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 45B

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Daniel, Grady
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: vault top

Inscription: G
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted

other: molded plastic

granite
other:
flowers
fraternal order
other design:

fieldstone

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material: granite

Design: rectangular

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo
Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 45C

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Daniel, Grady
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: GRADY DANIEL / SD1 US NAVY / WORLD WAR II / JAN 31 1926 JUL 5 1976
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted

other: molded

granite
other: bronze
flowers
fraternal order
other design:

fieldstone

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material: granite

Design: rectangular

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 45D

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Daniel, Grady
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: funeral home
marker

Inscription: GRADY DANIEL / 1926 - 1976 / TOM WAGES FUN'L HOME
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted

other: molded

granite
other: metal
flowers
fraternal order
other design: Masonic

fieldstone

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material: granite

Design: rectangular

Condition: good

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 46A

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Daniel, Perry
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: funeral home
marker

Inscription: PERRY DANIEL / 1902 - 1981 / TOM WAGES FUN'L HOME
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other: metal

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

other: molded
fieldstone

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 46B

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Daniel, Perry
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: vault top

Inscription: none
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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APPENDIX 5.

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 47A

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Daniel, Sara Donnie
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: funeral home
marker

Inscription: SARA DONNIE DANIEL / 1901 - 1985 / STEWART FUNERAL HOME
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other: metal

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

other: molded
fieldstone

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 47B

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Daniel, Sara Donnie
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: vault top

Inscription: none
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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APPENDIX 5.

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 48

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: McDuffie, C.M.
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: C.M. McDUFFIE / 1924 - 1988
Reverse = McDuffie
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 49

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Unknown
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: fieldstone

Inscription: none
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 50

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Brock, Will
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: WILL BROCK / GEORGIA / PVT 437 RES LABOR BN / JANUARY 25 1940
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design: cross
City:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street
Name(s) on marker:

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 51

Location: Suwanee, GA

Thornton, Grady Mae

Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: funeral home
marker

Inscription: GRADY MAE / THORNTON / 1932 / YOUNG-WARBINGTON-YOUNG MORTUARY
INC. / 2003
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted
granite
other: metal

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

other: molded
fieldstone

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material: plastic

Design: garden border

Condition: fair

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 52

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Weaver, Mary J.
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: MARY J. / WEAVER / OCT. 26, 1907 / MAR. 26, 1990
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 53

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Unknown
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: none
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 54

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Unknown
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: funeral home
marker & piece of
marble

Inscription: none
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other: metal

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

other:
fieldstone

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street
Name(s) on marker:

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 55A

Location: Suwanee, GA

Daniel, Hattie Lou

Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: funeral home
marker

Inscription: HATTIE LOU DANIEL / 1928 - 1996 / TOM WAGES FUN'L HOME
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other: metal

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

other: molded
fieldstone

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street
Name(s) on marker:

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 55B

Location: Suwanee, GA

Daniel, Hattie Lou

Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: vault top

Inscription:
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street
Name(s) on marker:

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 56

Location: Suwanee, GA

Daniel, Doyle

Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: funeral home
marker

Inscription: DOYLE DANIEL / 1928 - 1996 / TOM WAGES FUN'L HOME
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other: metal

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

other: molded
fieldstone

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 57

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Watson, George W.
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: funeral home
marker

Inscription: GEORGE W. WATSON / 1950 - 2005 / TOM WAGES FUN'L HOME
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other: metal

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

other: molded
fieldstone

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 58

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Unknown
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: fieldstone

Inscription: none
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 59

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Kent, Luther
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: HAMLEY / MR. LUTHER / KENT / JUNE 14 / 1954 58
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other: molded
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design: cross
City:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 60

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Dobbs, Mary Lee
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

Inscription: 'COX' / MRS. MARY / LEE. DOBBS / JAN 14 / 1948
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

51

other: molded
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 61

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Kent, Rossie Lee
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: HAMLEY / MRS. / ROSSIE / LEE / KENT / DEC 4 1958 - 57
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other: molded
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design: cross
City:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 62

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Unknown
Type of Marker/Monument:

Inscription:

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: fieldstone

none

Inscription Technique:
Material:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design: cross
City:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 63

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Unknown
Type of Marker/Monument:

Inscription:

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: fieldstone

none

Inscription Technique:
Material:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design: cross
City:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 64

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Unknown
Type of Marker/Monument:

Inscription:

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: thin stone

none

Inscription Technique:
Material:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design: cross
City:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 65

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Unknown
Type of Marker/Monument:

Inscription:

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: fieldstone

none

Inscription Technique:
Material:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design: cross
City:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 66

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Unknown
Type of Marker/Monument:

Inscription:

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: fieldstone

none

Inscription Technique:
Material:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design: cross
City:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 67

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Unknown
Type of Marker/Monument:

Inscription:

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: fieldstone

none

Inscription Technique:
Material:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design: cross
City:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 68

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Unknown
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: rectangular
post

Inscription: '36' (sideways)
(probably goes with #44, which could be the footstone to this grave)
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other: scratched
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 69

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Unknown
Type of Marker/Monument:

Inscription:

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: rectangular
fragment

none

Inscription Technique:
Material:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 70

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Unknown
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: marble
fragment

Inscription: none
(possibly footstone to #81)
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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APPENDIX 5.

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 71

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Unknown
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: marble
fragment

Inscription: none
(possibly footstone to #82)
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 72

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Unknown
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: marble
fragment

Inscription: none
(possibly footstone to #83)
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 73A

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Pharr, Bennie Lewis
Type of Marker/Monument:

Inscription:

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

"BOLLARD" / MR. BENNIE / LEWIS / PHARR / [ (BELOW SOIL) ]

Inscription Technique:
Material:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other: molded
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 73B

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Murray, Lola
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: funeral home
marker

Inscription: LOLA MURRAY / 1873 - 1960 / TOM M. WAGES FUNERAL HOME
(possible headtone to #84)
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other: metal

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

other: molded
fieldstone

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 74

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Unknown
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: marble
fragment

Inscription: none
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 75

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Unknown
Type of Marker/Monument:

Inscription:

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: fieldstone

none

Inscription Technique:
Material:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 76

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Unknown
Type of Marker/Monument:

Inscription:

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: fieldstone

none

Inscription Technique:
Material:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 77

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Unknown
Type of Marker/Monument:

Inscription:

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: fieldstone

none

Inscription Technique:
Material:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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APPENDIX 5.

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 78

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Burley, William
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: WILLIAM BURLEY / GEORGIA / CPL OM CORPS / WORLD WAR I / MARCH 13 1896
JULY 15 1947
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design: cross
City:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 79

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Strickland, Ruben, Mrs.
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: HANLEY / MRS. RUBEN / STRICKLAND / APR 15 1948 40
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other: MOLDED
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design: cross
City:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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APPENDIX 5.

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street
Name(s) on marker:

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 80

Location: Suwanee, GA

Jones, Robert Lee

Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: ROBERT LEE / JONES / NOV. 29, 1929 / MAR. 26, 1953
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 81

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Unknown
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: rectangular
fragment

Inscription: none
(possibly headstone to #81)
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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APPENDIX 5.

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 82

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Unknown
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: fragments

Inscription: none
(possibly headstone to #71)
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 83

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Unknown
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: fragment

Inscription: none
(possibly headstone to #72)
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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APPENDIX 5.

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 84

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Unknown
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: fragment

Inscription: none
(possibly headstone to #73)
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street
Name(s) on marker:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

HANLEY / MR. WILLIAM / BURLEY / JULY 15 1947 52

Inscription Technique:
Material:

Grave #: 85

Location: Suwanee, GA

Burley, William

Type of Marker/Monument:

Inscription:

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other: molded
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design: cross
City:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street
Name(s) on marker:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

MURDAUGH / MR. FRANK / BURLEY / AUG 31 1957

Inscription Technique:
Material:

Grave #: 86

Location: Suwanee, GA

Burley, Frank

Type of Marker/Monument:

Inscription:

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other: molded
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 87

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Strickland, Ella
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: MURDAUGH / MRS / ELLA / STRICKLAND / MAR 8 1958
(with iron 'H' on iron rod) & 2 field stones
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other: molded
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 88

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Strickland, Nellie
Type of Marker/Monument:

Inscription:

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

MURDAUGH / MISS / NELLIE / STRICKLAND / JAN 9 1960

Inscription Technique:
Material:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other: molded
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street
Name(s) on marker:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

MURDAUGH / MRS. / EDITH MAE / TURNER / DEC 4 1963

Inscription Technique:
Material:

Grave #: 89

Location: Suwanee, GA

Turner, Edith Mae

Type of Marker/Monument:

Inscription:

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other: molded
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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APPENDIX 5.

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 90

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Strickland, Mae Emma
Type of Marker/Monument:

Inscription:

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

MURDAUGH / MISS / MAE EMMA / STRICKLAND / [ (below soil) ]

Inscription Technique:
Material:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 91

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Unknown
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: funeral home
marker

Inscription: none
(also fragment of marble)
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other: metal

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

other:
fieldstone

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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APPENDIX 5.

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 92

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Unknown
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: none

Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material: metal

Design: garden border

Condition: fair

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street
Name(s) on marker:

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 93

Location: Suwanee, GA

Johnson, Melrose

Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: funeral home
marker

Inscription: MELROSE JOHNSON / 1915 - 1963 / Stewart Funeral Home
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other: metal

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

other:
fieldstone

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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APPENDIX 5.

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street
Name(s) on marker:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: funeral home
marker

WATERS JOHNSO[N] / 1917 – 1994 / BILL HEAD SERVICE

Inscription Technique:
Material:

Grave #: 94

Location: Suwanee, GA

Johnson, [ ]waters

Type of Marker/Monument:

Inscription:

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other: metal

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

other: molded
fieldstone

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 95

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Unknown
Type of Marker/Monument:

Inscription:

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: fieldstone

none

Inscription Technique:
Material:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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APPENDIX 5.

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 96

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Howard, Jessie
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: JESSIE / HOWARD / GEORGIA / PVT CO A / 518 ENGINEERS / WORLD WAR I /
FEBRUARY 9 1892 / MAY 18 1967
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design: cross
City:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 97

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Howard, Ophelia T.
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: OPHELIA T. / HOWARD / APR. 7, 1907 / OCT. 6, 1978
(with 3 fieldstones) (#118 may be footstone to this)
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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APPENDIX 5.

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street
Name(s) on marker:

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 98

Location: Suwanee, GA

Unknown

Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: fieldstone

Inscription: none
(#119 is footstone to this)
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street
Name(s) on marker:

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 99

Location: Suwanee, GA

Unknown

Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: fieldstone

Inscription: none
(#100 is at head of this grave)
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo
Photo was taken
from 2006 Eagle
Scout project.

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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APPENDIX 5.

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street
Name(s) on marker:

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 100

Location: Suwanee, GA

Unknown

Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: fieldstone

Inscription: none
(#99 is at foot of this grave)
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street
Name(s) on marker:

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 101

Location: Suwanee, GA

Johnson, Cora

Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

Inscription: HA[ ]LEY / MRS. CORA / JOHNSON / SEPT 8 1947
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

47

other: molded
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design: cross
City:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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APPENDIX 5.

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street
Name(s) on marker:

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 102

Location: Suwanee, GA

Unknown

Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: fieldstone

Inscription: none
(#116 is at other end of this grave)
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street
Name(s) on marker:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: fieldstone

none

Inscription Technique:
Material:

Grave #: 103

Location: Suwanee, GA

Unknown

Type of Marker/Monument:

Inscription:

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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APPENDIX 5.

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street
Name(s) on marker:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: 3 fieldstones

none

Inscription Technique:
Material:

Grave #: 104

Location: Suwanee, GA

Unknown

Type of Marker/Monument:

Inscription:

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street
Name(s) on marker:

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 105

Location: Suwanee, GA

Brandon, Cornell

Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: HAUGABROOKS / MR / CORNELL / BRANDON / 11.11.1976
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other: molded
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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APPENDIX 5.

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street
Name(s) on marker:

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 106

Location: Suwanee, GA

Brandon, Mattie B.

Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: 'HAUGABROOKS' / MRS. MATTIE / B. BRANDON / 4-13-1978
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other: molded
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street
Name(s) on marker:

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 107

Location: Suwanee, GA

Brandon, Mattie Bell

Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: HAUGABROOKS / MRS. MATTIE / BELL / BRANDON / 4-13-1978
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other: molded
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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APPENDIX 5.

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street
Name(s) on marker:

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 108

Location: Suwanee, GA

Brandon, Hoyt R.

Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: funeral home
marker

Inscription: HOYT R. BRANDON / 1902 - 1983 / TOM WAGES FUN'L HOME
(associated with #109)
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other: metal

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

other: molded
fieldstone

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street
Name(s) on marker:

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 109

Location: Suwanee, GA

Brandon, Hoyt R. & Lottie

Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: BRANDON // HOYT R. / APR. 5, 1902 / NOV. 3, 1983 // LOTTIE / OCT. 29, 1908 //
MARRIED OCT. 20, 1935
(associated with #108 & 110)
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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APPENDIX 5.

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street
Name(s) on marker:

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT

Brandon, Lottie Lou

Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

Inscription: LOTTIE LOU / BRANDON / 1908
LAURENCEVILLE, GA
(associated with #109) & fieldstone
Inscription Technique:
Material:

Grave #: 110

Location: Suwanee, GA

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: funeral home
marker & fieldstone

WARBINGTON MORTUARY 2001 /

painted
granite
other: metal

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

other: molded
fieldstone

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 111

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Unknown
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: funeral home
marker fragment

Inscription: none
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other: metal

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

other: molded
fieldstone

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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APPENDIX 5.

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 112

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Unknown
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: concrete
fragment

Inscription: none
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 113

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Unknown
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: marble
fragment

Inscription: none
(probably footstone to #26)
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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APPENDIX 5.

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 114

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Unknown
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: funeral home
marker fragment

Inscription: none
(possibly associated with #8 or #26)
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other: metal

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

other:
fieldstone

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street
Name(s) on marker:
Type of Marker/Monument:

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 115

Location: Suwanee, GA
-- This number not used -headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription:
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo
Surveyor: D. Hacker
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APPENDIX 5.

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 116

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Unknown
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: fieldstone

Inscription: none
(probably associated with #102)
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 117

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Unknown
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: marble
fragment

Inscription: none

Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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APPENDIX 5.

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 118

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Unknown
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: fieldstone

Inscription: none
(probably associated with #97)

Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 119

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Unknown
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: fieldstone

Inscription: none
(probably associated with #98)

Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 120

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Unknown
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: fieldstone

Inscription: none
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-22-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Jackson Street

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 121

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Unknown
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: fieldstone

Inscription: none
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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APPENDIX 6.
MONUMENT RECORDATION FORMS –
SIMS LAKE PARK CEMETERY
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Sims

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 1

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Douglas, George W.
Type of
Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: box tomb

Inscription: GEO. W DOUGLAS/ Was born Febry 2 1861 / Died July 31 1865
Inscription
Technique:
Material:

carved
marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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APPENDIX 6.

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Sims

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 2

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Douglass, Rebecca Tillman
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: REBECCA TILLMAN / WIFE OF JONES DOUGLASS / AUG 14 1781 / MAR 20 1864
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-23-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Sims

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 2A

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Douglass, Rebecca Tillman
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription:
Inscription
Technique:
Material:

carved

painted

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

granite
other:

fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

Stonecutter’s Name:

other:

City:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material: fieldstone

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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APPENDIX 6.

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Sims

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 3

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Douglass, Jones
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: box tomb

Inscription: JONES DOUGLASS / Was born Novr. 25th 1779 / Died Oct. 15th 1846
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-23-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Sims

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 3A

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Douglass, Jones
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: JONES DOUGLASS / SADLER GA MILITIA / WAR OF 1812 / NOV 25 1779 / Oct. 15 1846
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other: bronze

flowers
fraternal order
other design:
City:

other: molded
fieldstone

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Sims

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 4

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: none
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: none
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

painted
granite
other:

fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

Stonecutter’s Name:

other:
concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material: fieldstone

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-23-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Sims

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 5

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: none
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: box tomb

Inscription: none (child sized)
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Sims

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 6

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: none
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: box tomb

Inscription: none
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-23-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Sims

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 7

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Wisdom, A.D.
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: A.D.Wisdom / Daughter of J.L. & M.J. Wisdom / Born Aug. 2, 1857. / Died Feb. 10, 1860. /
Asleep in Jesus.
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material: marble

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials: A.D.W.

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Sims

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 8

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: None
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: box tomb

Inscription: none
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-23-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Sims

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 9

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: None
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: M.E.A.
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

painted
granite
other:

fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

Stonecutter’s Name:

other:
concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material: fieldstone

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Sims

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 10

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: None
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: 3 fieldstones

Inscription: none
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-23-2008
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PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THREE SUWANEE, GEORGIA CEMETERIES

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Sims

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 11

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: None
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: fieldstone

Inscription: none
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Sims

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 12

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: King, John
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: JOHN KING / WAS BORN FEBy 6th 1796 / DIED JULY 5th 1852
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-23-2008
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Sims

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 13

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: King, William S.
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: WILLIAM S KING / BORN DEC 22 1846 / DIED JUNE 16 1852
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Sims

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 14

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: None
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: 2 worked
stone, 1 fieldstone

Inscription: none
Inscription Technique:
Material:

carved

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

painted
granite
other:

fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

Stonecutter’s Name:

other:
concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material: fieldstone

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery:

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 15

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: None
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: 2 fieldstones

Inscription: none
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Sims

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 16

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: Moore, T.
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other:

Inscription: T. MOORE / AND / WIEF
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-23-2008
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Sims

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 17

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: None
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: fieldstone

Inscription: none
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker
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Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664
Columbia, SC 29202
803-787-6910
Cemetery: Sims

CEMETERY FIELD SURVEY SHEET
INDIVIDUAL MARKER/MONUMENT
Grave #: 18

Location: Suwanee, GA

Name(s) on marker: None
Type of Marker/Monument:

headstone
tab in socket
obelisk
bedstead/cradle

footstone
lawn/flush
pedestal
ledger

die on base
government
pulpit
other: fieldstone

Inscription: none
Inscription Technique:
Material:

marble
wood

Gravestone Design Features:

Stonecutter’s Name:

carved

painted
granite
other:

other:
fieldstone

flowers
fraternal order
other design:

concrete

hand/hands
lamb

City:

flowers
book

Location of Mark:

Footstone:

Material:

Coping:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Fencing:

Material:

Design:

Condition:

Design/initials:

Photo

Surveyor: D. Hacker

Date: 10-23-2008
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Cemetery Preservation Plans
Historical Research
Identification of Grave Locations
and Mapping
Condition Assessments
Treatment of Stone and Ironwork

Chicora Foundation, Inc.
PO Box 8664 ▪ 861 Arbutus Drive
Columbia, SC 29202-8664
Tel: 803-787-6910
Fax: 803-787-6910
www.chicora.org

